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PREFACE 

This study is part of a Service and Methods Demonstration (SMD) Program 

that is being administered by the Office of Transit Planning of the Urban Mass 

Transportation Administration (UMTA) within the U.S. Department of Transportation. 

The study has been contracted through the Transportation Systems Center, another 

part of the U.S. Department of Transportation. 

The authors wish to thank the hundreds of transit operators who so helpfully 

provided information for this study. Special appreciation goes to MTTA personnel 

in Tulsa, PAT personnel in Pittsburgh, and SEMTA personnel in Detroit for their 

assistance in surveys of transit users. We are very grateful to the University 

of Pittsburgh and the five companies in Tulsa whose cooperation and assistance 

were indispensable in our surveys of their employees. Staff members of the 

American Pub I ic Transit Association were extremely helpful in providing much of 

the historical data included in the study. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study examines past and existing experience with fare prepayment 

programs and draws conclusions concerning their potential. The study has 

the fol lowing major objectives: 

Survey, examine, and summarize ongoing and completed transit 

fa re prepayment programs. 

Identify the key features and problems associated with 

transit fare prepayment. 

Measure and analyze public response to transit fare pre

payment. 

Assess the advantages and market potential of transit fare 

prepayment. 

Analyze the cost-effectiveness of transit fare prepayment. 

Identify best applications of and implementation structures 

for transit fare prepayment. 

Three separate and complementary approaches were taken in satisfying the 

above objectives: (I) a history and background of fare prepayment, based primarily 

on I ibrary research, but also drawing on the opinions of veteran transit operators; 

(2) a survey of U.S. transit operators and a discussion of current operational 

issues; and (3) a discussion of transit user attitudes, based on several previously 

published studies as well as four separate user surveys performed in selected 

transit systems specifically for this study. 

Fare prepayment types are differentiated primarily by differences in 

boarding procedures and by conventions I imiting the period of validity and the 

number of times they can be used. The major types of prepayment are: 

Tickets 

Tokens 

Punch Cards (also cal led commutation tickets or punch passes) 

Passes 

Permits 

Newer and lesser-used forms are magnetic stored fare cards and credit 

cards, both of which require sophisticated technology to be used. 
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Prepayment types can be divided in two classes: (I) those which allow the 

purchaser a fixed number of rides, usua I ly over an un I imited time period 

(tickets, tokens, punch cards); and (2) those which are valid for an unlimited 

number of rides over a fixed time period (passes, permits). 

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 

Season tickets tor rai I road commuters in Pittsburgh existed as early as 

1860. Tickets and tokens came to be sold in quantity in the early 1900 1 s tor 

the convenience of the passengers and to eliminate the need for conductors to 

make penny change. The use of weekly passes began in the 1920 1s, rose to a 

peak during World War II, and declined until a recent resurgence in the 1970 1s. 

Day passes have generally been reserved for special uses, such as Sunday riding, 

but a few operators have made them avai !able on regular service with considerable 

success. Monthly passes are a relatively recent form; the earliest ones appeared 

in the mid-l960 1 s, and they have proliferated rapidly since the early 1970 1 s. 

Sunday and weekend passes were in use in the 19 30' s, but they, too, genera I I y 

lay dormant unti I the recent flurry of transit marketing activity. Annual 

passes and permits saw their first use recently in college towns, where the 

student ID card often serves as a pass or permit on the buses. 

Automatic tare collection (AFC) is a recent development that has generally 

been confined to rai I systems, where the large capital expenses are more easily 

justified than they can be on buses. The principal consideration driving AFC 

development has been its substitution of passenger self-service tor labor

intensive booth, counter, or conductor sales of some prepayment instrument. 

Other reasons tor implementing AFC include reduction of fraud, taci I itation of 

intermodal transfers, facilitation of complex zoned fare structures, flexibi I ity 

for fare structure alterations, provision of credit or third-party payment 

opportunities, cash flow advantages to the operator, reduction of cash security 

problems, and convenience to the rider. 

SURVEY OF U.S. TRANSIT OPERATORS 

Based on postcard and telephone surveys of U.S. transit operators, it is 

estimated that approximately 93 percent of U.S. transit systems have some form 

of fare prepayment. Many have two or three forms of prepayment avai !able. In 

the telephone survey, 41 percent of al I prepayment plans were found to be 
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associated with certain I imitations or privileges with the remaining plans being 

available to the general pub I ic. Limitations are based on: 

Rider age 

Other rider attributes (mobi I ity handicapped, student, employment 

or client status, etc.) 

Day or time of appl icabi I ity 

Area or service type available 

The most common of these by far is rider age, due to the widespread use of 

prepayment designated for students and senior citizens. Beyond the need and 

desire to establish special prepayment forms for special situations and rider 

attributes is the general feeling among transit operators that fare prepayment is 

an effective marketing tool. 

In about half of al I plans found, the prepayment instrument is not trans

ferable from user to user and therefore is at least theoretically limited to a 

particular user, or in some cases a family or household. Enforcement of 

I imitations by person, time of use or trip, etc. was noted by many operators as 

problematic. Many volunteered that such limitations are simply not generally 

or effectively enforced. Few of the operators indicated substantial concern 

about fraud and pass misuse. 

Several questions in the telephone survey of transit operators asked for 

various measures of effectiveness of fare prepayment plans. These measures were: 

Ridership changes due to fare prepayment. 

Revenue changes due to fare prepayment. 

Changes in administrative costs due to fare prepayment. 

Staff level changes due to fare prepayment. 

Impact on coin hand I ing and counting due to fare prepayment. 

Number of pass/permit holders. 

Percentage of passengers using fare prepayment. 

The telephone survey resulted in a disappointing lack of hard data on most of 

these measures (only 10-12 percent of the transit operators said they had facts 

to back up their ridership and revenue change estimates), so results from this 

part of the study should be considered with caution. The rough, qua I itative 

judgment of transit operators is apparently that prepayment plans in general 
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increase ridership rrore often than not and probably never decrease ridership. 

They further report that plans usually have no observable effect on revenue, 

but that prepayment-induced revenue increases, where they occur, outnumber 

decreases by three to one. Most plans are reportedly used by only smal I 

percentages (less than 10 percent) of boarding passengers, but for each type 

of plan there are a few examples of systems where prepaid riders are estimated 

to constitute 20 percent or more of the ridership. 

Fare prepayment's administrative costs, impacts on staff level, and impacts 

on coin handling and counting seldom appear to be significant. The highest 

administrative costs seem to be associated with short-term prepayment instruments, 

simply because of the need to distribute and sel I more of them tor a given number 

of rides. Common distribution mechanisms include: 

On-board sales 

Booths or counters 

Mai I order 

Third party purchase and distribution (employers, schools, social 

agencies) 

Vending machines (AFC only) 

On-board sales are usually al lowed only in systems without exact change tare 

policies, unless day passes are being sold. In systems with exact change policies, 

tare prepayment is seen as a convenience tor passengers, al lowing them to buy 

trips in bulk so that they are not required to produce the exact tare tor 

each trip. 

Most prepayment plans found in the telephone sample are ottered at an actual 

or potential discount in comparison to payment tor transit rides by straight 

cash tare. The practice of discounting is generally motivated by one or more 

of the fol lowing: 

A social pol icy judgment that some groups deserve a lower fare 

than the general rider. 

A general feeling that a discount is appropriate tor bulk purchase 

of any good. 

A marketing judgment that both discount and convenience aspects of 

prepayment wi I I encourage additional patronage. 

A public policy judgment that providing lower cost (to the rider) 

pub I ic transit is a desirable and effective way to achieve some other 

end. 
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Bulk discounts are ottered on about 70 percent of multiple-ride prepayment 

plans (tickets, tokens and punch cards). Under these arrangements the passenger 

pays less per ride than the amount of the cash fare. In most of the multiple

ride plans avai I able to the general pub I ic, the discount is less than 30 percent. 

The effective discount, if any, provided by a pass, however, depends on the 

frequency of its use. Most monthly passes are priced at 40 times the one way 

fare, and most weekly passes are priced at 10 times the one way fare. Permits 

fall into two classes, (I) those which are generally provided tree or at a 

nominal cost to the user, merely serving as a qua I itication method for some 

lower cash fare (senior citizen and student ID cards) and (2) those which are 

sold at a substantial cost and used to cover some specified cash value (rather 

than percentage) of the normal fare for each trip. The amount of discount with 

the first type of permit, as with the multiple-ride plans, is a fixed percentage 

per ride. The discount with the second type of permit, however, depends on the 

amount of use, as is the case with passes. 

Several approaches were taken in the effort to determine whether certain 

settings are more suitable than others tor prepayment. No significant findings 

were made, but there did seem to be high use of prepayment in college towns and 

a few other cities with a single, large institution in a centralized location. 

TRANSIT USER ATTITUDES 

Previously published studies of transit riders in Portland OR found that 

monthly pass users rated cost and convenience equally in their decision to buy the 

pass. A postcard survey of monthly pass purchasers in St. Louis MO found that 

12.5 percent had not been transit riders before the pass was avai I able. In 

Houston TX, 43 percent of the United Gas Pipe Line (UGPL) Company's employees 

use transit, thanks largely to an incentive program whereby UGPL subsidizes 

transit permits. A study of Metro Passholders in Seattle WA showed that the 

pricing structure of the pass favors passengers who make long trips. A survey 

of pass holders in Westport CT found that 88 percent of daytime riders and 

96 percent of commuters use the inexpensive annual pass. In Chapel Hi 11 NC 

a study shows the effectiveness of raising parking rates and distributing annual 

transit passes along with parking stickers. A study in Warren Ml ranked 

preferences tor method of fare collection among potential users of a 

hypothetical jitney system, and in Fl int Ml a study of Maxi-Cab passengers 

found that paying only once per month for the service was a popular feature. 
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A survey in Sacramento CA found that 42 percent of riders there use the system's 

day pass. 

Four user surveys were performed in connection with this study. The first, 

among users of express commuter services in southeastern Michigan, found that 

the choice among alternate prepayment options is largely an economic one. 

Most of these passengers seem to estimate carefully the number of trips they wi I I 

be making in the coming month before choosing either the duration-I imited pass 

or a slightly more expensive, trip-limited punch card. When their future trip

making is uncertain, these passengers tend to be risk-averse, and hence choose 

the punch card in order to put a ceiling on their cost per trip. The responses 

obtained in a survey of riders in the MTTA bus system in Tulsa OK indicated 

that the more affluent commuters, like respondents to the Michigan survey, tend 

to make their choices among available payment methods on the basis of expected 

cost per trip. A 25-trip punch card, the most economical payment method for 

transit usage of fewer than 3 trips per day, was the predominant choice among 

Tu Isa commuters. 

Economic considerations do not hold, however, among al I transit users, 

as other findings from the Tulsa on-board survey show. Low income riders in 

Tulsa tend to prefer the 25-cent cash tare or the 50-cent day pass over the 

discounted punch cards for the "convenience," they say. The $5.00 front-end 

cost of MTTA 1 s punch card, though seemingly not very great, may be a deterrent to 

its use by people with I imited resources, even though the cards would save 

them money in the long run. The payment preferences of the young and the old 

tend to be a I i gned with those of the I ow income groups, pr i ma ri I y because a 

large share of these age groups have I imited incomes. 

Employer-sponsored programs to distribute and sometimes subsidize transit 

prepayment were studied by conducting surveys in Tulsa and Pittsburgh. Non

participants as we[ I as participants in the programs were questioned in order 

to help explain why some people are more attracted to the plan than others. 

The Tulsa and Pittsburgh (PAT) transit systems differ in many ways, including 

their basic fare structures. MTTA's flat fare system is more conducive to 

simple, convenient prepayment plans than is PAT 1 s zone system. Approximately 

40 percent of MTTA's passengers use a punch card to board. PAT 1s permit is 

dis I iked by some passengers because of the need to drop coins in the farebox 

as wel I as display the permit. Nevertheless, the permits offer a cost savings 

if used frequently enough, which helps to explain the sale of 216,000 monthly 

permits and I ,600 annual permits during 1975 in Pittsburgh. 
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PAT otters an incentive for people to participate in employer-administered 

payrol I deduction program by providing a permit free in the twelfth month after 

the person stays in the program tor eleven consecutive months. This feature 

plus the convenience of purchase by payrol I deduction have helped to attract 

on the order of a hundred new transit users from among 6,000 eligible University 

of Pittsburgh employees and have probably caused an equal number of University 

transit users to ride more than they did previously. 

In Tulsa the results of the employer-sponsored programs are, as expected, 

more dramatic, since many of the firms in the punch card distribution program 

pay halt the cost of the punch cards. Survey results from five companies in 

Tulsa indicate that one fourth of a company's employees might be expected to 

switch to transit when the employer offers a 50 percent subsidy of a transit 

prepayment plan. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study concludes that~ passes have significant, but largely undiscovered 

advantages related to providing passenger convenience, encouraging off-peak travel, 

and meeting the needs of low-income passengers. They can be sold by the driver, 

even in exact tare systems, and therefore do not require the passenger to make a 

special trip to a prepayment outlet. Day passes not only enable people to 

consolidate several trips into a single day at a low price, but otter a convenient 

means tor commuters to pay for round trips. 

Another conclusion notes that employer-sponsored programs tor distributing 

prepayment forms have been effective and are also deserving of more attention from 

transit operators. Merely the sale of transit passes and other prepayment 

instruments at a place of work can increase transit visibi I ity and encourage 

more people to ride. Employer subsidies of transit fares can be especially 

effective. Plans that offer transit passes in conjunction with parking privileges 

(modeled after Chapel Hill NC) also have potential, whether organized through 

employers or through municipal government. 

Transit operators need to balance their set of prepayment programs and 

then periodically review those programs to assure that they continue to meet 

passengers' needs. Since fare prepayment programs are relatively easy to 

establish, planning and evaluation of these programs is often incomplete. The 

lack of quantitative information about prepayment among many transit operators is 

clear evidence of the need for a more systematic approach toward this aspect of 

transit marketing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I. I WHY STUDY FARE PREPAYMENT? 

For many years transit operators have offered their patrons the opportunity 

to pay for transit rides in advance through the purchase of various forms of 

tickets, tokens, and passes. In the last five years public response to fare 

prepayment has been especially dramatic. Increasing numbers of operators are 

now looking for innovative ways to realize the tul I potential of prepayment. 

It is to assist them in this pursuit that the present research was undertaken. 

Why has there been a resurgence in prepayment recently? What features of 

prepayment attract riders to transit? Is it cost savings primarily or is it 

convenience? Do al I people respond in the same way? What combinations of 

various types of prepayment complement one another? How does implementation 

of prepayment affect transit operations? 

This study explores these and other related questions. The issues discussed 

in this report have no doubt been contemplated by most transit operators at one 

time or another. Unti I now, however, few of the innovations and experiences of 

individual operators have been disseminated tor the benefit of other operators. 

Many of the 146 U.S. transit operators interviewed in the course of this study 

expressed much interest in what the operators of other transit properties are 

doing in the area of prepayment. The staffs of at least two of the larger transit 

systems have actually conducted their own surveys of other operators to learn 

more about the current state of the art in fare prepayment. These observations 

point to the need tor dissemination of information about fare prepayment. 

In this volume we wi 11 recount some of the history of fare prepayment, 

explore operational issues, and present the attitudes of a few of the transit 

passengers who use prepayment today. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

This study is part of a Service and Methods Demonstration (SMD) Program 

that is being administered by the Office of Transit Planning of the Urban Mass 

Transportation Administration (UMTA). The study has been contracted through 

the Transportation Systems Center, another part of the U.S. Department of 

Transportation. UMTA has recognized that relatively simple and inexpensive 

rrodifications to some part of a transit system's operations can often bring 

highly fruitful results. The SMD Program therefore was designed to develop, 

demonstrate, and evaluate new techniques and methods that wi I I increase the 
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level of service in a cost-effective manner. An overal I objective of the SMD 

Program is to bring new techniques into ful I operational application and to 

demonstrate the use of proven techniques. 

As part of the SMD Program, this study examines past and existing experience 

with fare prepayment programs and draws conclusions concerning their potential. 

The study has the fol lowing major objectives: 

Survey, examine, and summarize ongoing and completed transit 

fare prepayment programs. 

Identify the key features and problems associated with transit fare 

prepayment. 

Measure and analyze pub I ic response to transit fare prepayment. 

Assess the advantages and market potential of transit fare prepayment. 

Analyze the cost-effectiveness of transit fare prepayment. 

Identify best applications of and implementation structures for 

transit fare prepayment. 

1.3 STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF THE REPORT 

Fol lowing this introductory section is a brief section devoted to defining 

prepayment and developing a perspective from which to view the basic prepayment 

types. The remainder of the report contains three major parts. The first part, 

Section 3, traces transit fare prepayment as far back as 1860 and fol lows its 

development through to the current state of the art. Automatic fare collection 

is briefly summarized, and some of the more recent and innovative distribution 

and marketing techniques are also discussed. The history includes numerous 

examples of past and ongoing experience with fare prepayment. Section 4 reports 

the results of a survey of 146 U.S. transit operators who were asked a detailed 

set of questions relating to their use of prepayment. National use of prepayment 

is summarized by prepayment type, and various issues are discussed, including the 

effects of prepayment on ridership and revenue, the pricing of prepayment forms, 

and other administrative issues. The third major part, Section 5, investigates 

prepayment from the point of view of the passenger. Completed user surveys from 

other sources are summarized. Surveys designed especially tor this study are 

described, and the results are presented and analyzed. Conclusions of the study 

are presented in Section 6. 
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2. WHAT IS TRANSIT FARE PREPAYMENT? 

Prepayment is broadly defined here as any method of fare payment other 

than paying cash at the time a transit trip is taken. In addition to the 

conventional prepayment forms such as tickets, tokens, punch cards, and passes, 

we also consider some of the special distribution and subsidy methods that make 

certain programs innovative. Credit card bi 11 ing for transit rides is also 

included in the definition, even though, strictly speaking, it involves post

payment rather than prepayment. 

2. I DEFINITIONS 

Transit fare prepayment is the purchase of evidence that can later be 

decremented, surrendered, or verified as a substitute for cash in payment 

for transit rides. Prepayment types are differentiated primarily by differences 

in boarding procedures and by conventions I imiting the period of validity and 

the number of times they can be used. Tickets, tokens, punch cards, passes, 

and permits are examples of distinct prepayment types. A prepayment instrument 

is defined as the physical piece of paper, cardboard, plastic, or metal that a 

passenger uses to board a vehicle or pass through a turnstile in a station. 

Some paper and cardboard prepayment instruments are printed on safety paper, 

which has a special background design that makes the instrument harder to 

counterte it. 

Tickets are paper slips or cards that are surrendered to the driver or 

conductor. Some tickets have a stub that is torn off and returned to the 

passenger as a receipt. Each ticket is generally valid for one ride. Sometimes, 

however, tickets are a straight replacement for.cash, and the correct number 

and denominations of tickets must be placed in the farebox to substitute tor 

the cash fare. Most tickets do not carry expiration dates, but some transit 

operators include such dates so as to limit the liabi I ity from outstanding 

tickets, to discourage counterfeiting, or to guard against their appreciating 

as cash fares inflate. 

Tokens are usually metal, coin-like disks that are placed into a turnstile 

at the entrance to a rapid transit station or into a farebox on a vehicle. They 

do not have the potential for theft that coins do, and their collection, unlike 

that of tickets, can be unattended in rapid transit applications. 

Punch cards have been ca I led many different names, such as "punch tickets", 

"multiple-ride tickets", "commutation tickets", and "punch passes". They are 
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cards or slips of paper with areas in which holes are to be punched by the driver, 

usually one hole per ride. Every time a hole is punched, the residual value of 

the card is, in effect, decremented. When a specified number of holes has been 

punched, the card no longer has any value. Throughout this report we shal I refer 

to this mechanism of payment as a "punch card", even though many transit operators 

may have other names for it. Like tickets, the majority of punch cards do not 

carry expiration dates. 

Passes are paper, or sometimes plastic, cards that transit users display 

to the driver or to a person at a pass gate. A photograph identifying the 

eligible passholder is occasionally placed on each pass to facilitate limiting 

use to a specific individual. The passenger rides as many times as desired 

unti I the pass expires. Some passes for privileged users I ike senior citizens 

have no expiration date, because the transit services are provided free to 

these people for an indefinite period of time. 

Permits are similar to passes in appearance, and I ike passes, they must 

be shown to the driver or gatekeeper before a passenger can ride. They differ 

from passes in that the passenger deposits a certain amount of cash into the 

farebox as wel I as flashing the permit. Permits are sometimes preferred over 

passes in zoned tare systems, where passes specific to zones would become unwieldy. 

Thus the permit is a mechanism for charging differential fares while requiring 

only one version of the prepayment instrument. Some permits are· sold at a 

nominal rate or are given out free and serve to designate their bearers as persons 

entitled to discounted rides. The predominant use of permits today is to 

designate senior citizens and students as privileged classes of riders. 

Automatic fare collection is a subject that embraces many of the technological 

developments that have mechanized some fare collection tasks normally performed 

manually. Many of these tasks have to do with prepayment. 

The magnetic stored fare card, which is functionally almost the same as a 

punch card, contains a variable number of rides or dollar value, magnetically 

encoded on a strip of material much I ike recording tape. It is inserted into 

a special reader in a rapid transit station, and the value is read, electronically 

decremented, and the new value recorded on the strip. Magnetic stored fare cards 

are commonly sold in vending machines, have more tlexibi I ity than punch cards, and 

require minimal human monitoring. 

Credit payment is actually postpayment rather than prepayment and is sti I I at 

the experimental stage. The passenger inserts a credit card into an automatic 

reader on the veh i c I e and is bi I I ed at the end of the month according to the 
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number of rides taken and possibly the distance traveled or number of zone 

crossings involved. 

Multiple ride prepayment forms are a class of prepayment types that include 

tickets, tokens, punch cards, and magnetic stored tare cards. The purchaser buys 

a fixed quantity of rides, and the prepayment instrument is usually val id tor an 

uni imited length of time. 

2.2 SUMMARY OF FEATURES SPECIFIC TO INDIVIDUAL PREPAYMENT TYPES 

The definitions above describe each prepayment type in terms of important 

and distinguishing features. Table 2-1 presents a more complete I isting of the 

features that tend to be consistent tor each prepayment type. Advantages and 

disadvantages I isted in the last two columns of Table 2-1 apply to both the 

passenger and the transit operator. (Note that Table 2-1 is in two parts on 

successive pages.) 

2.3 CLASSES OF PREPAYMENT TYPES 

Two features in Table 2-1 are especially important in characterizing a 

given prepayment plan: quantity of rides and duration of the prepayment 

instrument. Can the nature of the basic prepayment types be generalized with 

respect to these two features? 

Figure 2-1 places the major prepayment plans observed into two-dimensional 

space, the vertical dimension being duration of the instrument to expiration 

(regardless of how many trips have been made), and the horizontal dimension 

being maximum number of trips the instrument al lows. 

At the upper right corner of Figure 2-1 are two special, unlimited-use, 

uni imited-duration instruments: the transit employee pass and the senior 

citizen (and handicapped, student, etc.) discount permit. Nearest the lower 

left corner is the most restricted instrument observed in our national survey, 

a 10-trip punch card which expires 30 days after purchase. Other varieties of 

instruments are placed in their appropriate locations in the space. 

In theory, prepayment could be I imited in one dimension and unrestricted in 

the other. Uni imited-trip passes are usually I imited as to their duration, and 

multiple-trip ticket books or punch cards need not have expiration dates. However, 

in practice, further limits are imposed. In the case_of tickets and punch 

cards, operators seem to want to protect themselves against having to honor old 

prepayment instruments when the fare structure may have risen subsequent to 
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PREPAYMENT 
TYPE 

Tickets 

Tokens 

Punch 
Cards 

Magnetic 
Stored 
Fare 

Passes 

Permits 

TABLE 2-1. SUMMARY OF PREPAYMENT TYPES AND FEATURES 
Part I 

FEATURE 
I Boarding 

Quantity of Rides Duration 
I 

Procedure 

So Id in strips or books in Usually unlimited. Surrender ticket to 
widely varying quantities. Sometimes expire to I imit driver or conductor. 
Usually one ride per ticket, transit operator's Sometimes a stub is 
though sometimes used as I iabil ity or mini~ize returned to the 
substitute for cash in abuse. passenger. 
different denominations. 

; 

Sold one at a time or in Unlimited until revalua- Insert token in turn-
multiples of some convenient tion or reolacement of stile for admittance 
quantity. Usu a I I y one ride a I I tokens in the system. to rapid transit 
per token. station, or place 

token in fare box. 

One card good for fixed Usually uni imited. Some- Hand card to driver, 
quantity of rides. times expire to I imit who punches to indi-

transit operator's cate a trip is being 
I iabi I ity or minimize used up. Passenger 
abuse. retains card. 

Can be "stored fare" or Usually unlimited. Some- Insert card into 
"stored value". F I ex i b i I i ty i n times two successive uses special reader. Reader 
specifying number of rides must be some minimum deducts cost of trip 

I 

per card depends on period apart, Ii ke 10 electronically and re-
sophistication of system. minutes, to avoid abuse. turns card to passen-

Iner. ! 
' 

No fixed quantity of rides. Day, week, month, quarter,'Show pass to driver, 
year or for a weekend, conductor, or gate-
summer or semester. keeper for visual 

verification. 

No fixed quantity of rides. Day, week, month, quarter Show permit to driver 
year or for a weekend, for visual verifica-
summer or semester. tion. Insert required 

number of coins in 
farebox. 

Cost Compared 
to Cash 

Less than or equal 
to cash. 

Less than or equa 
to cash. Sometime s 
required in Ii eu 
of cash. 

Less than or equal 
to cash. 

Usually must be 
used instead of 
cash. Can be I esc 
than or equal to 
cash. 

Cost comparison 
depends on price, 
duration of pass, 
and frequency of 
riding. 

Cost comparison 
depends on price, 
duration, cash 
drop, and fre-
quency of riding. 



I __, 
I 

PREPAYMENT 
TYPE 

Tickets 

Tokens 

Punch 
Cards 

Magnetic 
Stored 
Fare 

Passes 

Permits 

TABLE 2-1. SUMMARY OF PREPAYMENT TYPES AND FEATURES 
t--art :.::: 

FEATURE 
Safeguards Against Types of Systems 

Abuse Where Found Advantaqes 

"Safety" paper, multi-color A 11 types. Usually no expira-
printing. Sometimes tion date. 
expiration date. 'Attractive to in-

frequent riders. 

Slug detection mechanism in All types, usually flat Usually count along 
turnsti I e. Monitor turnstiles fare. with coins. Easy to 
in stations with consistent carry. 
slug use. Dye or rep I ace 
tokens to revalue. 

"Safety" paper, multi-color A I I types, u sua I I y f I at ; Easy to carry (com-
printing. Sometimes fare. pared with tickets) 
expiration date. Usually no expira-

tion date. 
Attractive to in-
frequent riders. 

Electronic safeguards, Rapid transit only, so Very flexible. 
(relatively tamper proof). far. Change in fare 

structures are pro-
grammed. May reduce 
labor costs. 

Sometimes ~1oto-lD or A 11 types. Especially Easy to carry. May 
signature i, not transfer- for commuter service, induce off-peak 
ab I e. Godin,· of male vs. flat fare systems. i use of transit. 
female. Chang, design and I Gives some persons 

colors with e,ery new pass. 
a sense of member-
ship and loyalty. 

Sometimes photo-ID or Al I types. Has Most equitable for 
signature if no1· transfer- advantages in zoned fare zoned systems. 
ab I e. Coding of male vs. systems. Gives some persons 
female. Change design and a sense of member-

colors with every new permit. ship and loyalty. 

Disadvantages 
Cumbersome to separ-
ate from coins and 
count. 

Hard to revalue. 

Easy to counterfeit. 
Become mutilated and 
thus time-consuming 
for driver to 
straighten and punch. 

High capital costs. 
Presently too 
expensive for buses. 

Make passenger counts 
difficult. Most are 
easy to counterfeit 
and abuse. Usu a I I y 
attractive only to 
frenuent riders. 

Cash drop is i neon-
venient. Passen~ers 
counts difficul . 
Most are easy to 
counrTrte+t an~_abusef Usua ya rac 1ve on y 
to frequent riders. 



_Duration of 
Instrument 

Uri I i mi ted X X 

Non-expiring pass 
(transit system employees) 

0 

Days 

365 

120 

60 

30 

14 

7 

Non-expiring 
ticket books 
or punch cards 

Non-expiring permit (senior 
citizens and handicapped) 

X X 

Ten -Trip X 0 

Punch Card Monthly 
( expiring Commuter 
after 30 Pass (two 
days ) trips per 

10 40 100 

Maximum Number of Trips 
Instrument Allows 

0 

0 

0 Un I imlted Trip 
Passes and Permits 

0 of Varying Duration 

day) 0 

Uni imited 

x Individual trip Instruments (token, ticket, punch card) 
o Boarding Pass or Reduced-fare Permit 

Figure 2-1. Classification of Prepayment Instruments 
by Maximum Trips and Duration 
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their sale. (Also, there may be some desire to raise the effective cost-per-trip, 

by causing some traction of these instruments to expire before they have been 

exhausted.) 

In the case of a time-limited, uni imited-trip pass (or permit), the 

possibi I ity of an effective I imit on the number of trips for which it may be 

used arises in the case of a special service. For example, a monthly pass 

which al lows free boarding of a twice-a-day commuter service effectively 

limits the maximum number of trips to two times the number of work days 

in a month. 

An overriding consideration that seems to influence most passengers in 

their choice of fare payment method is the cost per trip. As we wi I I see, the 

cost of each trip to a given user is in general a function of the two features 

addressed in this conceptual scheme (number of rides and duration of the 

prepayment instrument), plus the cost of the prepayment instrument and the 

user's frequency of ridi~g. 
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3. HISTORY AND BACKGROUND OF FARE PREPAYMENT 

Fare prepayment for pub I ic transit has existed almost as long as transit 

itself. Over the years operators have tried a wide variety of formats to induce 

the rider to take multiple rides or to use the transit taci I ities for a certain 

period of time. Response to the various types of prepayment has been as wide

ranging as their formats. Plans which meet the needs of the times have sometimes 

achieved incredible market penetrations. Other plans never became popular and 

were eventually discontinued. This historical perspective of tare prepayment is 

presented in the conviction that examining the emergence of present practices in 

fare prepayment can provide valuable insights for future pol icy formulation. 

The approach taken in this section is to present separately the chronology of 

each prepayment type and each prepayment-related aspect of transit. Thus we have 

a series of short stories rather than one I ong story. It the reader is interested 

in the development of a particular form of prepayment, it should be relatively easy 

to locate the desired subsection. The section begins with some prefatory material 

on tare structures that is basic to the understanding of issues in prepayment. For 

the purpose of discussion, the general forms of prepayment are divided into the 

two major classes defined in Section 2, multiple-ride types and pass/permit types. 

A review of recent trends in the changing transit environment closes Section 3, 

with special emphasis on new opportunities for prepayment. 

3. I BASIC FARE STRUCTURES 

3. 1.1 Zoned Versus Flat Fares 

A distinction that is pertinent to a discussion of prepayment forms is the 

one between the flat tare and the zoned tare. The flat fare is based on a single 

price for a transit ride, regardless of distance traveled or the cost of providing 

service. The other type, the zoned tare, is predicated on a "base" fare for 

travel within a zone, plus incremental amounts for each additional zone entered. 

Flat fares tor transit service were frequently used when transit was confined 

to the boundaries of central cities [38]. They tended to discriminate against 

the short-hau I rider, however. In an effort to charge passengers more ta i r I y 

according to the relative value of the service received, zoned fares were 

es tab I i shed. It to I I ows that I a rge systems were the first to use zones, because 

of the wide disparity in possible trip lengths. The shift toward use of zoned 

tares is reflected in the fact that while in 1933 only three transit companies out 
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of 311 in the U.S. had zoned systems [21], in 1973 a study of 100 of the largest 

U.S. transit operators found that 73 percent had zones [73]. Thirty-two of the 

zoned systems had zones only in the suburbs and flat fares within the city limits. 

The 1973 study also indicated that on the average, today's short-haul 

passengers are not benefiting from zoned fare structures, because the base fare 

paid by the short haul rider in the average zoned fare system is nearly the 

same as the average flat fare. (The average base fare in the zoned fare systems 

was 33 cents, while the average flat fare in the remaining systems was 32.25 cents.) 

It must be realized, however, that a transit authority switching from zoned to 

flat fare wi 11 either require greater subsidies to maintain a low fare for 

everyone, or it must equalize everyone's fare at the higher average fare in 

the zoned system (to the displeasure of short-haul riders). Recently transit 

systems in areas as large as Los Angeles County have adopted inexpensive, flat fares 

at increased subsidy levels in efforts to simplify their systems and thereby induce 

more people to start using transit [17]. 

Rapid transit systems have traditionally used the flat fare because of its 

simplicity where large numbers of people must be processed very quickly. Flat fares 

not only expedite the collection of cash, but also facilitate the design and 

administration of prepayment schemes. A recurring problem in designing prepayment 

programs in zoned systems has been to make the programs equitable to al I users 

while keeping them simple enough to be administered easily. 

3. I .2 Exact-Change Fares 

Throughout most of transit's history drivers have made change for passengers 

and have sold tickets, passes, and tokens on the vehicles. But a rash of bus 

robberies in the late 1960 1 s and the killing of a bus driver during a robbery in 

Washington DC in 1968 put an end to this practice in most transit systems. Under 

the new "exact change" po I i c i es, transit operators I ocked their fareboxes so that 

the money was inaccessible, making it necessary for passengers to deposit the 

exact amount of the fare. 

In Washington DC some token users suffered inconvenience and greater expense, 

because they could no longer purchase tokens on the buses when the exact fare 

pol icy was initiated. Although the DC Transit System quickly arranged for 300 

token sales outlets in stores and banks when exact fares were first required, some 

riders chose to pay the 27 cent fare in cash· rather than go to an outlet to buy 

the 25 cent tokens [15]. Before exact fare was implemented, approximately two

thirds of DC's riders used tokens, but this proportion dropped to one-half 

of al I riders after on-bus sales of tokens were discontinued. AC Transit in 
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Oakland, CA also reported a decrease in the use of tokens when they implemented 

an exact tare plan [51]. 

Some operators saw the provision of new prepayment forms as one method of 

minimizing the inconvenience caused by exact fares. AC Transit started sel I ing 

ticket books by mai I shortly after their exact fare plan started. They also 

developed new "youth fare" tickets for school districts to sel I. RTD in 

Southern California distributed a leaflet prior to implementing its exact fare 

plan in 1969 entitled, "How to Make Exact Fare Convenient" [32]. In this leaflet 

RTD described the various prepayment forms avai I able as alternatives to paying 

cash: monthly passes, tokens, tickets, commuter punch cards, and senior citizen 

permits. The leaflet also I isted ticket outlets and supplied instructions for 

ordering tickets and passes by mai I. 

3.2 MULTIPLE RIDE PREPAYMENT FORMS: HISTORICAL TRENDS 

3.2. I Tickets 

Offering a series of tickets at a convenient, rounded price as a means of 

purchasing multiple rides is the most widely used form of tare prepayment. It 

is also the oldest. Commuters in Pittsburgh were buying season tickets to ride 

the steam rai I roads as early as 1860 [65]. At the same time, a Pittsburgh 

family who wished to take a Sunday afternoon pleasure ride on the -rai I roads could 

purchase family tickets as a package. 

In the early 1900 1 s many street rai I way companies had a flat fare of five 

cents, and they often wrote this rate into their franchises as a hedge against 

future political pressures to reduce fares [40]. Where fares were less than a 

nickel, tickets were frequently sold in strips or books tor convenience of 

payment. In Washington DC a quarter bought six tickets; in Cleveland, a passenger 

could buy five tickets for 15 cents; and in Milwaukee, 30 tickets carried a 

price of 50 cents. The rationale behind these systems was simply stated in 1917 

as fo I lows: 

Tickets would in this way greatly reduce the labor and the delay which 
fal I to the lot of the conductor if he has to make penny change for 
a large number of passenqers. They are convenient also for the pas
senger, and if the initial payment for a set of tickets is not too 
great, say 25 or 50 cents at a maximum, it will not be a hardship for 
any regular rider to purchase them [21]. 

As early as 1933 there were at least 36 different ways to buy tickets among 

the 206 cities that had populations greater than 25,000. The vast majority of 

companies offered tickets in quantities of six or less and for a total cost not 
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exceeding 50 cents. The result of this practice was that up to 85 to 90 

percent of all passengers bought the tickets [21]. In 1958 the American Transit 

Association (ATA) recorded over 60 ticket merchandising schemes (four tickets 

for 90 cents, five for $1. 15, etc.) among 475 cities [12]. 

A lingering problem has been to provide a suitable ticket format for use in 

zoned transit systems. Some systems accept tickets only for the base fare and 

require cash payments for additional zone increments. In other systems tickets 

are treated the same as cash and are sold in a variety of denominations. The 

passenger buys the appropriate denomination for the trip (s)he routinely makes, 

and thereby has to drop only one ticket into the fare box. Any combination of 

tickets that sum to the correct amount is also acceptable. Another method is to 

offer a one-trip ticket that is punched to designate the origin and destination 

zones. Such a ticket is shown in Figure 3-1. 

------- -- -----------------
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

RAPID TRANStT DISTRICT 

OU WAY TICKET 

GOOD FOR TRAVEL BETWEEN 
POINTS INDICATED 

UIJECT JD TARIFF UGULATIDNI 

lmllll Ill I ~UNCK STATIDIIS 
NONQIIU 8ET1'1UN 

EL MONTE 

LOS ANGELES 

ONTARIO 

ONTARIO 
AIRPORT 

OIITARIO 
MOTOR Sl'EEDWAY 

POMONA 

REDLANOS 

RIVERSIDE 
SAN 

BERNARDINO 

..►.::.- I "':'#. I 1 /2 .............. -"M 

Figure 3-1. One-Way Ticket for Use in a Zoned Fare System 
(Reprinted by permission from reference [32].) 
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3.2.2 Tokens 

Tokens are the form of transit prepayment most similar to cash. They do 

not expire unless a fare change necessitates replacement of al I tokens in the 

system with tokens of a different size or type. A simpler approach is merely 

to start charging a higher price for existing tokens. Such an action has to 

be kept highly secret unti I the last moment, however, in order to prevent 

hoarding. 

The New York City Transit Authority reported extensive speculation prior 

to a subway fare increase in 1·966, even though the increase was not announced 

unti I shortly before the price of tokens was raised. After that experience, 

their solution has been to announce the expiration of old tokens, retool their 

turnstiles to accept only the new tokens, and immediately start sales of the new 

tokens [10]. Transit users in Washington DC began purchasing up to $80 worth of 

tokens at a time in 1968, anticipating a token revaluation. To cope with the 

situation the Washington Metropolitan Transit System considered dyeing al I tokens 

and accepting undyed tokens only at their old value [16]. 

Like tickets, tokens are subject to counterfeiting. The more advanced 

turnstiles can detect and reject slugs, but at least one rapid transit operation 

favors a less costly approach to thwarting slug users. Turnstiles in the Port 

Authority Transit Corporation's (PATCO) rapid transit line (serving commuters into 

Philadelphia) accept coins or magnetic cards in admitting people to track areas. 

They a I so accept s I ugs, but PATCO personne I carefu I I y monitor the turnst i I es at 

which slugs are repeatedly inserted. Such survei I lance, coupled with strong 

enforcement, has al lowed PATCO to I imit its intake of slugs to about $90 worth per 

year [21 ]. 

3.2.3 Punch Cards 

Punch cards were originally val id for a I imited period of time, usually 

a week for local transit and a month or more for the steam rai I roads [21]. The 

more recent trend, however, has been to offer cards that do not expire. These 

cards are functionally equivalent to most tickets and tokens and do not discriminate 

so heavily against the infrequent rider. According to a survey of transit operators 

performed in connection with this study, only about 13 percent of current punch 

cards (and an equal percentage of tickets) have expiration dates. 

One of the early pu_nch cards, in St. Louis, was actually a compromise 

between the unlimited card and the type of card that expires. The St. Louis 

Public Service Company offered a 12-ride card for $1.00. If a passenger rode 
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more than 12 times during the week, possession of the used card entitled the 

holder to a reduced rate of five cents per ride on subsequent rides. The 

passenger could get a refund if the number of rides taken during the week, 

multi p I ied by the regular cash rate per ride, was I ess than the price of the 

card. More than 150,000 of these punch cards were sold weekly when they were 

first issued, but the number decreased to about 50,000 per week as the Depression 

started. The trend from a six to a five-day work week made the 12 trip card 

less attractive to commuters, and the card was eventually discontinued [21]. 

The Globe Ticket Company, a supplier of tickets and punch cards to the 

transit industry, recommends that al I punch cards be issued with expiration 

dates. Globe claims that abuse is less I ikely for any prepayment mechanism 

it validity is I imited to a certain period of time. (We have not seen any concrete 

evidence to support this claim, however, from any of the transit operators who 

were interviewed in connection with this study.) In most applications the ticket 

company favors tickets over punch cards from a security standpoint. Globe's 

"premise of control" is that abuse of the system is minimized when the patron must 

give up something (a ticket) to get something (a transit ride). When Globe's 

clients wish to ofter a prepayment medium that does not expire, Globe recommends 

tickets rather than punch cards [48]. 

The Long Island Rai I road attempts to minimize abuse of its punch cards by 

ottering exactly two rides each day and printing the date tor each ride on the 

card. It a rider misses a day, (s)he forfeits those rides. This plan has been 

used over 30 years, and both monthly and weekly punch cards are available. A 

similar plan was started in 1972 by the Mass Transit Administration in Baltimore, 

using tickets instead of punch cards. Their student tickets are issued in books 

monthly, and each ticket is marked with the date on which it is to be used. 

Like tickets, punch cards present somewhat of a problem in systems with 

zone tares. Some punch cards, such as the one shown in Figure 3-2, require a 

punch for the price of the ticket and a punch for each ride. Others use a tear

off method to indicate the val id zone (Figure 3-3). The stub that is torn off 

is used tor auditing purposes and clearly indicates the date of issue and value 

of the ticket. 

Punch cards with extensive restrictions on their use have generally not 

been successful. The Southern California Rapid Transit District, for example, 

once sold a 35 cent shopper's card that was valid for only one day (see Figure 

3-4). It was restricted to use only in central Los Angeles between 9 a.m. and 

3 p.m. A passenger could ride as many as ten times on the card at a substantial 
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Figure 3-2. Punch Card for Use in a Zoned Fare System 
(Reprinted by permission from reference [29].) 
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Figure 3-3. Punch Card with Tear-Off Method to Indicate Zones 
(Reprinted by permission from reference [29].) 
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discount below the cash fare and even get a 30 cent credit toward the bus trip 

home. Few people took advantage of the deal, and the card was discontinued in 

1968. A minibus system with a straight 10 cent fare proved to be more popular 

among shoppers. 

ff\ 
1111S SHOPPER'S PASS f' t) C/1''r 

PASS ON W(E)( O,,,YS NI> SATURDAYS Bnw!'EN TH( HOORS Of 9 
PlltCH MARKS. (NOT GOOD 00 SUNDAYS OR lECAL HOLIDAYS I 

1'IE SHOff'[R'S P.'.SS IS GOOD FOi A~ Of TEN [IOI Rl0£S TRA~i:UNG IN ~ 
UNli UIESWHIQ; tWQIPJISSfl«,ERS LOCAUY IN THE LOS ANGELES CENTRAL CrTY AREA 

lJIES 2, 3, 4, 5, I, 7, 8. 9. 12. 24, ZS, 26. 21. is. l!, 42. «. '1. 49. 75, 83 86. 91. 92. SJ. ANO 94 
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ClOI( ncm CD.~ S210 

Figure 3-4. RTD Shoppers Pass (c. 1971) 
(Reprinted by permission from reference [32].) 

3.3 PASSES AND PERMITS: HISTORICAL TRENDS 

3.3. I Day Passes 

The day pass is a prepayment form that entitles the user to as many rides as 

(s)he wants on one day. While day passes are popular in Europe, there apparently 

has not been as much use of them in the U.S. Day passes were offered by U.S. 

transit companies as early as 1933 for use on weekends and for special purposes 

(covered in a later section), but their adoption as a payment method for regular 

riders on weekdays came later. Today it seems that approximately half of al I day 

pass plans are for Sundays, weekends, holidays, or other special purposes. In a 

sample of 146 transit operators we interviewed in connection with this study, 13 

have day passes. Of those 13, only 7 have passes that are designed for unrestricted 

use on any day of the week. One of these 7 operators is in Tulsa, where over 17 

percent of the passengers board by buying a day pass (priced at twice the regular 
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fare) from the driver. Some very interesting day pass use patterns have emerged 

in the results of a survey of Tulsa passengers. Those results are presented in 

a subsection of Section 5 entitled "The Tulsa On-Board Survey". 

3.3.2 Weekly Passes 

The weekly pass was once a more widely used form of fare prepayment than it 

is today. In its most common form the weekly pass al lows uni imited travel on a 

transit system for a seven day period beginning on Sunday and ending the fol lowing 

Saturday. The first weekly pass in the United States was offered in 1919 by the 

Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company in Racine WI [70]. As Figure 3-5 

shows, the number of transit companies with weekly passes was at a plateau while 

transit was experiencing its wartime popularity; the post-World War I I decline in 

transit ridership was accompanied by a decline in the number of companies that 

offered these passes. Figure 3-5 shows a maximum of 53 companies offering weekly 

passes in 1934-35. Altogether 94 different companies have had weekly passes at 

one time or another, according To the records of the American Transit Association. 
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Favorable public reaction toward the weekly pass has been shown throughout 

its long period of use. The American Transit Association has recorded six 

instances of companies discontinuing weekly passes and then restoring them due 

to pressure from the pub I ic or from a city counci I [I I]. When weekly passes 

were the rage, in 1933, the ATA's Corrmittee on Fare Structure had glowing reports 

for this innovative means of charging for transit rides: 

[The weekly pass] gives the holder a sense of proprietorship 
in the system which no other fare structure gives; it faci I itates 
loading; helps to speed up the service; makes possible closer 
headways or a saving in vehicles; it helps to distribute the 
loads now to be found at transfer points; it avoids the daily 
irritation of the patron by giving him a chance to pay his weekly 
transportation charges al I at one time; it holds the possibility 
of inducing companion riders; it makes for a greater use of the 
faci I ities of the system during the off-peak hours and it tends 
to ho Id patronage [2 I]. 

In the early days of weekly passes, the price was usually set at 15 or 16 

times the one-way fare. Eventually the common policy was to charge a price based 

on two rides per day for six working days per week, or twelve times the one-way 

fare. With passes at this rate, pass sales increased, but transit companies 

expressed concern about the group of riders who made considerably more than 

twelve trips per week: messenger boys for stores, telegraph messengers, postmen, 

traveling salesmen, and bill collectors. While the companies recognized the good 

wi I I that the weekly pass generated among frequent riders, it was felt that these 

"privileged" passengers were not paying their fair share of transit costs. The 

marginal cost of providing service to the messengers and salesmen, however, was 

actually very low, because they did much of their riding during the under-patronized 

midday hours. 

Weekly passes were usually transferable from one user to another, a further 

concern among revenue-conscious transit managers. But there was no reasonable way 

of enforcing the use of a pass by only one person. Such enforcement is sti I I 

difficult today, even with magnetically encoded cards and photo-identification 

passes. Furthermore, in spite of the broad privileges offered with weekly passes, 

abuses were sti I I possible--counterfeiting, handing the pass out the window for 

multiple use on the same vehicle, etc. 

The colors and designs on weekly passes were usually changed every week so 

that drivers could more easily detect expired passes. In the 1940 1 s Washington DC's 

Capital Transit Company had a particularly unique scheme -to vary the appearance 

of their weekly passes. On their "pictorial weekly pass" they featured a 
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different photograph each week depicting a chosen sculpture or painting currently 

on display in the city. A 1948 description of the pass was quite enthusiastic: 

These colorful passes are appreciated for their own artistic sake, 
often taken home and shown to friends. In fact, they have become 
collectors' items' ... A lot of good will is created for the company, 
when it becomes known to the citizens and the leaders of the community 
that their transit company is cooperating in making the city a better 
place to I ive and work [28]. 

Weekly passes were relatively easy to price and distribute in systems with 

flat fares, and most transit systems fel I into this category when passes were 

gaining popularity in the 1920 1s. Zoned fare structures, however, required 

differently priced passes for trips of different lengths if riders were to be 

treated equitably. An alternate solution was to offer a permit rather than. a 

pass in zoned systems so that a single price could be charged for the permit itself 

and incremental charges could be made at time of boarding, according to the 

length of the passenger's trip. One might surmise that the growing use of zoned 

fare structures helped lead to the decline of pass offerings because of the pricing 

complexities inherent with passes, but we have found no evidence to support this 

theory. 

In spite of claims made by the ATA's 1933 Committee on Fare Structures that 

the weekly pass held patronage and provided for speedier and more convenient service, 

transit patronage underwent a long post-World War I I decline in the presence of a 

substantial number of weekly pass plans. The alleged advantages of using a weekly 

pass were apparently not important enough to keep large numbers of riders from 

flocking from transit to private automobiles. To the extent that passes made the 

difference for some people between using or not using transit, this potential for 

retaining riders disappeared as weekly passes were dropped from fare structures. 

Reasons given by transit managers for eliminating weekly passes included the 

fol lowing [I I]: 

"Passes did not prove popular because of high price." 

"Revenue did not increase in proportion with riding." 

"Pass eliminated when token fare was increased." 

"Need for add it i ona I revenue." 

In general the revenue potential of cash fares looked better to transit 

managers than that of the uni imited weekly passes. 

Passes offered some operational advantages that disappeared, of course, 

when the passes were eliminated. In street car companies they helped to ease the 

cost-reducing transition from two-man to one-man operations. The motorman, whose 
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duties were formerly confined to driving the car and watching out for the safety 

of the passengers, was suddenly required to assume the conductor's duties of 

explaining and collecting fares. The passenger who flashed a pass to board was 

a welcome relief for motormen. Hindsight suggests that perhaps innovative uses 

of passes in other situations would have alleviated some of transit's many other 

problems too. 

3.3,3 Monthly P~sses 

Much of the discussion of weekly pass characteristics pertains also to 

monthly passes, since both are I icense for uni imited riding during a specified 

period. Unti I very recently, however, monthly passes were not as numerous as 

weekly passes, partly because transit companies assumed that patrons would be 

unwi I I ing to pay for a month's worth of rides al I at once. American Pub I ic Transit 

Association (APTA)* records show only a few isolated cases of monthly passes unti I 

the late 1960 1 s. Two examples of early use were a $4.00 monthly pass for unlimited 

riding in Rockford IL and a $2.00 student monthly pass in St. Petersburg FL. Both 

were used only for a short time in the 1940 1 s. 

The limited use of monthly passes in transit unti I recently may seem surprising 

when one considers the early popularity of this type of pass on commuter rai I roads. 

But the rai I roads sold tickets and passes in advance through ticket agents. They 

could minimize the number of personnel and ticket offices at outlying locations, if 

they could sel I a month's worth of rides at a time to a substantial number of 

commuters. The economic incentives to offer passes were not so great among bus 

operators, who sold most of their tickets on the buses. In transit systems passes 

were also subject to more abuse and more frequent use than they were on the 

rai I roads. Because of long trip lengths, infrequent service, and a I imited number 

of routes, use of rai I road passes for more then two trips per day was unlikely. 

On the other hand, buses and rapid transit offered many more opportunities to use 

and to abuse a pass. 

An early implementation of a monthly pass by the Bi-State Transit System in 

St. Louis in 1963 is worthy of note. At that time Bi-State Transit was the 

only major metropolitan area transit system which had an uni imited-ride monthly 

pass as an integral part of its fare structure [27]. Sales of the $12.00 monthly 

pass reached 10,650 per month one year after it was initiated. Pass users comprised 

7.2 percent of daily passengers. 

*The American Transit Association and the Institute for Rapid Transit merged in 
1974 to form APTA. 
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Base fare in the Bi-State system was 25 cents, but a 15 cent transfer charge 

and a 5 cent bridge charge raised the fare to as much as 45 cents for some 

passengers. The pass, which was offered to everyone at the $12.00 price, was 

obviously a better deal for the passengers who normally paid a 45 cent cash 

fare than for the persons who only paid 25 cents. It was therefore most popular 

among passengers who had to transfer and/or cross the bridge. Outside the central 

fare area, extra charges were made for express service and additional zones. In 

other words, the pass functioned as a permit outside this central area. (Bi-State 

rider surveys relating to pass use are described in Section 5.) 

Although Bi-State Transit charged a single price for its monthly pass and 

assessed extra zone charges for trips outside the central city area, not al I transit 

operators have favored this approach. Some of the attractiveness of the pass is 

lost when a passenger must dig for change as wel I as show the pass. Bi-State 

replaced the monthly pass in the late 1960 1 s with a weekly pass whose price was 

determined by distance traveled, type of service, and hours of use [18]. The 

price of the monthly pass was thought by Bi-State officials to be too much for 

passengers to pay at one time. 

In 1971 the Southern California Rapid Transit District (RTD) implemented 

a novel scheme for making a pass valid for a specific number of zones. At the 

time of sale, pressure sensitive stamps were affixed to the pass to indicate that 

it was valid for one zone (no stamp), two zones (I stamp), three zones (2 stamps), 

four zones (3 stamps), or five zones (4 stamps). When a passenger boarded an RTD 

bus with this pass, the driver issued a zone check for the zone limit shown on 

the pass [32]. 

APTA records show sharp increases in monthly (and weekly) pass use after 

1970. According to their records, fifteen major U.S. transit operators were 

offering monthly passes by 1975. Data collected from transit operators in 

connection with the current study also reflect the recent upward trend in pass 

use. In a sample that includes almost al I major transit operators as we! I as 

many of the smaller operators, we found 36 systems having monthly passes in 

August 1975. (A list of these appears in Appendix B.) 

3.3.4 Weekly and Monthly Permits 

Some early transit companies saw the permit card as an alternative to the 

weekly uni imited pass. It helped to reduce the inequity brought about by frequent 

riders (messenger boys, salesmen), since it permitted reduced payment rather than 

free passage for each ride. The more a person rode, the cheaper was the cost of 
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each ride. On the other hand, the transit company gained some revenue from 

each ride, which was· not the case with the weekly pass. 

When factories and offices were operating on a six-day work week, many 

electric railway properties tried the weekly permit. They found that the 

average number of rides taken on each card was approximately sixteen per week. 

This was significantly less than the average 22 rides per week taken with a 

weekly pass. The ATA Committee on Fare Structures concluded in 1933: 

Apparently, although [the weekly permit] is obviously more 
scientifically correct than the unlimited week pass and does 
not single out any one group as conspicuous beneficiaries, it is 
psychologically wrong and fai Is as a producer of patronage [21]. 

Some companies, however, had more praise for the weekly permit. One transit 

operator claimed that the weekly permit helped considerably in the establishment 

of a zoned fare system. The permit card al lowed this company to charge different 

rates for different lengths of rides and for different types of service (local vs. 

express).* Sometimes in a zoned system the purchase price of the permit would 

vary as wel I as the fare required per ride. 

In the early l930's weekly permits usually cost from 25 to 40 cents. The 

cash fare for each ride was then usually 5 cents [21]. But even at seemingly 

nominal rates per ride, weekly permits did not have the popularity that weekly 

passes did. By 1958, ATA records showed the existence of only one weekly permit 

plan in the U.S. After 1958, however, the number of transit operators with weekly 

permits showed a modest increase at the same time that use of weekly passes was 

decreasing. Perhaps permits held a slight revenue advantage over passes by 

eliciting from passengers at least some fare for each ride. 

Like monthly passes, monthly permits were not used very much during transit's 

early years. The earliest instance of a monthly permit we found was the United 

Transit Company's "Thrifti-Ride" card in Providence RI. These cards 

were first offered in 1956, when United Transit raised al I its fares five cents. 

By purchasing a $.25 weekly card or a $1.00 monthly card, passengers became 

eligible to pay the old fare rates. Cincinnati Transit tried a somewhat different 

approach to pricing its monthly permit for express service in 1964. Rather than 

selling a low-cost permit like the "Thrifti-Ride" card, Cincinnati Transit charged 

*It has already been mentioned that Bi-State Transit's monthly pass in 1964 
functioned as a permit outside the central area. The Port Authority of 
Allegheny County finds that permits offer this same kind of flexibi I ity in its 
zoned system today. 
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$11.00 for their monthly "Club Flyer" cards and then required only 15 cents 

for each ride with the card [30]. The latter type of pricing, with a substantial 

cost for the permit itself and a low cost per ride, seems to be the most prevalent 

approach toward pricing permits for regular passengers. 

The most common use of permits in pub I ic transit today is to faci I itate dis

counted fares for certain.classes of users, such as students and senior citizens. 

Passengers simply obtain a permit (usually free or at a nominal charge) from the 

transit operator or the appropriate social agency or school. By displaying this 

permit to the driver, the passenger proves his or her el igibi I ity for a reduced fare. 

Occasionally a transit permit is accepted by community facilities other than 

just transit. The Rochester Transit System (RTS), for instance, started a "Teen 

Fun Pass" in 1968 [50J. It was actually a photo-identification permit that sold 

for $2.00 and entitled teenagers to reduced admission prices at theatres and 

special events, as well as discounts on all RTS buses. Many similar programs have 

emerged recently throughout the country. 

3.3.5 Weekend, Off-Peak, and Other Special Passes 

The need to increase transit patronage on weekends and holidays was recognized 

quite early in transit's history. The ATA Committee on Fare Structures described 

the situation in 1933 as fol lows: 

Since the advent of the private automobile pleasure riding on pub I ic 
vehicles as such has almost entirely ceased. This has caused a yast 
change in the loading for Sundays and holidays and in many cities for 
Saturdays. There are, however, a few places where Saturday riding is 
sti I I the heaviest of any day of the week. However, since service has 
to be given on these days as wel I as on regular business days, though 
to be sure it is usually curtailed, the device has been adopted of 
offering bargain rates to induce traffic and thus improve the load 
factor [21]. 

Regardless of the regular fare, passes for a Sunday or holiday usually sold 

for 25 cents in the early 1930 1 s. Passes for the ~ntire weekend typically cost 

the average passenger would 35 cents. Transit companies usually assumed that 

use one of these passes for three rides per day. 

passes stimulated business, although the effect 

Most companies found that the 

was usua I I y to retard the rate of 

ridership decrease rather than to bring about a net increase in riding. 

Today most operators tend to price Sunday and weekend passes at low levels. 

The common philosophy is that buses are on the streets anyway; bargain rates wi I I 

help put more passengers on the buses and wi I I at the same time improve pub I ic 

relations. Because this type of pass has such a short duration, it is often sold 

by the driver. In exact change systems, of course, passengers must pay the exact 

price of the pass. 
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A recent and apparently successful example of a Sunday pass is the Chicago 

Transit Authority's (CTA) "Sunday Super Transterpass", which sel Is tor 70 cents 

and al 1ows unlimited riding al I day Sunday. In fal I of 1974, CTA counted sales 

of these passes at 70,000 per Sunday and estimated that each was used tor an 

average of four rides. Some weekend passes, I ike Pittsburgh's $1 .00 Big Buck 

pass, encourage families to take recreational trips together. As many as tour 

persons can ride on one Big Buck pass for as many times as they wish during a 

weekend. 

The concept of system-wide fare reductions during periods of low ridership 

has been applied to off-peak passes as wel I as weekend and holiday passes. Three 

kinds of off-peak passes were used as early as 1933: (I) a pass good in any of the 

off-peak hours of a single day (2) an evening pass good for hours after the peak 

evening period (3) a weekly pass good only in off-peak hours. Part of the 

motivation for offering these passes, and off-peak fare reductions in general, was 

the belief that riders would switch from peak periods to off-peak periods and 

thus reduce crowding during rush hours [21]. 
The ATA Committee on Fare Structures predicted in 1933 that the effect of 

off-peak passes would be to attract new riders rather than to shift ridership 

from the peak periods [21]. When a pass is designed for riders other than commuters, 

trip inducement is certainly more I ikely than the shift effect. For example, in 

New York recently the MTA's "Night on the Town" pass attracted 47,000 new riders 

in its first three months of use. This 75 cent ticket is good for unlimited 

riding between 6 p.m. and 2 a.m. and also entitles the passenger to discounts at 

many restaurants, night clubs, and theatres. 

A receni- trend has been to offer off-peak passes at reduced rates to special 

classes of riders, such as senior citizens and the handicapped. It has been 

assumed that these persons usually do not need to travel during peak periods and 

that they deserve a reduction in fare during periods when the transit system has 

excess capacity. Some transit operators, however, accept senior citizen and other 

reduced tare passes and permits at any time of day. A more detailed description 

of such plans is presented later in this report. 

Shopper's passes have long been used to encourage people to shop in central 

business districts. ATA records show evidence of this kind of special pass in 

the 1940 1s, and there may have been some earlier. Sometimes the plans simply 

provided for a refund for a transit trip already taken. A study in 1957 estimated 

that fare refund plans for shoppers were used in about 50 cities in the United 

States [61]. The study noted that St. Louis had a particularly complex plan. 
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A St. Louis shopper asked the bus driver for a "Co-Transit Ticket" that had 

space for eight adhesive "validation stamps". The person then received one 

validation stamp for each $1 .00 purchase in participating stores. A ticket 

bearing 4-7 stamps was good for one free transit token worth 20 cents and a 

ticket bearing 8 stamps was good for two tokens. 

Today many merchants fol low the relatively simple procedure of refunding 

al I or part of the cost of a transit trip when a customer makes a large enough 

purchase and presents a transit fare receipt. Other merchants purchase regular 

tickets or tokens in bulk and give them to customers with purchases that exceed 

a certain amount. 

3.3.6 Annual Passes and Permits 

College communities seem to be the first areas to have experimented with 

annual passes and permits and other long-term prepayment methods. Conditions for 

the success of these kinds of prepayment are perhaps more favorable in college 

environments than anywhere else. 

In an effort to counteract the growing numbers of automobiles on and near 

its campus, Indiana University took over a smal I local bus system in 1967 [31]. 

The University established an annual pass that sold for $45 and semester passes for 

regular Fal I and Spring semesters that sold for $20. Michigan State University 

established its own bus system in 1964 and offered $12 passes that were val id for 

an entire school term. Passes were the most popular form of fare payment in 

Michigan State's system. These and other universities have found that sales of 

yearly or school term passes fit naturally into the periodic routine during which 

students characteristically set up their living arrangements and purchase books 

and other essentials. 

Not al I campus bus services are owned by the schools. Some are the result 

of special arrangements with local transit operators. This is the case at the 

University of North Carolina in Chapel Hi I I and at Louisiana State University in 

Baton Rouge. Chapel Hi I I Community Transit offers a $30 annual pass, while the 

Capital Transit Corporation in Baton Rouge is financed by student assessments that 

are collected with tuition. Louisiana State University students voted in 1974 to 

assess themselves for transit services. Since al I students pay for the service, 

student identification cards serve as passes. 

Transit operators that serve the genera I public have tried annual prepayment 

forms only in the last few years. The Port Authority of A I I egheny County (PAT) 

first offered an annual permit in Ju I y 1973. This permit, I ike PAT's weekly and 

monthly permits, a I lows a 30-cent discount each time the permit holder rides. 
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Seattle's Metro system started sel I ing a $150 annual pass in October 

1974. 

In Westport CT a newly formed transportation district began service in 

August 1974. A key feature of the new system was its inexpensive annual pass. 

Cash tare is 50 cents, but an adult can buy a $25 annual pass that allows 

uni imited riding for an entire year. Eighty-eight percent of Westport daytime 

riders use an annual pass to board, according to a survey of passengers in 

October 1975. (Survey results are summarized in Section 5). 

3.4 RECENT TRENDS AFFECTING PREPAYMENT 

3.4.1 GoingPublic 

As private transit operators experienced continuing ridership declines and 

rising costs in the 1960 1 s some could no longer stay in business. Public transit 

authorities were formed to take over the fai I ing private operations, and taxes 

were used to keep the systems running. This trend continued into the 1970 1s. 

One study reports that eighteen of the country's 100 largest transit systems 

changed from private to public ownership between 1971 and 1973, but none changed 

from pub I ic to private [73]. The American Pub I ic Transit Association reports 

that pub I icly owned transit systems constituted 33 percent of al I transit systems 

in 1974 and carried 90 percent of revenue passengers [66]. 

The trend to pub I ic ownership seems to coincide with the trend to more use 

of passes in fare structures. Passes acquired the image of being a less cost 

effective method of fare collection than cash while private operators were 

eliminating weekly passes in an effort to increase revenues. One might conclude 

that pub I icly owned operators, which are no longer required to return a profit, 

may be more wi I I ing to give passes another try. At least one transportation 

expert sees the increase in the use of prepayment as part of the increased 

marketing activites that have accompanied the trend to pub I ic ownership [63]. 

When a transit system goes pub I ic, it is often management's first chance to 

consider a serious program of marketing. From a current marketing point of 

view, prepayment is a device that can make transit more attractive and that may 

ultimately lead to increased ridership. 

Pub I ic transit subsidies have also opened possibi I ities tor the practice 

of charging no tare tor transit. Several cities, such as Seattle WA and 

Portland OR, have already had success with the no-fare service in I imited zones. 

One writer has included free transit in a definition of "prepaid transit", 

arguing that special taxes that are used to support transit constitute prepayment 
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[35]. Free transit is considered here to be a separate issue from fare. pre

payment and hence outside the scope of this study. 

When transit systems receive Federal and state tax money, they of course 

must operate in conformance with the pol icy directives of those levels of 

government. A recent piece of Federal transportation legislation, Section 5 

of the Natlonal Mass Transportation Act of 1974, is having a big impact on 

fare structures, and hence on prepayment. Before transit operators can receive 

Section 5 funds, they must be charging no more than one-half the peak hour fare 

to elderly and handicapped persons during non-peak hours [67]. Common ways to 

implement such a pol icy are to sel I passes or tickets to senior citizens and 

handicapped persons at half the regular price or to provide such eligible persons 

with identification cards or permits that must be displayed when the reduced rate 

is paid. Reduced fares for senior citizens have come into widespread use in the 

last three or four years. It is assured that this use of special prepayment forms 

for senior citizens and handicapped persons wi I I continue to increase as transit 

operators increasingly come into conformance with the Section 5 requirements. 

3.4.2 Para-Transit and New Opportunities for Prepayment 

Para-transit is a rapidly growing, broad class of passenger transportation 

services that a re us ua I I y considered dist i net from con vent i ona I I i ne service. The 

list includes car rentals, taxicabs, dial-a-ride systems, jitneys, subscription 

buses, and car and van pools [42]. Some of these have made interesting uses of 

prepayment because of the spec i a I nature of the services. The current F edera I I y

recorm,ended multi-modal approach to transportation planning necessitates at least 

a cursory look at the experience with prepayment and postpayment in para-transit. 

Proposals have been made to automate short-term car rentals by applying the 

same types of techniques that have been used in Valley Transit District's credit 

card system.* A customer would use a specially encoded credit card to gain access 

to and use a vehicle parked at a "stand" [42]. The user would drive the vehicle 

to his or her destination and return the vehicle to another stand. The card would 

electronically identify the user for bi I I ing and liabi I ity purposes. No such 

systems presently exist in the United States. 

*Valley Transit District passengers carry a plastic credit card. The card is 
inserted into a special reader when the passenger boards and disembarks, 
recording the passenger's user number on a magnetic type cassetts. Information 
about the trip is also recorded, so the cost of each trip can be calculated 
and bi I I ed to the user at the end of the month [ I 9]. 
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Dial-a-ride services in general have not shown particularly innovative 

payment plans. The personal nature of dial-a-ride, however, sometimes makes it 

attractive to social agencies, who can make arrangements with dial-a-ride operators 

to transport their clients. These arrangements often take the form of a third 

party payment, enabling the clients to ride free or at a reduced rate. 

Subscription bus services for commuters have had perhaps the most use of 

fare prepayment of any of the para-transit modes. One of the earliest and most 

successful commuter express services, in Reston, Virginia, offered a wel I-balanced 

set of prepayment plans that served the needs of nearly al I types of possible 

users [5]. The infrequent rider could pay a one-way fare at a premium rate. The 

passenger who rode often, but not every day, would usually purchase a book of 

ten tickets and could use them over an uni imited period of time. Passengers who 

rode nearly every day could buy a monthly pass, which offered potentially the 

lowest cost per ride. Few persons used the monthly pass, however, and ·it was 

eliminated in 1972. The current choice of fare payment methods includes a 1O-trip 

punch card and the one-way fare. Reston's unique system for sales and fare 

collection has been quite effective. One passenger on each bus receives free rides 

in return for selling and punching cards, collecting one-way fares, and generally 

monitoring the service. 

A commuter subscription service that did not succeed in attracting significant 

number of riders was the Maxi-Cab project in Fl int Ml beginning in 1968 [58]. The 

service was door-to-door for relatively short home-to-work trips and was aimed at. 

General Motors blue collar workers. Subscribers were required to buy a monthly pass; 

no other payment method was avai I able. The price of the pass was based on the 

length of route and the number of persons subscribing. A survey of Maxi-Cab users is 

summarized in the first part of Section 5. 

3.4.3 Payrol I Deduction 

Another recent development for which I ittle data exists is the use of payrol I 

deduction for payment of transit passes. The MBTA's experience with a "Prepaid Pass" 

program in Boston suggests that transit operators may benefit by en! isting large 

employers to help market and distribute transit passes. After its inception in 

March 1974, the program in Boston grew to include over 21,000 participants in more 

than I 15 companies by December 1975. The passes are actually permanent cards that 

can be replaced whenever the MBTA feels that replacements are necessary. Payments 

for the privilege of having a pass are deducted from each participant's paycheck 

every month and paid in a monthly lump sum by the employer to MBTA. If an 

employee remains in the program for eleven months, the twelfth month is free. The 
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/ 
payrol I deduction program is presently the only way that passes can be purchased 

for MBTA service. Pittsburgh offers a similar payrol I deduction program for 

purchase of monthly permits, but individuals can also buy the permit with cash at 

designated outlets. 

The attractiveness of payrol I deduction is that it seems to offer advantages 

to all involved. Employers reduce the need to supply employee parking and gain 

a favorable pub I ic image. The transit operator saves on administrative expenses 

by dealing with bulk quantities of passes and receiving payments in a few large 

monthly sums. Passengers have the convenience of not having to pay cash for each 

ride and not even having to be concerned about making monthly payments. 

3.4.4 Transit as an Employee Benefit 

An extension of the payrol I deduction concept is the subsidization of transit 

rides by employers. For many years companies have subsidized automobile travel by 

providing free parking for their employees. This provision of parking lots is an 

employee benefit that transit riders have not been able to use. A few employers 

have finally recognized the inequity and are doing something about it. 

In Houston the United Gas Pipe Line Company (UGPL) buys transit permits for 

its employees that cover the basic adult fare on any bus, seven days a week. The 

permit user pays only the extra zone or transfer charges, if any. Cost to the 

company is as much as 90 cents a day per employee, but it is felt to be justified. 

Part of UGPL's reason tor implementing the program was to "help r-educe the number 

of cars on the road during rush hour and do our part to ease the fuel crisis". [55] 

In January 1976, 43 percent of UGPL's 685 employees were riding transit to 

work. (See early part of Section 5 

In Tulsa OK over a dozen firms 

employees. Some of these companies 

encourage their employees to ride. 

for UGPL survey results.) 

buy punch cards in bulk and 

parti a 11 y subsidize the cost 

Many of these employees were 

sel I them to 

of the passes to 

participants in 

an in-depth survey that was conducted in connection with this study. Results are 

presented in Section 5. 

Another firm that offers to pay bus fare for its employees is Midwest Federal 

Bank of Minneapolis. The bank's president presents a convincing case for offering 

transit as an employee benefit: 

You have to die to appreciate I ife insurance. You have to be 
sick to appreciate hospitalization. You have to break a leg 
to appreciate long-term disabi I ity. You have to have a toothache 
to appreciate dental insurance. You have to retire to appreciate 
a pension plan. You have to spend money to enjoy a vacation plan. 
You have to be sued to appreciate legal insurance. But anyone 
living near MTC lines can surely appreciate bus fare reimbursement. 
It is our most popular fringe benefit. [52] 
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3.5 AUTOMATIC FARE COLLECTION AND HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 

3.5. I AFC Technology 

Automatic (or automated) fare collection (AFC) has developed over the past 

ten years from basic mechanical technology in turnsti Jes, change sorters, and 

single-function vending devices to complex systems capable of change-making, 

automatic vending of many different fare-payment instruments, and flexible tare 

collection with extensive security provisions and data output. Development of 

this technology has opened new opportunities in the structure of transit system 

revenues and the monitoring of operations, and has occurred over roughly the same 

period as the resurgence of passes, permits, and other multiple-ride instruments 

in American transit. 

In broad definition, AFC technology includes any equipment used in the revenue 

collection process which eliminates a function which would have been performed by 

a human operator. Such functions include: 

collecting fare while monitoring entry 

sale of single-ride or multi-ride instruments 

dispensing of transfers or zone checks 

making change 

verification of fare or payment adequacy 

deduction/cancellation of partial value of a multi-ride instrument 

calculation of appropriate fare for multi-fare systems 

data generation and storage for revenue and other operating measures 

handling and processing of cash revenue 

Table 3-1 shows the wide variety of equipment currently avai I able to automate 

these functions. The major thrust of recent development in this field has been 

the integration of such devices into complete revenue collection and processing 

systems, especially uti Ii zing other recent developments in magnetic recording and 

electronic processing data.* 

3.5.2 Potential Benefits of AFC 

The principal consideration driving AFC development has been its substitution 

of passenger self-service for labor-intensive booth, counter, or conductor sales 

of some prepayment instrument. Addi ti ona I I a bor cost savings in revenue hand I i ng 

*The scope of this section does not al low technical discussion of AFC technology 
as developed for BART, Washington Metro, Montreal, PATCO, I I I inois Central 
Gulf, and many British, European, Japanese and other systems. The reader is 
referred to references [2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 19, 20, 22, 25, 39, 41, 45, 56, 62, 
68, 69, 71, 72, 74] for exhaustive discussions of these technical details. 
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TABLE 3-1. AUTOMATIC VERSUS MANUAL METHODS FOR REVENUE COLLECTION FUNCTIONS 

Function 

Collecting tare while 
mon i tori ng en try 

Sale of single-ride or 
multi-ride instruments 

Dispensing transfers 
(or zone checks) 

Making change 

Verification ot tare 
or payment adequacy 

Partial value cancel
lation or deduction 

Fare calculation tor 
multi-tare systems 

Data generation and 
storage 

Revenue hand I ing and 
processing 

Manual (Method(s) 

Bus driver with tarebox 
Entry gate with ticket 

col I actor 

Ticket/token sales booth 
Driver or conductor sales 
Franchised counter sales 

Bus driver with transfer 
cutter or punch 

Ticket/token both 
Bus driver 

Farebox inspection plate 
Sales booth inspection 
On-board inspectors 
Driver inspection of 

transfers 

Bus driver/conductor with 
punch 

Driver/conductor with 
zone checks 

Entry and exit fare 
payment 

Manua I counts, logs, 
ta 11 ies 

Ticket stubs 

Hand sorting, counting, 
bankfacing, wrapping 

Exchanging/emptying vaults 
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Turn st i I es 
Power gates 

Token vendors 
Ticket vendors 

Transfer vendors 

Money changers 
(sometimes included 
in ticket vendors) 

Registering/display 
fareboxes 
Ticket & token 
vendors 
Turnst i I e cash 
acceptor 
Transfer readers 

Ticket cancellers/ 
cutters 
Entry/exit gates 
with data recogni
tion 

Comp I ex ticket 
vendors 
Entry/exit gates 
with data recogni
tion 

Registering fareboxes 
Turnstile/vendor/gate 
registers (both 
available with or 
without electronic 
data output) 
Station/system-level 
data and control 
consoles 

Programmable counters1 
sorters 
Vacuum revenue extrac
t ion 
Automatic vault 
emptying/sortinq 



and record keeping are possible, depending on the extent ot system integration 

and reduction ot the number ot transactions by multiple-ride prepayment. 

Subsidiary reasons tor AFC development and implementation have included: 

reduction ot fraud, particularly by underpayment in multi-

tare systems and fraudulent transfers 

taci I itation of intermodal transfers where at least one mode 

requires AFC on a cost-saving basis (can include parking as an 

honorary mode)* 

faci I itation of a complex zoned or graduated fare structure 

flexibi I ity for tare structure alterations, special fare classes, 

and special fares for different times 

more accurate data retrieval 

provision of credit or third-party payment opportunities 

cash flow advantages to the transit operator if substantial use 

is made of multiple-ride prepayment 

reduction or elimination ot cash security problems on vehicles 

convenience to the rider of a flexible prepayment instrument, 

possible volume discounts, and/or secure provision of change. 

Conventionally implemented prepayment schemes such as tickets, passes, and 

punch cards share the last tour areas of potential benefit above with AFC, but 

except in special cases of very high uti I ization do not al low noticeable cost savings 

in revenue (i.e., coin) processing. Extensive sale of single-trip prepayment 

mechanisms generates exactly the labor costs which AFC is primarily intended to 

reduce. Multiple-trip prepayment devices are a transitional case in which savings 

from fewer transactions and cash flow advantages may or may not balance the marginal 

costs of counter or agent sales. 

Except in the case of two-person bus crew operations, the major areas of 

labor cost saving afforded by AFC implementation are in rai I systems which require 

a fare payment instrument other than cash and thus need a large corps of station 

agents. If al I transit and commuter services operated with a single flat cash 

fare, only relatively elementary** AFC equipment consisting of cash-accepting 

*See especially [45] on such interface problems. 

**But not trivial, since one of the major problem areas in AFC technology is the 
engineering of extremely reliable coin sorting, counting, and change making 
equipment. [69] Further development ot automatic methods of coin and bi I I 
hand I ing is a high priority to minimize processing costs for both bus and rai I 
operations, as is wider implementation of data retrieval technology integrated 
with management systems software. 
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turnstiles, registering fareboxes, and money changers (or an exact fare pol icy) 

would be required. The important monitoring and passenger information functions 

of station agents could be served by a combination of minimum agent staffing in 

large stations, roving trouble-shooters, closed-circuit television monitoring, 

and direct information phone lines. Bus drivers, would, of course, continue to 

serve additional roles as fare collectors, monitors, and purveyors of information. 

However, addition of any complications to this fare structure for marketing, 

equity, or other pol icy reasons introduces a need for information processing and 

decision-making by human or electronic means. Large metropolitan systems almost 

inevitably have such compfications, including: 

zoned or graduated fares 

transfers and interline fares 

special fares for rider classes (students, elderly, etc.)* 

special fares for different times of day or week 

fare prepayment or postpayment (credit). 

With such comp I ications come also opportunities for the subtler forms of 

passenger fraud. The more advanced information-processing forms of AFC are designed 

to cope with some or al I of these requirements.** 

3.5.3 Advanced AFC: Rai I and Bus Applications 

Advanced AFC systems to date have been implemented almost exclusively in rai I 

operations with distance-dependent fare structures. While not entirely problem-free, 

such system technology is wel I-developed in a variety of forms and can readily be 

applied, at least in newly constructed systems. Most urban rai I systems have 

elementary forms of AFC equipment in the form of turnstiles and transfer and/or 

token vendors, as wel I as coin processing equipment, but rely on various forms of 

agent controls and ad hoc arrangements for comp I ications such as special fares, 

passes, transfer acceptance, and distant fare zones. Retrofitting of advanced AFC 

equipment to existing U.S. rai I transit would be difficult in many cases because 

of station design and other fixed investments, as wel I as labor union considerations. 

*American transit operators who may bemoan the prol iteration of special fare 
classes should consider the concessionary fare structure of London Transport, 
which among other things gives discounts to shipwrecked mariners [72]. 

**Although they are not always fully successful. BART's AFC system design did 
not include provision for special classes of riders. Offering of reduced 
fares has required a special counter sales mechanism for reduced-rate fare 
cards. [72] Fraud resistance of the BART magnetic code technology has also 
been an issue [6]. 
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Such retrofitting would probably not be justified unless a graduated fare 

structure was strongly required (as may soon be the case in New York). The 

Port Authority Trans-Hudson system (PATH) in New York recently abandoned tokens 

and fare zones and developed an improved system using only coin-accepting 

turnstiles, changemakers, and remote TV survei I lance. 

Registering fareboxes and coin processing equipment are found in some larger 

U.S. bus systems, but other use of AFC equipment for buses in the U.S. has been 

confined to two UMTA-funded demonstrations, one of which remains in operation 

in Derby, Connecticut, using a novel credit card approach. 

Advanced AFC application to buses and tram or I ight rai I systems is in early 

developmental stages in the U.S. The Urban Mass Transportation Administration is 

preparing a demonstration of a pi lot bus AFC system which uses an adaptation of 

the basic stored-value magnetic strip farecard technology used in BART and soon 

to be used in Washington (WMATA) Metrorai I [74]. European equipment for bus AFC 

is available in the U.S. [14, 20, 22], and coded card equipment which could be 

used as a part of an integrated bus AFC system is available from at least two U.S. 

firms [19, 46]. 

Bus system AFC is problematic in that no immediate labor savings are avai 1-

able, because the vehicle driver is required whether or not (s)he is monitoring 

fare collection. (The current UMTA bus AFC prototype equipment al lows for 

driver-monitored cash and token payments via an adapted registering farebox, thereby 

retaining some driver responsibi I ityl. As a result, cost-effectiveness of bus 

AFC is highly dependent on other system factors such as potential fraud reduction, 

facilitation of zone fare structures, commonality of the fare instrument with a 

rai I AFC system, and potential patronage benefits from convenience features. 

Mass production costs of bus AFC equipment are unknown in detai I but I ikely 

to be quite high in comparison to conventional fareboxes. Bus AFC applications 

with zone fares suffer in comparison to rai I station implementation, because a 

driver data entry console must be provided to update current bus location, and 

because each vehicle must be supplied with at least one processing terminal 

for the farecards or coded tickets. Rai I applications typically can use fewer 

processing terminals (gates) than the number of system vehicles. A secondary 

problem is that vehicles out of service for maintenance or repairs may force 

an uneconomic duty cycle on the AFC components, or alternatively, that elaborate 

logistical arrangements would be required to keep AFC equipment always in 

operable vehicles. 

British, European, and Japanese implementation of rai I system AFC is wel I 

advanced and very similar to comparable U.S. development for BART and WMATA [14, 
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43, 44, 57, 71, 72]. Bus AFC development in Britain and Europe is considerably 

more advanced than in the U.S., in the sense that widespread use is made of 

on-board ticket vendors and ticket canceling devices for self-service fare payment 

using single and multiple-ride tickets. By American standards, such systems use 

highly complex zone fares, and use of tickets finely priced according to trip 

length is a tradition of long standing. Enforcement of proper fare according to 

trip, however, is normally by random inspector checking of ticket validity as 

passengers are riding rather than by 100 percent entry-exit checking. Fare payment 

is thus basically an honor system, although with sanctions for offenders. European 

operators claim a neg I igible rate of fraud with this system [44], which has been 

contested in at least one case [72]. 

Extensive British and European use of self-service ticketing in buses and 

light rai I is largely a consequence of complex zoned fares, which slow passenger 

entry times by factors of two and more in comparison with flat fare systems. 

Significant savings in curb time for boarding are achieved by a combination of 

extensive pre-purchase of tickets from off-vehicle vending machines and franchised 

counter sales, and use of double entry doors on many vehicles. Passengers needing 

to buy a ticket from the driver or motorman enter through one door, while ticket

holders enter in para I lei, interfacing with automatic equipment. Al I these measures, 

encompassing vehicle design, AFC equipment, extensive ticket avai labi I ity, and 

inspector fare enforcement, constitute a technology-policy complex which replaces 

or is replacing the bus or tram conductor. This complex serves to avoid the low 

average speeds and thus heavy operating cost penalties and low service levels 

which would result from totally manual and on-board collection of complex zone 

fares in single-person operation. 

American operators in the now-distant past generally adopted flat fares and 

single-stream passenger entry with the passing of on-board transit conductors, 

and recently have further speeded entry with exact fare policies, thereby side

stepping the problems which have given rise to British and European technology. 

Boarding times in most U.S. buses are primarily determined by passenger capabi Ii

ties in negotiating entry steps rather than by the time required to pay the fare. 

Faster boarding times (shorter curb times) would be highly desirable in some U.S. 

bus operations with flat fares. These could only be attained with dual entry streams, 

in which case different bus designs would be required along with some measure of 

AFC equipment to handle the passenger stream further from the driver. In that 

instance, extensive or exclusive use of prepayment instruments for that second 

passenger stream could be necessary to accommodate a fare structure dependent on 

rider class, time, etc. 
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American bus operations with zone fares might fruitfully adopt European 

practice in this area, but would have to confront the problem of potential 

underpayment fraud. Only two basic solutions are possible: ful I payment on 

entry and random enforcement as in Europe or ful I entry-exit checking and 

additional payment if necessary upon ride termination. Existing U.S. operations 

use various versions of the latter, which has the problem that time savings in 

boarding may be used up in secondary transactions upon leaving the vehicle. 

AFC technology can markedly reduce such transaction times, and is being developed 

with such applications in mind. It is an open question at this point whether 

the savings by fraud reduction and higher speed in this mode can justify the 

additional cost of AFC. Applicability of random inspection enforcement in the 

U.S. is questioned by most observers, but might be useful where transit pol ice are 

present regardless. 

3.5.4 Credit Cards for Transit Fares 

A few U.S. transit operators with relatively long-term pass or permit plans 

al low charge sales of these instruments on major credit cards. Other operators 

have evaluated possible credit sales and have rejected them on the grounds that 

the handling costs of credit bi I I ing would be too high, and that the cash flow 

drain from shifting a major portion of revenue from current to delayed payment 

would be intolerable. 

Conventional credit sales processing entai Is coding of each charge slip for 

the amount of the sale and subsequent processing, mailing, and =I lection, and is 

generally uneconomic for individual purchases of less than about $5.00. Data 

processing capability that can economically record and process large numbers of 

relatively smal I transactions for later bi I I ing is a prominent feature of telephone 

and computer time-share operations, however. 

AFC as currently implemented is not immediately usable for automatic credit 

bi I I ing, because the coded tickets or fare cards contain no passenger-specific 

information which would al low accumulation of charges to individuals. No 

capability for permanent recording of al I information on each trip made is pro

vided; data accumulation is by registers only. In addition, introduction of 

credit bi I I ing for individual trips would probably require a level of system 

integration not currently present, to al low on-I ine checking of account validity 

for charges with (presumably) a central file of accounts. System-level integration 

of this general type was proposed and rejected for BART; data processing is primarily 

handled at the gate or station level in the current system. 

A development effort to combine existing AFC technology with individual account 

processing as is now found in 24-hour banking terminals would be of interest if 
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substantial ridership (and/or revenue) gains could be expected from introduction 

of credit fare payment. There is no strong evidence avai I able to evaluate potential 

passenger response to such implementation. 

An UMTA-sponsored demonstration project encompassing a number of innovations 

has been in ful I operation since early 1973 with headquarters in Derby CT--

the Valley Transit District. The only method of fare payment possible in that 

system is by a special credit/identification card issued by application to system 

subscribers [19]. Other system innovations and demonstration intents included: 

special vehicle design for improved access by elderly and 

handicapped persosn 

mixed service options including fixed route, dial-a-ride, 

and II bus renta 111 

a finely-zoned fare structure with options for variable fares 

depending on instantaneous vehicle load in dial-a-ride service 

and several other features 

special provisions for variable percentages of third-party fare 

prepayment by social service and health agencies. 

Service is currently provided with eight vehicles to a moderately urbanized and 

rural area including four towns along the Naugatuck River, not far from New 

Haven. Only the elderly, handicapped, and low income were eligible riders for most 

available service unti I late 1975. 

Each passenger must insert his or her plastic system credit card into a 

specially bui It service recorder, which is similar to an AFC entry-exit gate. The 

information on the card consists solely of the passenger's signature and a 

passenger account number, coded as a set of holes much I ike those in a computer 

card. A service recorder replaces the farebox on each vehicle, and serves to 

record service mode, time, zone, and passenger account numbers on a standard 

magnetic tape cassette. Service mode and zone are entered by the driver through 

a push-button console; passenger credit cards must be inserted upon both entry 

and exit to determine trip length. 

Cassettes are removed from buses daily to be read and processed by a central 

computer, which accumulates account balances, produces monthly bi I I ings to 

passengers and third-party agencies, and generates several kinds of operating 

reports. Because al I fare calculation is by computer, a wide variety of charges 

and al locations of service costs can be made. 

Technical problems with the service records have· been minimal, relating 

primarily to component reliability in a difficult environment. Passengers rapidly 
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learned to use their credit cards with faci I ity. The costs of processing and 

bi I I ing individual accounts are substantial in this pi lot system, and some 

problems of unpaid accounts among persons with I imited and fixed incomes were 

noted by one of the system managers. 

Experimentation is continuing in Valley Transit. More conventional fare 

payment by cash and discounts for prepayment on accounts have been introduced 

as the system has been opened to general pub I ic riders. The option for variable 

trip cost in dial-a-ride mode depending on the number of passengers riding nas 

been dropped. That feature· was intended to encourage informal grouping of trips 

by neighbors and thereby increase productivity. It proved t9 be confusing to 

passengers, who were reluctant to accept different fares for the same point-to

point trip, depending on the number of other unrelated passengers who were using 

the service concurrently. 

While providing an extremely interesting test of bus AFC/credit technology 

and a European-style fare structure, applicability of results from Valley Transit 

operations to larger general pub I ic systems appears I imited. Experience with 

general pub I ic response as wel I as that of special rider groups wi I I be of much 

interest as further reports become avai I able. 
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4. OPERATIONAL ISSUES IN FARE PREPAYMENT: 
A SURVEY OF U.S. TRANSIT OPERATORS 

A major purpose of this research is to document current experience with 

fare prepayment programs. To do this we went directly to U.S. transit managers 

and marketing directors, the people who presumably know best what is being done 

in fare prepayment and how wel I it works, The approach involved two steps: 

l)a very brief postcard mail-back survey including nearly all sizable transit 

operators listed in two major transit industry directories [I, 9]; and 2) a more 

selective telephone survey of 146 transit operators, consisting of a detailed 

I ist of questions about prepayment. The postcard survey results, with over 59 

percent of transit operators responding, provided a fairly good picture of the 

extent of fare prepayment in the transit industry and served as the basis for 

selecting a sample of interesting cases for the more detailed telephone interviews. 

In the telephone interviews with transit managers and marketing directors 

our purpose was to determine the extent, variety, and combinations of prepayment 

plans currently in existence and to develop an understanding of the most useful 

plans and the techniques for applying them. In the first part of each interview 

we asked for system-related measures such as population served, daily ridership, 

and fleet size. Then we asked a series of questions about each of the prepayment 

plans used in the particular system. Some of these latter questions dealt with 

the characteristics of the prepayment p Ian, and others were related to the plan's 

effect on the system. We found a total of 387 current and 21 historical prepay

ment plans among the 146 systems interviewed. 

Several outputs resulted from these survey efforts. A discussion of the 

sampling techniques and survey procedures and a tabulation of the postcard 

responses appear in Appendix A. 

Appendix B lists al I cities represented in the sample of telephoned transit 

operators, with a few of the key system variables for each one and a summary of 

cities with plans of each format. Appendix C presents a tabulation of the 

responses to the questions we asked in the interviews. In the first part of 

this section we summarize the incidence of the various prepayment forms and the 

prevalent combinations in which they seem to occur. We also discuss measures of 

prepayment effectiveness and indicate the ways in which these measures are used 

iin this study. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to a number of issues in 

fare prepay~ent, approached primarily from the viewpoint of the transit manager. 
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4. I SUMMARY OF PREPAYMENT PLANS CURRENTLY IN USE 

4. I. I Nationwide Incidence of Prepayment 

Approximately 93 percent of U.S. transit systems have some form of prepayment 

as here defined, and many have two or three forms of prepayment available. As 

reported in the postcard survey of operators, adjusted to reflect consistent 

definitions of terms (see Appendix A for detai Is), 48 percent of operators have 

tickets available, 41 percent have passes of one sort or another, 35 percent 

have punch cards, 32 percent have permits, and 26 percent have tokens. Note that 

these percentages sum towel I over 100 percent because most operators have a 

variety of prepayment plans. These percentages represent best overal I estimates 

of prepayment usage in U.S. transit systems. 

Table 4-1 summarizes the incidence of the various prepayment types among the 

operators who were telephoned. Because a primary purpose of this study is to 

examine innovative uses of prepayment and to assess their potential, the sample 

chosen for telephone interviews is not representative of the entire industry but 

reflects our judgement that some operators could provide more useful information 

than others about effective use of ta re prepayment. <The samp I i ng procedure is 

described in Appendix A, and Table 8-2 in Appendix B lists the systems with plans 

in each category shown in Table 4-1.) 

4. 1.2 Combinations of Prepayment Types 

Twenty-six percent of the interviewed operators who otter prepayment to their 

patrons I imit the offering to a single format (tickets only, passes only, etc). 

Another 38 percent provide two format choices; 26 percent have combinations of 

three prepayment formats; and the remaining 9 percent offer four format types. 

The actual combinations and quantities of each are ii lustrated in fable 4-2. 

Table 4-2 does not reflect actual numbers of plans, since a ticket/pass combination, 

for example, might include two different tickets and three pass plans. 

From Table 4-2 one can deduce that punch cards are offered together with 

passes (and whatever else) in 31 of the 138 cases*, while tickets are offered 

with passes in 29 cases. These two pairs seem to dominate the set of possible 

two-way combinations. 

*Add together "Number of Systems" for: [pass, punch card] + [ticket, pass, punch 
card]+ [token, pass, punch cardJ + [pass, permit, punch card]+ [ticket, token, 
pass, punch card]+ [ticket, pass, permit, punch card]+ [token, pass, permit, 
punch card] = 31. 
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TABLE 4-1. INCIDENCE OF PREPAYMENT FORMATS 
AMONG 146 TRANSIT SYSTEMS IN THE TELEPHONE SURVEY 

Number of Systems Percentage 
Format With Each Format Systems With 

Tickets (combined) 60 41 

1-9 Trips 30 
10-19 Trips 30 
More Than 19 Trips 13 

Tokens 44 30 

Passes (combined) 76 52 

I Day 15 
2-6 Days 4 
Weeki y/B i-Week I y 10 
Monthly 34 
2-11 Months 15 
Annual 8 
Uni imited 14 

Permits (combined) 54 37 

General Use 4 
Senior Citizens 

and/or Handicapped 44 
Students 16 

Punch Cards (combined) 53 36 

1-9 Trips 2 
10-19 Trips 30 
More Than 19 Trips 24 

No Prepayment 8 5 

4.1.3 General Public Versus Special Plans 

of 
Format 

Aside from the general categorization by plan format, prepayment plans may 

be classified by I imitations placed on their use by: 

rider age 

other rider attributes (mobi I ity handicapped, student, employment, 

or client status, etc.) 

day or ti me of app I i cab i I i ty 

area or service type available. 

By far the most common I imitation found among plans in the sample was by 

age; over 40 percent of al I plans identified were avai I able only to students (through 

high school age) and/or senior citizens (or senior citizens and handicapped). 
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TABLE 4-2. COMBINATIONS OF PREPAYMENT TYPES 
AMONG 138 SAMPLE SYSTEMS 

Combination Number of Systems 

ticket 10 
token 4 
pass 5 
permit 4 
punch card 6 
stored fare 3 
credit card I 
other 3 

ticket, token 6 
ticket, pass 7 
ticket, permit 5 
ticket, punch card 3 
token, pass 7 
token, permit 3 
token, punch card 5 
pass, permit 6 
pass, punch card 11 

ticket, token, pass 2 
ticket, token, permit 2 
ticket, token, punch card 4 
ticket, token, other I 
ticket, pass, permit 9 
ticket, pass, punch card 3 
ticket, permit, punch card I 
ticket, pass, permit 3 
ticket, pass, punch card 2 
ticket, permit, punch ca rd I 
pass, permit, punch card 7 
permit, punch card, other I 

ticket, token, pass, permit 4 
ticket, token, pass, punch card I 
ticket, pass, permit, punch card 3 
ticket, permit, punch card, other I 
token, pass, permit, punch card 4 

Histoqram 

xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 
xxxxx 
xxxx 
xxxxxx 
XXX 
X 
XXX 
xxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 
xxxxx 
XXX 
xxxxxxx 
XXX 
xxxxx 
xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
xx 
xx 
xxxx 
X 
xxxxxxxxx 
XXX 
X 
XXX 
xx 
X 
xxxxxxx 
X 
xxxx 
X 
XXX 
X 
xxxx 

Table 4-3 shows the percentage of plans in each format type avai I able only to some 

special age group. 

Most of the permits in the sample were avai I able only to senior citizens, 

or to senior citizens and the mobi I ity handicapped. These permits are mostly 

of recent initiation, in response to state and Federal level requirements 

for reduced fares to these rider classes, as are the 21 percent of al I passes 

which are also avai !able only to senior citizens. An additional I I plans, or just 

under 3 percent of al I plans in the sample, are avai !able only to the handicapped 

(and thus are classified as "unlimited" by age in Table 4-3). Plans available 
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TABLE 4-3. RIDER AGE LIMITATIONS BY PLAN FORMAT 

Format N Eligible Aqes for Plan 

Sr. Cit. & 
Un I imited Students Handicaooed 

Tickets or 
Percent 

Tokens 133 75 16 9 

Passes 114 62 17 21 

Permits 65 15 24 61 

Punch Cards 73 61 27 I I 

Al I Formats* 385 59 19 22 

*Includes other plans not separately I isted. 

only to senior citizens or handicapped or both constitute 25 percent of al I 

prepayment plans in the sample (22 percent from Table 4-3 plus the 3 percent 

above). 

Section 5 of the National Mass Transportation Act of 1974 requires that 

operators, in order to be eligible for operating subsidies, offer a minimum 50 

percent discount to the elderly and the handicapped, at least during off-peak 

hours. Since some proof of eligibility is usually desired, permits provide a 

logical format for these rider classes. Unlike permits designed for use by the 

general public, these special "identification cards" carry only a nominal first-time 

cost, if any. Beyond this distinction, they function similarly to conventional 

permits, by al lowing the bearer to ride at reduced rates. Of al I plans used to 

provide lower fares to senior citizens and handicapped persons, 60 percent are 

permits, with passes accounting for an additional 24 percent. Passes so used are 

either free or are purchased monthly for a reduced amount. Sixteen percent of the 

transit systems surveyed currently provide free transit to senior citizens, most 

of them limiting the privilege to off-peak hours. 

While Section 5 specifies that reduced fares to senior citizens and handicapped 

persons must be provided at least during off-peak hours, many operators have 

chosen not to p I ace I i mi ts on the ti me of day. Sixty-six percent of a I I prepayment 

plans for senior citizens and 59 percent for the handicapped have no time restric

tions on their use. 

One respondent noted that originally an off-peak I imitation was imposed in 

his system, during which time an estimated 30,000 trips per month were made by 
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senior citizens. When the restriction was removed, the figure rose to an 

estimated 50,000 trips per month. The operator judged that very few of the 

aged currently ride during peak hours, even though the sudden ridership 

increase seems to contradict this judgment. 

Prepayment instruments used to provide reduced transit tares tor kindergarten 

through high school students account for a fifth of al I plans found, including 

substantial numbers of plans in al I formats. Use of such plans is often the 

result of a contractual arrangement between a school board and the transit 

operator. In three-quarters of the student plans the net fare is less than 

70 percent of the regular tare. 

The freedom given to the students in the use of their reduced fare privileges 

varies among systems. In 45 percent of the systems with student provisions, 

validity is limited to weekdays, and in 52 percent the trip must be to or from 

school. 

Aside from prepayment plans used to implement special fares for the elderly 

and handicapped or kindergarten through high school students, relatively smal I 

numbers of plans are avai I able only to other specially defined groups, including 

college students, employees in special programs, clients of social service agencies, 

etc. In aggregate, just under 12 percent of al I plans are directed at such 

miscellaneous special groups. 

Limitations on plan usage by time, day, area, or particular service generally 

correspond to user types mentioned above in obvious combinations. That is, 

reduced-fare plans tor senior citizens and handicapped are often limited to 

off-peak hours, kindergarten through high school student plans may be I imited 

only to school trips on weekdays, etc. Major exceptions to this observation are a 

handful of weekend promotional fare plans and plans good only on express or 

commuter services. In aggregate, such additional I imitations affect six percent 

of plans not otherwise restricted to particular population groups. 

In summary, then, among 146 systems examined in detai I via telephone inter

views, 138 have some form of prepayment. Among them, these systems offer 387 

current prepayment options and have information on 21 plans that have been 

discontinued.* Of the total of about 400 plans, 25 percent are limited to senior 

citizens and/or handicapped, 19 percent are for kindergarten through high school 

*No particular pattern is evident in the discontinuations. By types, they were: 
tickets - 6; tokens - 7; passes - 3; permit - I; and punch cards - 4. Al I 
but two were terminated between 1967 and 1975; our informants were not generally 
able to discuss events more distant in the past. 
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students, 12 percent are I imited to other specia I groups, and an additiona I 

6 percent are restricted in time, area, or service type. 

Unrestricted plans available to the general pub I ic thus comprise 38 

percent of the sample, and are shown by format in Table 4-4. 

TABLE 4-4. FORMATS OF UNRESTRICTED GENERAL PUBLIC PLANS 

Format No. of Plans 

Tickets 38 
Tokens 34 
Passes 42 
Permits 4 
Punch Cards 32 
Magnetic Storage 3 
Credit Card I 

Total 154 

4.2 RECENT PREPAYMENT IMPLEMENTATION 

4.2.1 Plans Initiated Since 1960 

Chapter 3 traced the history of transit tare prepayment by format types, 

generally indicating the recent growth in its use. Figure 4-1 dramatically 

i I lustrates this phenomenon by showing the number of plan implementations by 

year since 1960 among the 146 systems in the telephone survey sample. Figure 4-1 

should be interpreted with care, since start dates were available tor only 271 

of the 387 current plans in the sample. It is I ikely that plans with earlier 

start dates are under-represented in Figure 4-1, but very substantial recent 

growth would sti I I be indicated over 1973-5, given any reasonable distribution of 

the I 16 plans for which start dates are missing. 

4.2.2 Reasons for Plan Implementation 

A final, open-ended question on the telephone survey of transit operators 

asked why each plan was established. Only 40 percent of those asked felt able to 

reply, and the answers recorded were very difficult to classify fruitfully. The 

overwhelming majority of answers dealt with one or another aspect of marketing. 

Aside from responses indicating a generalized desire to increase ridership, 

provide greater convenience, and improve service, a theme of some interest 

was an apparent feeling that relatively long-term prepayment such as a monthly 

pass could serve to "hook" passengers on the system. 

Discussions with transit managers and marketing directors indicate that 

they feel a principal advantage of prepayment is its abi I ity to cause an 
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Figure 4-1. New Prepayment Plan lnstal lations Since 1960 

individual to use the transit system for more trips than (s)he would have 

made on a cash fare basis. Passes are assumed to appeal especially to regular 

riders because these people can predict fairly accurately how many rides they 

are going to make for some reasonable duration into the future. Once purchased, 

so the marketing directors tel I us, the pass is I ikely to induce its owner to 

use it for the sporadic and impulsive trips that were not anticipated when the 

pass was purchased. This type of trip, because it is usually made outside of 

peak hours, is easily accommodated by the system. The respondents to the telephone 

interviews did not give us sufficiently hard data to test this hypothesis, but 

data from the surveys of permit users in Pittsburgh (Section 5) are some 

indication of the use of these devices for trips made in addition to commuting 

trips. 

A second way in which prepayment is used to induce unexpected trips is in 

attracting new passengers to the system. The marketing directors generally feel 
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that a nonuser of transit wi I I be more inclined to consider transit as a real 

transportation option if (s)he is fami I iar with the transit system and how to 

use it. Among al I the devices used by marketing personnel to inform the potential 

rider about the system, tree or reduced price tickets or other prepayment forms 

can sometimes provide the extra initial push that is needed to get the person on 

the bus. Once on board, of course, the new rider can experience the supposed 

joys of transit riding first-hand. Several transit personnel told us of 

programs to supply newly-arrived residents to the city with such promotional 

fare prepayment instruments. 

Chapel Hi 11 NC has a unique arrangement that provides incentives tor 

automobile users to use transit. The University of North Carolina includes a 

tree bus pass with every campus parking permit. Relatively heavy use of those 

particular passes on the system has been observed. The same idea may have 

potential in municipal systems that manage both parking and transit. More detai Is 

of the program in Chapel Hi I I are discussed in Section 5. 

Another incentive program that may have potential, but that we have not 

observed in practice, is based on the introductory offer concept used notably in 

magazine subscriptions sales. The service is provided at a reduced rate tor some 

introductory period and then raised to the normal rate after the customer is in 

the habit of using the service. The concept would work best with individualized 

prepayment instruments whose sales can be monitored closely and tracked to the 

purchaser, such as renewable monthly or annual passes. As an example, the first 

three months of use of the pass would be at half price and thereafter at the ful I 

pass price. A more gradual price increase might also be tried. Such a plan 

would obviously be subject to some abuse, but the overal I effect might be quite 

positive, as it is with magazine subscriptions. 

Besides the desire to increase ridership with prepayment tied to marketing 

schemes, transit operators gave several other reasons for implementing prepayment 

programs. These included providing some special fare mechanism for a new service 

element and meeting reduced-fare requirements for elderly and handicapped. Cost 

·reduction was given as a reason only in the case of magnetic stored-fare AFC 

implementation. 

Introduction of exact fare policies has historically sparked prepayment 

implementation to offset the inconvenience of carrying exact change, but the 

presence or absence of an exact fare requirement does not currently seem to 

affect the number of prepayment plans offered in a system. Of the 146 transit 
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operators surveyed, 69 percent now require exact change for cash fares, with the 

rest al lowing drivers to make change for passengers. To test for a relationship 

between exact fare policies and incidence of prepayment plans, we computed the 

average numbers of plans in systems with and without exact fare. The exact fare 

systems had an average 2.92 plans per system, while systems which provide for 

change-making had 2.91 plans per system. 

However, systems with and without exact fare differ in the frequency with 

which they discount tickets, tokens, or punch cards they may offer. (Note that a 

precise discount level can only be identified for such instruments, good for a 

fixed number of rides). Exact fare systems offer such plans at some discount in 

60 percent of cases, whereas systems which sti I I make change provide some discount 

for 83 percent of such plans. Thus exact fare systems have proportionally more 

plans which are simple cash replacements. 

4.3 GENERAL MEASURES OF PREPAYMENT EFFECTIVENESS 

4.3. I Avai /able Data 

The fol lowing questions in the telephone survey of transit system personnel 

were asked in an attempt to assess the effectiveness of each prepayment plan 

and the costs of administering it: 

P23. Do you feel that total system 
implementation of this plan? 
change; increased] 

ridership was affected by the 
[don't know; decreased; no 

P24. Is there data avai /able that would support your estimate of 
ridership change? [no; yes] 

P25. Do you feel that there was a change in system operating 
revenue as a result of this plan? [don't know; decreased; 
no change; increased] 

P26. Is there data ava i I ab I e that wou Id sup po rt your estimate of 
revenue change? [no; yes] 

P27. How did this plan affect management's total administrative 
costs of fare collection? [no information; decreased; no 
change; increased; initial increases followed by a decrease] 

P28. Was staff added to administer the program? [no; one or two; 
three to five; more than 5] 

P29. Has the plan generated noticeable savings in the cost of 
coin hand/ ing and counting? [no; yes] 

P30. (Pass or permit plans only:) Do you have an estimate of how 
many persons are (pass/permit) holders at any given time? 
[actual number] 

P31. What percentage of boarding passengers use a (pass, permit, 
ticket ... ) to board? [under 10%; 11-20%, 20-40%; more than 
40%; don't know]. 
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Tabulations of responses to these questions are presented in Appendix C. 

It is evident from an examination of the response categories above that 

the precision of the data is relatively low. In questions P23 and P25, for 

example, we reduce the answer to one of three choices. Furthermore, the meaning

fulness of these choices is I imited by the lack of quantitative information that 

might be associated with a change in either direction. In other words, if our 

respondent said that his/her system's ridership increased as a result of a given 

prepayment plan, we do not know whether that change was one percent or one

hundred percent. But a further refinement of the response categories would 

probably not have been usetu I. In roughly a quarter of a 11 cases the respondents 

did not know whether there existed~ effects of an individual prepayment plan 

on ridership and revenue, let alone the quantity of such effects. We can use 

questions P24 and P26 to judge the qua I ity of the data from questions P23 and P25 

respectively. Only 12 percent of respondents had data that would support their 

answers to the question on ridership change, and only 10 percent of respondents 

had data that would support their answers to the question on revenue change. 

The qua I ity of the data on administrative costs of prepayment is really no 

better than it is on ridership and revenue changes. Again, response categories 

are very I imited and the information avai I able to the respondents on these questions 

(P27, P28 and P29) was generally I imited. 

Question P30 applies only to pass and permit plans, but it asks tor data 

that many transit operators are I ikely to have. The question asks actual number of 

pass or permit holders at any given time, which tor a monthly pass, tor example, 

is simply the average number of passes sold per month. 

Question P31 produces a measure we have called "penetration", which is the 

respondent's estimate of the percentage of al I daily passengers who board using a 

given prepayment type. The answers to this question were generally more subjective 

than the answers to question P30, but many operators keep records of this data 

or have done periodic studies that give them a fairly good idea, within the ranges 

of our response categories, of the correct percentages tor their various payment 

methods. 

Other than carefully studied AFC implementation, transit system implementation 

of prepayment has seldom proceeded with exp I icit prior statement of quantified 

objectives and a program of measurement and evaluation of program impacts.* The 

*Severa I exceptions have been I a rger systems such as the MBTA <Boston), which 
have acted on specific consultant recommendations and attempted to monitor 
resu Its. 
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general attitude has been to "try it and see what happens". This is a rational 

approach for interventions or innovations which are relatively easy and inexpensive 

to put in place or remove, which class includes almost al I prepayment mechanisms 

studied here. 

Most transit operators have used an implicit minimum criteron of success or 

effectiveness for their prepayment programs. Stated simply, it is: 

The program should increase ridership while 
not decreasing revenue and not significantly 
increasing costs. 

Obviously, a preferred criterion would be to increase ridership and revenue while 

decreasing costs. In the case of reduced fare programs mandated by grant or other 

subsidy sources, the operator may have no criterion of effectiveness except to 

comply with regulations at minimum cost. 

In any case, a program wi I I be imp I icitly judged ineffective if it does 

not achieve some minimum level of participation or "penetration". That threshold 

level appears to be very low, since 42 percent of the sample programs were 

reported to be used by fewer than 10 percent of boarding passengers, and operators 

could not judge the penetration level of another 20 percent of programs. It is 

I ikely that operators would be aware of the usage level of high-penetration programs 

in their system, so most of the "don't know" responses prob ab I y refer to 

programs with less than 10 percent penetration. 

4.3.2 Ridership and Revenue Changes 

For the roughly 400 plans of al I types offered among the 146 sample systems, 

45 percent were thought to have caused increases in ridership, none were thought 

to have caused decreases, and for the remainder, the respondent said either there 

was no change (33 percent) or (s)he could not judge the effect (22 percent). The 

responses tor revenue effects were slightly different. Of the same plans, 26 

percent were thought to cause revenue increases, 9 percent were thought to cause 

decreases, and for the remainder the respondent either saw no effect (39 percent) 
1" 

or said (s)he did not know whether there was any (25 percent). 

Despite our low confidence in the accuracy of these numbers in indicating 

the very-hard-to-measure effects of prepayment, the responses can be viewed as 

votes cast by transit managers tor or against prepayment. Viewed in that 

framework the popularity of prepayment among transit operators seems to be 

reason ab I y high. 

Table 4-5 shows operator responses to same questions by type of prepayment 

plan. Passes and permits were reported to be above average in increasing ridership, 
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and passes also were reported to increase revenue more frequently than 

average. 

TABLE 4-5. REPORTED RIDERSHIP AND REVENUE 
EFFECTS FOR ALL SURVEYED PLANS 

Ridership Change Revenue Change 

Percent Percent 

Prepayment 
Format N ? - N/C + ? - N/C 

Tickets 79 17 0 44 39 20 8 53 

Tokens 54 25 0 45 30 25 6 47 

Passes I I 4 18 0 24 57 22 13 29 

Permits 65 17 0 29 54 30 17 35 

Punch Cards 73 36 0 27 37 33 I 36 

Al I Formats* 385 22 0 33 45 25 9 39 

*Includes other plans not separately I isted. 

(Table entry is percentage of plans in each format reported 
to have I isted effect. Percentages sum by rows. Row totals 
may not equa I exactly 100% because of rounding. "N"=number 
of p /ans; "?"=effect not known; "-"=decrease; "N/C"=no 
change; "+"=increase.) 

+ 

19 

23 

36 

18 

30 

26 

System operators are obviously biased observers of program effects in their 

own systems. It is plausible that some or many of our respondents reported 

that prepayment plans in their systems caused an increase in ridership simply 

becuase general system ridership has recently increased. To test for the 

presence of this effect, we compared the recent total system ridership trend, 

as reported elsewhere in the telephone survey, with the reported effects of 

plans in that system. No significant relationship existed. 

Table 4-5 shows the reported performance of al I sample plans, of which 

a majority are restricted to special users. Ridership and revenue changes 

attributed to unrestricted plans available to the general pub I ic are shown 

separately in Table 4-6 in the same format as Table 4-5. 

Passes remain the prepayment format most frequently reported to result 

in increased ridership and revenue; punch cards show simi /ar results; and 

too few permits remain in the sample to be indicative. 
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Prepayment 
Format 

Tickets 

Tokens 

Passes 

Permits 

Punch Cards 

Al I Formats* 

TABLE 4-6. REPORTED RIDERSHIP AND REVENUE EFFECTS 
FOR UNRESTRICTED GENERAL PUBLIC PLANS 

Ridership Change Revenue Change 

Percent Percent 

N ? - N/C + ? - N/C 

38 16 0 37 47 24 I I 45 

34 32 0 44 24 32 3 47 

42 21 0 24 55 27 2 27 

4 0 0 50 50 0 0 50 

32 37 0 19 44 25 0 34 

154 27 0 30 43 28 4 38 

*Includes other plans not separately listed. 

+ 

21 

18 

44 

50 

41 

31 

The contrast in reported effects between al I plans and general pub I ic 

plans is greatest in the case of passes. Elimination from the sample of the 

free or highly discounted passes (used primarily for senior citizens and 

handicapped) nearly eliminates reported instances of decreased revenues, 

while retaining the reported frequency of increased ridership. 

In summary, the rough, qua I itative judgment of transit operators is 

apparently that prepayment plans in general increase ridership more often than 

not, and probably never decrease ridership. They further report that plans 

in general most often have no observable effect on revenue, but that revenue 

increases, where they occur, outnumber decreases by three to one. 

Transit operators report that single-ride instruments (tickets and 

tokens) most often cause no change in either ridership or revenue. Passes 

are thought most often to increase both ridership and revenue, especially 

when highly discounted or free passes for special groups are eliminated 

from consideration. Permits are almost exclusively used to al low large 

discounts to special groups; in such use transit operators say they mostly 

increase ridership but increase and decrease revenues with about equal 

frequency. Punch cards generally increase ridership and revenue, but less 

frequently than passes, according to the operators. 

There are examples in most classes of prepayment of systems and plans 

with substantial ridership and revenue effects; many of them are discussed 

individually elsewhere in this report. Taken in general, however, a majority 
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of prepayment plans are reported either to have no effect or unknown effects 

on ridership and revenue. The only exceptions to this pattern are permits 

used for special rider groups and passes, for which slight majorities are 

reported to increase ridership. As would be expected from the presence of 

discounting in at least some plans of al I types, ridership increases are 

always reported more frequently than revenue increases. 

4.3.3 Penetration and Passholders 

Twenty-one percent of a I I p I ans were reported to be used by more than 

twenty percent of boarding passengers in the systems where they occur. 

No format dominates those comparatively high-penetration plans which are 

available to the general pub I ic; tickets, tokens, passes, and punch cards are 

al I represented about equally in that group. 

The percentage of boarding passengers using a particular form of prepayment 

seldom exceeds 50 percent system-wide. Exceptions are systems requiring.prepay

ment for entry or special situations such as extremely low-priced, long-term 

passes in Westport CT and several college towns (Chapel Hi 11 NC; Charlottesvi I le 

VA; Davis CA; Kent OH and Lawrence KS). Special services such as commuter 

expresses, park and ride, and work or school subscription runs frequently have 

high prepayment percentages as a result of operating pol icy or special tares. 

As discussed further in Section 5, such services are an important market segment 

for prepayment because of the nature of both the riders and trips served. They 

are recognized as such by most operators. 

Among passes available to the general pub I ic, the highest penetrations 

in absolute terms are found in the shorter-term day and week passes-

approximately 40 percent of system ridership in each of Sacramento CA (day); 

Milwaukee WI (week), and Richmond VA (week). Other short-term passes have 

much lower penetration levels, however. No monthly or longer-term passes were 

found that are used by such high percentages of system riders (again, except 

for Westport and several college towns noted above). 

It is tempting to ascribe this difference to the higher first cost of 

longer-term passes, but not necessarily accurate, since most of the latter are 

very recently initiated, are increasing in sales, and probably have not yet 

reached their tu I I potenti a I. In the handfu I of cases where day or week passes 

compete with month passes in the same system and data is avai I able (St. Petersburg 

FL; Sacramento CA; Tulsa OK) the shorter-ter~ passes outsel I the longer ones 

by large margins. The relative sales of weekly ($2.60) and monthly ($10.00) 
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permits in Pittsburgh is instructive, however; monthly permits outsel I the 

week I ies by better than two to one. 

Systems with monthly general pub I ic passes accounting for somewhat more 

than 20 percent of ridership* include Los Angeles (SCRTD); Portland ME; 

Ann Arbor Ml; and Portland OR. The first two are the oldest general 

monthly pass programs found, both having been started in 1968. Most 

other such plans were reported to be used by 5-15 percent of riders, and 

mostly were in their first year of operation. 

Except for students (kindergarten through college), plans of all types 

which are targeted at special rider groups generally are used by low 

percentages of system ridership, almost by definition. 

Distinct from measures comparing prepayment use with general system 

ridership are the measures that express the number of prepayment users as a 

fraction of the service area population. Pass- or permit-holders per capita 

for monthly general public plans vary widely, from a low of about 0.7 

passholders/1000 service area population in some newly started plans to a 

high of about 11.5 passholders/1000 population in a few well-received monthly 

pass plans. A rough average of monthly passholders per capita in older plans 

is 9.2 per 1000 service area population, or about one percent. 

Pass-holders per capita for weekly general public plans vary similarly, 

with Richmond VA and Milwaukee WI at the top of the range with 54 and 

24 holders per 1000 population, respectively. Annual plans have sales a 

factor of I/10th of monthly plans, except for the Westport CT, annual 

pass (priced at $25), which has 227 pass-holders per 1000 population. 

4.3.4 Administrative Costs of Prepayment 

Administrative costs resulting from the use of fare prepayment seldom 

appear to be significant. The vast majority of transit operators reported 

that prepayment brought no important change in their cost of operation; 

23 percent of al I prepayment plans were reported to have contributed to higher 

administrative costs; and ten operators reported overal I administrative costs 

were lowered with the introduction of specific prepayment plans. 

Among the operators reporting higher administrative costs, tickets 

and passes were most frequently cited as the plans bringing about the increases. 

The bulk of the added costs, they noted, lie in printing, distribution, and 

record-keeping. Systems that number their tickets tended to incur highest 

*In total among available plans. SCRTD has three major plans which collectively 
but not individually account for over 20 percent of riders. 
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costs. In an effort to reduce costs, one private operator has printed 

an advertisement for a local bank on his punch cards. The bank pays the 

entire printing bi I I for the cards. 

Twenty operators reported the need for additional staff in connection 

with fare prepayment. Most of these increases involved a single person, 

although five systems each required more than five additional staff members. 

Most operators indicated that they were able to spread any additional 

administrative tasks among existing personnel. 

Of the seven transit systems reporting a decrease in administrative 

costs due to implementation of prepayment, five had established long-term 

passes. Two of these WGre annual; two were valid for a school year; and 

one was a permanent pass for senior citizens. Four of the five plans were 

reported to be used by more than half of each system's total riders. In 

these systems reduced coin hand I ing has reportedly resulted in significant 

savings. 

In al I, 20 systems with 32 plans reported noticeable savings in coin 

handling. About half of those systems had at least one plan with greater 

than 20 percent penetration. Pennits, which require a cash drop, and tokens, 

due to their similarity to coins, seldom offer savings in coin hand I ing. 

Almost half of the systems reporting a savings in coin hand I ing also indicated 

increases in net revenue due to the prepayment. 

Prepayment plans with weekly or monthly expirations are associated 

with increases in administrative costs somewhat more frequently than are 

other plans. Plans involving prepayment for a single day have a surprisingly 

low incidence of extra cost, probably due to a more numerous incidence of 

on-board sales. 

The underlying message of the interviews was that relatively few 

operators are fully aware of administrative costs relating to their 

prepayment plans. For nearly 75 percent of prepayment plans, the survey 

respondents indicated either that there had been no change in such costs or 

that they did not have enough information to make a judgement. Costs of 

distribution to sales outlets are usually spread over several plans, and 

accounting is embedded in the entire coin-counting and revenue-recording 

procedure. 

Given the generally low percentages of riders using most prepayment 

plans, it is hardly surprising that neither added costs in printing, dis

tribution, or staff time nor cost savings from reduced coin hand I ing are 
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noted frequently. Large systems with aggressive plans have usually added 

staff in the marketing department to plan and publicize passes, etc. 

and increased the tasks assigned to existing counter sales and information 

personne I. 

One potential benefit to the transit operator in extensively used 

longer-term prepayment is the effective interest earned by having fares paid 

in advance of the expenses incurred to provide service. Monthly, semester, 

and annual passes are sometimes mentioned as highly beneficial to an operator's 

cash flow picture as a result of this. Tickets, tokens, and punch cards also 

contribute in that a population of such instruments is bui It up among riders, 

representing a perpetually renewed loan from users to the system. 

In addition, there is some loss rate among tickets, tokens, or punch 

cards held by the public, through which some fraction of the value sold in 

these formats never is redeemed for rides. The effective fare paid with such 

instruments is thus slightly greater than the nominal value as sold, partially 

offsetting discounts, sales commissions, and other costs of production and 

distribution. 

No reliable data is avai /able to evaluate the magnitude of these 

effects, but sample calculations on reasonable assumptions indicate that 

the combined effect of effective interest and excess income from never

redeemed tickets, etc. is almost certainly very smal I (0.25 percent) in 

proportion to total system revenues, but of the same order of magnitude as 

printing and distribution costs for the prepayment instruments used. 

4.4 DISTRIBUTION MECHANISMS 

Like any other commodity or service, transit prepayment is I ikely to 

be used more when it is more readily available. Conveniently located 

distribution points are therefore important if substantial usage of 

prepayment is to be expected. Possible locations for distribution include 

sales on board the transit vehicle; through the mai I; at the user's place 

of employment, school, or frequented social welfare agency; and at sales 

counters throughout the service area. 

4.4.1 Counter and On-Board Sales 

Sales counters are often found at the transit office, banks, city 

offices, and department stores. Banks constitute the most frequently used 

outlet other than transit offices themselves. Typically banks do not credit 

the transit operator's account with revenue collected through sales of 
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transit prepayment unti I the end of the month. Along with the traffic generated 

into the bank, the interest earned on the money serves as an incentive for 

the bank to participate. Department stores and other vendors often receive 

a commission (usually 2 percent) for sel I ing tickets and other forms of 

prepayment. 

Thirty-eight percent of al I prepayment plans are avai I able at more 

than five counter locations (some at more than a·hundred), 14 percent are 

avai I able at two to five locations, 28 percent can be purchased at one 

location only (typical /y the transit office); and 15 percent are not 

sold over-the-counter. (The last group are generally provided by a 

third party, such as an agency, school, or employer). 

Among al I types of prepayment plans, tokens, punch cards, and passes 

have the widest distribution, with over forty percent being offered at more 

than five locations. Permits are usually avai /able at a single location, 

such as a school or social agency. This reflects the predominant use of 

permits as a means of obtaining lower fares for designated classes of riders. 

The number of sales locations per capita varies considerably among the 

systems surveyed. There is a tendency, however, for large systems to have 

fewer locations per capita (approximately 6,000 to 8,000 persons per outlet) 

than medium sized systems (4,000 to 5,000 persons per outlet). Smaller systems 

commonly sel I prepayment only at their own offices. 

The larger numbers of current and potential riders per outlet in larger 

systems does not necessarily point to inadequate distribution, however. More 

important is the concentration of activity centers, particularly work places. 

Many systems with wel I received prepayment plans have numerous sales locations 

in the downtown area and relatively few on the periphery of the service area. 

Only 19 percent of all prepayment plans are sold on vehicles. The 

survey of transit operators has shown that in systems with exact fare 

policies, on-board sales are seldom offered, usually for reasons of driver 

safety. In fact only 15 percent of al I such systems offer some form of 

on-board sales, compared with 37 percent in systems where change is made. 

Tickets and punch cards are avai /able on the bus more frequently than 

other forms of prepayment.* Only two systems offer on-board sales of permits 

(neither system has exact fare restrictions). Since most permits are used 

*One private operator provides an incentive f0r his drivers to sel I ticket 
books: tor every 10 books sold, the driver is entitled to a tree hamburger 
at a local fast food restaurant. 
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by special groups of riders who obtain them through social agencies and/or 

schools, infrequent on-board permit sales are to be expected. Seventy 

percent of al I token plans offered in systems without exact fare policies 

are sold on board, far in excess of the 37 percent average for all types 

of plans in such systems. 

Roughly two-thirds of plans were reported to have sales of prepayment 

instruments by ma i I , ( a I though in many sma I I er systems the response to our 

question about sa I es by ma i I was answered rough I y, "We I I , I guess so, but 

we ha rd I y ever ... 11 ). Severa I operators had ma i I-in app Ii cation forms for 

passes, punch cards, etc. avai I able on vehicles. Renewals of monthly passes 

are sometimes available by mai I. 

Use of vending machines was reported only in systems with magnetic 

stripe stored-fare or stored-value cards, but token vendors are also used in 

some rai I rapid systems, and in banks which distribute tokens in Chicago. 

4.4.2 Credit Sales 

Only one system surveyed has an exp I icit system-sponsored credit payment 

plan (Valley Transit District, Derby CT--discussed in Section 3). Six operators 

offering passes or permits of two week or longer terms accept major credit 

cards as a means of payment. Others have considered but rejected payment by 

general credit cards, because of the fee charged the seller with such plans 

(typically 5 percent); one operator with sales outlets at banks suggested use 

of a cash advance from the bank's card as a means of paying cash for a transit 

pass. Monthly pass renewals by mai I are an imp I icit form of credit in some 

systems in which the passholder is bi I led monthly for renewal, with the interval 

allowed for payment including part of the month billed for. 

4.4.3 Third Party Payment and Payrol I Deduction 

Slightly over a third of al I surveyed plans are purchased from the transit 

operator by some organization (third party) and then distributed to special 

classes of riders, usually resulting in free transit service for the rider. 

A wide variety of third party organizations use this mechanism including: 

Employers (8.6 percent of al I plans*) who resel I some prepayment 

instrument to their employees, either over a counter or through 

payrol I deduction, with or without a discount. Sometimes a free 

employee benefit. 

*Percentages sum to more than total incidence of third party payment because 
several plans are used by more than one third party. 
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Schools (8.8 percent of plans) who provide free or discounted transit 

service to students. These include public schools, parochial, special 

education, and college programs. 

Social service agencies (12.5 percent of plans) who provide clients 

with free or discounted fares. 

Stores (4.4 percent of plans) who give shoppers free tickets or tokens. 

Others such as hospitals, draft induction centers, state and 

other government subsidy programs for various groups, etc. (As 

an example, a condominium complex in Kalamazoo Ml distributes 

tokens to residents as a marketing tool.) 

Of the plans available through third parties, about 25 percent each are 

tickets, passes, and tokens. Punch cards comprise 20 percent, and permits 

account for 6 percent of a I I such payment p I ans. Stores genera_l ly purchase 

single trip formats for their shoppers, with tickets and tokens used about 

equally. Passes are popular with social welfare agencies, closely fol lowed by 

tickets. Employers appear to favor punch cards as the method of third party 

payment. 

About 40 percent of the plans distributed by third parties ( 15 percent of al I 

plans) are available no other way, and typically have been created as a result of 

third party requests to the transit operator to develop some prepayment 

mechanism that meets their needs. The remainder of plans paid for and 

distributed this way are sold in any case by the transit operator and are 

adopted for use by third parties as wel I. 

Eleven plans offered by nine systems* are available through payrol I 

deduction among the systems surveyed by telephone. Formats used include 

passes, punch cards, tickets, and one permit. Transit prepayment at a 

worker's employment location, either through counter sales, payrol I deduction, 

or with employer subsidy, is a major area for transit marketing activity. 

Section 5 explores employee responses to two plans of this general type. 

The Urban Mass Transportation Administration is sponsoring a detailed 

examination of the monthly renewal Prepaid Pass program in Boston, which is 

avai I able only to employees of participating companies, and only by payrol I 

deduction. 

*Los Angeles (SCRTD); Orange County Transit District· Boston (MBTA)· Portland OR 
(Tri-Met); Pittsburgh (PAT); Springfield IL; San Antonio TX; Charl~ttesvi I le 
VA; Charleston WV. 
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4.4.4 Security Sateguards 

About half of al I plans found are freely transferable from user to user 

and therefore treated as negotiable instruments; the remaining half are at 

least theoreti ca I ly I imi ted to a particular user, or in some cases a family 

or household. 

Table 2-1 in Section 2 of this report I ists security mechanisms commonly 

used for each prepayment format. The means available for tickets, tokens, and 

punch cards are wel I known and traditional. Some long-term or uni imited passes 

and permits are produced in the same fashion as many driver's licenses, with a 

photograph of the eligible user laminated into the pass. Such instruments 

are relatively expensive to produce initially, costing approximately 15 cents 

each in materials, and are kept permanently by the user. Many systems charge 

a smal I one-time fee to issue such instruments. Renewal (if required) 

in such cases is by purchase of a color-coded validation sticker or 

similar device. 

The MBTA Prepaid Pass is a permanent card, coded by sex of holder 

and numbered, which is assumed to be renewed monthly. Except in "extra

ordinary circumstances", employees who withdraw from the program may not 

rejoin for six months. The MBTA is studying further security issues and 

retains the right to replace al I passes in the system with a new color or 

design at any time. Retrieval of passes upon withdrawal from The program 

or general change of passes is the responsibi I ity of the distributing employer. 

Such quasi-permanent instruments, I imited to a particular person, are 

subject to various I imitations or charges for replacement in case of loss. 

The Ann Arbor (Ml) Transportation Authority, for example, routinely makes two 

photo identification passes at time of first issue, retaining one on file for 

possible replacement, and charges $1 .00 to replace a lost pass. Other systems 

charge substantial penalties, ranging up to $15.00, for replacement. Boston 

wi I I replace a pass free after a ten-day waiting period, only when the loser 

appears in person at one of two transit offices, and no more frequently than 

once a year. Other monthly pass instruments are replaced each month, coded 

for month of validity by color or otherwise, with no provision for replacement 

in case of loss. 

Enforcement of I imitations by person, time of use or trip, etc. was noted 

by many operators as problematic. Many volunteered that such I imitations are 

simply not generally or effectively enforced. A novel free-ride, unlimited 

term pass for senior citizens and low income persons in Tuscon AZ includes 

a magnetic code which is used to trigger a counter by insertion upon boarding. 
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Few operators indicated substantial concern about fraud and pass misuse, 

although one monthly pass program was reportedly terminated in part because 

an area bar rented out passes by the day to its customers. Problems with 

school children who hand passes out rear windows of buses to friends waiting 

outside have been endemic since at least the 1930 1 s. Many operators use 

tickets, punch cards, or permits for school use in part because of that 

problem with any uni imited-use instrument. 

4.5 PRICING ISSUES AND EFFECTS 

4.5. I Pricing Policies 

Most prepayment plans found in the telephone sample are offered at an 

actual or potential discount in comparison to payment for transit rides 

by straight cash fare. The practice of discounting is generally motivated 

by one or more of the fol lowing: 

a social policy judgment that some groups deserve a lower tare 

than the general rider (elderly, students, handicapped, low income, 

etc. ) , 

a general feeling that a discount is appropriate for bulk purchase 

of any good, presumably because lower hand I ing costs accrue to the 

seller in bulk sales and should at least in part be passed on to 

the consumer, 

a marketing judgment that both discount and convenience aspects of 

prepayment wi I I encourage additional patronage by introducing 

previously reluctant potential users to the service, and by inducing 

additional trips by current users, in a way which is cost-effective 

to the transit system viewed alone, 

a pub I ic pol icy judgment that providing lower cost (to the rider) 

pub I ic transit is a desired and effective way to achieve some other 

end or avoid some other cost in a larger framework than the transit 

system, even at the cost of a higher subsidy to the transit system. 

The first motivation is responsible in the main for a slight majority 

(56 percent) of al I prepayment plans found. Pricing for these plans is fundamentally 

a matter of pol icy, considering cross-subsidization among groups of citizens, 

alternative means of achieving the social goals imp I icit in these programs, 

and other such issues. A class of riders which has historically been offered 

discounts as a matter of local or transit operator pol icy is school children. 

In our opinion, this pol icy deserves more explicit debate and consideration 
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than it has generally received; such detailed consideration has recently 

been given to discounts tor the elderly and handicapped at the national and 

state levels. 

The second motivation is potentially susceptible to a detailed accounting 

of the costs and cost savings of particular plans in particular systems, with 

the level of discount contingent upon the results of such analysis. 

In general, however, there is only marginal and conditional justification 

tor "bulk discounts" in transit riding on this narrow basis, because any 

prepayment adds to the total number of transactions involved in collecting 

revenue, given that payment or checking is involved each time the service is 

used. It a single major transaction sufficiently simplifies or shortens 

subsequent transactions, savings can be realized, as in the case of a long

term pass. If, as is commonly the case with tickets, tokens, permits, and 

sometimes punch cards, the initial transaction does not simplify subsequent 

ones and may sometimes comp I icate them, there is generally an additional cost 

rather than cost savings to be expected. 

In most cases the additional cost is probably not especially large, as 

indicated in Section 4.3.4 above. At a minimum, few operators perceive it 

to be significant, and some see cost savings. 

The third motivation--marketing--is by far the most commonly quoted reason 

for general pub I ic initiation, and is the major focus of this report. Aside 

from the general discussion in Section 4.3.2 above, detai I issues such as 

differential effects for various discount levels, pass or permit duration, 

and actual pass usage compared to pricing are discussed below. 

Heavily discounted* prepayment for the general public is a service 

element in some systems which are designed to make a significant impact. 

It is an extreme case of marketing, responsive to the fourth motivation above. 

Where it exists--in several college towns and the affluent suburban community 

of Westport CT--it appears to be an effective part of a strategy to maximize 

ridership, accepting a high subsidy cost. As in plans developed to al low 

discounts to special rider groups, pricing in such systems is determined more 

by pol icy than by consideration of marginal cost-effectiveness. 

*In some cases found, it is a heavy potential discount rather than an exp! icit 
discount, i.e., very low·price long-term passes. 
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4.5.2 Explicit Discounting 

Discounts are offered on about 70 percent of prepayment plans where a 

fixed number of rides is ~urchased (multiple-ride plans), and on 60 percent 

of multiple-ride plans available to the general public. Of all multiple

ride plans, about a quarter are discounted more than 30 percent below cash 

fare and an additional 9 percent are free. Most of these heavily discounted 

or free plans are not avai !able to the general pub! ic; only ten unrestricted 

plans were found with discount levels greater than 30 percent or free. 

Tickets, tokens, and punch cards differ slightly in the frequency with 

which they are discounted: 65 percent of tickets, 61 percent of tokens, and 

79 percent of punch cards showed some level of discount. The single discount 

observed most frequently is 50 percent, a consequence of state and Federal half

fare requirements. Plans are about equally spread among other discount levels, 

including some as high as 80 percent to special groups and some that are tree. 

The ridership and revenue effects reported by operators varied far 

less with discount level than might be expected. Table 4-7 shows the 

ridership and revenue effects attributed to multiple-ride plans by surveyed 

operators. Note that entries in Table 4-7 are not percentage changes in 

ridership or revenue. 

TABLE 4-7. RIDERSHIP AND REVENUE EFFECTS 
BY DISCOUNT LEVEL FOR TICKETS, TOKENS, AND PUNCH CARDS 

-
Ridership Change Revenue Change 

I . Percent Percent 
ID t scount 
Level ( percent' 

None 

1-15 

16-30 

31-50 

Over 50 

Free-100 

N ? - N/C + ? - N/C 

61 20 0 49 31 23 5 61 

39 38 0 21 41 41 0 28 

33 27 0 33 40 21 6 43 

34 21 0 38 41 26 6 41 

I I 18 0 36 46 18 18 27 

18 28 0 50 22 17 5 56 

(Table entry is percentage of plans at each discount 
level reported to have I isted effect. Percentages sum 
by rows. ''N"=number of p I ans; "?"=effect not known; 
"-"=decrease; "N/C"=no change; "+"=increase.) 
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Examination of Table 4-7 shows that the reported effects of non-discounted 

plans are paradoxical: 31 percent were said to increase ridership (at no discount), 

but only I I percent to increase revenue. Further, no plans were said to decrease 

ridership, but 5 percent were indicat~d to decrease revenue. Interpretation 

must be very cautious in the I ight of these inconsistencies. 

At the low discount level (1-15 percent) where 31 of the 39 plans I isted are 

available to the general pub I ic, about 40 percent of plans had unknown effects, 

41 percent were reported to increase ridership, 31 percent to increase revenue, 

and none to decrease revenue. 

Only one general pub I ic plan was observed in the highest discount category 

short of tree (over 50 percent). Eighteen percent of al I such plans had unknown 

effects; about half were thought to increase ridership; and twice as many (37 

percent) were thought to increase revenue as were thought to decrease revenue 

(18 percent). 

Reported effects of free plans were also apparently paradoxical. Twenty

two percent of such plans were said to have increased revenue. Perhaps 

these plans were judged to increase paying ridership on one leg of a round 

trip, the other leg of which was free, but that is only speculation. 

In general, the ridership and revenue effects reported tor discounted 

plans support the assertion that discounts at al I levels can generate 

marginal additional ridership to a level that maintains or increases revenue. 

There is no indication that higher discount levels increase ridership more 

frequently than lower levels. Note, however, that we have no information 

on the amounts of ridership increases, only whether or not some increase was 

observed. 

In those cases where ridership increases are reported with no change or 

an increase in revenues, this imp I ies that the loss in revenue caused by 

giving discounts for trips that would have been made anyway is balanced or 

overcome by a larger number of new marginal trips induced by the discount. 

(We have no way to distinguish,from the survey of operators, the relative 

contributions of additional trips made by old users versus trips made by new 

users). Not surprisingly, plans with higher discounts were reported to show 

revenue decreases more often than plans with lower discounts. 

4.5.3 Potential Discounts: Pass Duration and Usage 

The effective discount, it any, provided by a pass depends on the frequency 

of its use. Most permits in current use--those directed at special rider 

groups--do provide a specified percentage discount level, sometimes with various 

restrictions on time of use, etc. That class of permits is generally provided 
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free or at nominal cost to the user, merely serving as a qua I ification method 

tor some lower cash fare. The effects of such discounting via permit are not 

distinguishable from the effects of exp I icit discounts in multiple-ride 

instruments discussed above. 

Of more interest are permits which are sold at substantial cost to the 

general public and used to cover some specified cash value (rather than 

percentage) of the normal fare for each trip. Most passes in general use 

actually are used as permits for some potential trips on the offering system, 

such as extremely long trips, special express services, or trips in or out 

of political jurisdictions that have restrictive agreements with a transit 

operator requiring exact revenue accounting. In those cases, the passenger 

must pay some additional cash surcharge as wel I as showing the pass. 

Most monthly passes and permits of the latter type are priced at or 

slightly below the equivalent of 40 rides per month at the cash fare covered 

by the pass or permit. Many also eliminate transfer charges if any exist. 

A commuter riding exactly twice a day, five days a week would ride an average 

of 43.3 times a month, and would thus receive an 8 percent effective discount with 

a pass priced at 40 rides, and more if the commutation trip would have required 

a transfer charge. Most commuters, however, have vacations, holidays, and other 

days off for i I lness, etc. For a two-week vacation, ten holidays, and five 

sick days per year, the average number of commutation trips per month drops 

to 39.2. However, a rider may elect not to buy a pass for a month in which 

his or her vacation fal Is, resulting in an average number of trips in non

vacation months of approximately 40.8. Unless a pass is also used for non

commuting trips, the effective discount is thus likely to be very smal I. 

In general, studies of actual monthly pass usage and the resultant 

effective discount are rare, but fragmentary evide~ce from the 1964 St. Louis 

study discussed in Section 3 above [27] and two recent studies in 

Portland ME and Kingston PA suggest that: (a) pass holders on the average may 

ride substantially more frequently than 40 times per month, and (b) that when 

system passes are honored on services with a higher-than-normal cash fare, 

they are much more frequently used on those services than elsewhere. 

Weekly passes are priced over a wider range of equivalent cash fares, 

but most commonly at the equivalent of ten rides. An interesting contrast 

exists between Milwaukee and Cleveland in the pricing and usage of otherwise 

equivalent weekly passes. Table 4-8 compares the two systems and their 

prepayment plans. (The tare structure shown for Cleveland is that in effect 

at the time of our survey. It was dramatically changed in October 1975, 
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TABLE 4-8. WEEKLY PASSES: MILWAUKEE 
VERSUS CLEVELAND, SEPTEMBER 1975 

Features 

Urban area population 

Service area population 

Transit system vehicles 

Daily transit trips 

Transit trips/vehicle/day 

Transit trips/capita/day 
(service area population 

Base fare 

Zones 

Milwaukee 

1,252,457 

I, 000, 000 

523 

150,000 

287 

o. 150 

50¢ 

Yes 

Cleveland 

I, 959,880 

1,750,000 

I, 154 

272,000* 

236 

o. 155 

50¢ 

Yes 
' Prepayment available to 

genera I rider 
Tickets (no discount 
Weekly pass 

Tickets (no discount 

Prepayment distribution 

Weekly pass price 

Surcharge above pass 
express service 

Pass plan started 

Pass sa I es/week 

Pass sa I es/week/ I 000 

Pass penetration 

Avg. trips taken/pass 

Effective discount 

for 

capita 

Many locations, 
Commission Sales 

$5.00=10 base fares 

I 0¢ 

1930 

24,000 

24 

40% 

15.5 

35% 

Weekly pass 

Many locations, 
Commission Sales 

$7.75=15.5 base fares 

I 0¢ 

1932 

3,000 

1.7 

3% (est. ) 

? 

? 

*With fare level effective September, 1975. Current ridership substantially 
higher. 

with the base fare halved and numerous other changes. The weekly pass was 

retained in the new fare structure, priced at 15 times base fare). 

The transit systems in relationship to area population are highly 

comparable, except that Cleveland has rai I transit service and Milwaukee 

does not. The fare structures were nearly identical unti I Cleveland's 

change; Milwaukee had a smaller fare reduction in May 1975 to the values 

shown. Both cities are large, industrial, and in the northern Midwest, with 

similar demographic structures. The two situations are probably as closely 

comparable as inter-city comparisons can be, and Cleveland has a weekly pass 

priced exactly at the level that Milwaukee's pass would .need to be to have 

zero effective discount. 
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Milwaukee's pass use is credited by the operator for significant coin 

hand I ing savings, increased ridership, and increased revenue (the latter two 

presumably against a hypothetical state, since the pass has a long history 

and thus no "before" state for comparison is available). Passes in 

Milwaukee are printed weekly with promotional notes for community events. 

Pass use and penetration figures are from recent studies quoted to us during 

the telephone interview. 

With pass sales per capita in Milwaukee a factor of 14 above those in 

Cleveland, it seems fair to credit much of the difference to the effective 

discount of 35 percent on their transit fares achieved by Milwaukee pass users. 

4.6 THE SETTING FOR PREPAYMENT 

One purpose of this study was to determine whether certain settings are 

more suitable than others for prepayment. Several approaches to this 

problem were taken with, unfortunately, no significant findings that could 

be used as guidelines for prepayment application. 

4.6. I City Size 

City size, represented by service area population, was compared with the 

penetration of individual prepayment types in each transit system to determine 

whether there is a covariation between these two measures. Initially there 

appeared to be an inverse relationship between population and prepayment 

penetration. In other words, smaller cities appeared to have a better chance 

of attracting a large share of their ridership to prepayment plans. However, 

population also tends to be positively related with the number of prepayment 

plans offered. Because of competition among the various plans, each one's 

share of the market may be slightly smaller than it would be if fewer plans 

were offered. By analyzing groups of cities with equal numbers of prepayment 

plans, we were able to look at large cities and smal I cities on a more 

comparable basis. The apparent relationship between size and prepayment 

penetration then disappeared, indicating that large cities with a given number 

of prepayment plans are as likely to achieve a certain level of penetration 

as smal I cities with the same number of plans. 

4.6.2 Urban Environment 

In addition to city size, more complex attributes of prepayment environments 

were studied in an attempt to identify types of markets. in which prepayment 

might be found to work best. 
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The classification of urban environments has been studied by B.J.L. 

Berry, R.L. Forstal I, and others [7, 24]. These researchers derived a variety 

of urban dimensions by subjecting a large number of census variables to a 

data-reducing technique known as factor analysis. The dimensions in turn 

form a basis for sorting cities (urban environments) into classification 

groups. 

Berry and Forstal I applied factor analysis to 97 differentiating 

variables derived from the 1960 Census for each of 1792 United States 

cities with greater than 10,000 population. Fourteen urban dimensions 

(factor9 emerged, accounting for 77 percent of the original variance in 

the 97 primary variables. 

The Forstal I classification resulted in we/ I over 100 city groupings 

for the 1792 cities. In the current study of transit prepayment, the cities 

in our telephone sample of 146 transit operators were widely distributed 

among the Forstal I groups, with only two or three groups including more than 

two cities. Simpler classes were needed in order to achieve a meaningful 

analysis. Preliminary consideration of city characteristics and prepayment 

success (i.e. a high percentage of riders using prepayment) seemed to show 

similar degrees of prepayment success among cities with similar economic 

bases. Therefore, the Forstal I groups were consolidated into eight classes 

by combining groups with similar descriptive characteristics, with economic 

base serving as the final distinquishing criterion. 

Between the extremes of no industry and high industrial concentration 

(greater than 35 percent of the labor force engaged in manufacturing) the groups 

used were: (I) resort towns; (2) institutional centers, (e.g. college, government, 

or mi I itaryl; (3) commercial/transport centers; (4) metropolitan centers with 

less than 20 percent industry; (5) suburbs of metro centers; (6) moderate 

industrial centers, including many older metropolitan centers; (7) cities with 

high industry and declining growth; and (8) high status, growing industrial 

centers. 

The only group which could clearly be differentiated as containing 

highly successful, high penetration prepayment was the second--institutional 

centers--which included the college towns previously mentioned with extremely 

low-priced semester or longer-term passes. These pass programs show evidence 

of having been implemented in part to encourage transit use as a way to avoid 

serious parking and congestion problems. A university Is a large, central I zed 

employer (or quasi-employer of students) with substantial control over Its 
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campus and budget flexibi I ity to subsidize transit at a high level in trade

off against other costs. Universities further operate in a tradition of 

relative paternal ism toward staff and students which has made actions of 

this sort more I ikely than among general employers. Major universities in 

larger cities, (such as in Milwaukee and Baton Rouge), also subsidize transit 

with some prepayment mechanism, but the effect is less strong because it is 

relatively buried in a larger system with more general ridership. 

Generalizing from this experience, cities or areas with a large, single 

employer in a centralized location are I ikely markets for prepayment forms 

for commuters. This, of course, is also the conclusion reached by many 

transit operators who offer more prepayment options and market them most 

extensively on special commuter and work or school subscription services, or 

restrict such services only to prepaid passengers. 

A demonstration effect appears to be evident among the college towns 

mentioned, especially between Kent OH and Charlottesvi I le VA. The latter city 

has a university-operated transit system which is explicitly modeled on Kent's, 

with a manager who came from Kent. California seems also to show an inter-city 

demonstration effect, with several areas recently initiating monthly and day 

pass programs modeled on experience in Los Angeles and Sacramento. 

In sum, the variation of prepayment offerings and responses for general 

public ridership, particularly the use of passes of various sorts and 

substantially discounted punch cards, has not been shown to relate 

significantly to characteristics of the general urban environment. Subservices 

which are basically commuter-oriented have long been areas of high prepayment 

potential and remain so, in our judgment and that of many of the surveyed 

transit operators. 

Our general observation is that widespread use of and response to 

prepayment for general ridership is most closely related to the detai Is of 

pricing, avai labi I ity, and balance among plans offered. Especially for the 

newer forms of passes, innovative and relatively successful plans are found 

in systems with aggresive marketing programs. 
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5. TRANSIT USER ATTITUDES 
TOWARD FARE PREPAYMENT 

Why do individuals choose a particular method of prepayment over cash 

fare or competitive prepayment forms? Is the average user of prepayment 

different from the average transit rider? Does prepayment attract new 

patrons or increase transit use by established patrons? Which trip patterns 

(work, school, shopping) are most compatible with prepayment? To answer these 

questions, we turn to the individual rider. 

In the first part of this chapter are summaries of surveys ranging from 

on-board questionnaires to household interviews. Some reports focus on a 

particular prepayment plan; some are general, on-board rider surveys; and some 

involve detailed comparisons between classes of riders, prepayment users, and 

the general population. The summaries are presented as brief case studies in 

the section below entitled, "Previously Pub I ished Studies." 

Four user surveys were conducted in connection with this project for the 

specific purpose of investigating attitudes toward prepayment. They are 

described in the subsequent parts of this section. Patrons of Southeastern 

Michigan Transportation Authority (SEMTAl express commuter buses in suburban 

Detroit were queried as to their method of payment among four choices: 

cash, 10-trip punch card, 40-trip punch card, or monthly pass. Two types of 

surveys were conducted in Tulsa OK, an on-board general ridership survey 

highlighting prepayment, and employee surveys in companies that sel I transit 

punch cards. In Pittsburgh questionnaires were completed by persons who purchase 

monthly transit permits through a payrol I deduction program offered by their 

emp layer. 

5. I PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED STUDIES 

5. I. I Portland, Oregon 

Tri-Met personnel conducted an analysis of monthly pass users in July 1975 

[54]. Mai I-back questionnaires were distributed at three main purchasing 

locations and to customers who use mai I order. The 951 returns represent 

a 38 percent response rate. 

Tri-Met concluded that there is no "average" monthly pass customer, 

although some market segments seem to exhibit more use of passes than others. 

More than three quarters of the respondents buy passes every month. In 

the initial months that the pass was offered, pass sales increased 

at the rate of 10 percent per month, but the researchers estimate that most of 
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the new pass holders had been transit patrons previous to the pass's introduction. 

Penetration into the suburbs, they say, is growing. The pass is transferable, but 

in 87 percent of a I I cases, the pass ho Ider is the on I y person who uses it. 

Fifty-eight percent of the customers use the pass primarily for work; 

shopping is the heaviest secondary use. Eighty-one percent of pass customers 

are bound for downtown Portland. Pass holders travel mainly during peak 

hours (67 percent of a 11 pass trips), and as might be expected, most secondary 

travel occurs off-peak. Ninety-four percent say they use their passes daily, and 

twenty six percent also ride on weekends. 

An open-ended question on the reason for purchase elicited approximately 

equal numbers of responses for two major categories, cost and convenience. 677 

mentioned "convenience; no need to bother with change; etc" whereas 636 said 

"economical; saves on gas and parking, etc." Thirty suggested concern·tor 

the ecology, and several single answers were recorded. Reasons for not 

purchasing in a given month were typically vacations, holidays, and other 

constraints that I imit the number of trips. Comments and suggestions included 

a slightly lower price, variety in terms of duration, a multiple-ride option, 

family plans, and improved distribution mechanisms. 

5. I . 2 St. Lou i s, Mi s sour i 

The Bi-State Transit System conducted a postcard survey of pass purchasers and 

an on-board survey of pass users and non-users in 1964 [27]. The post 

card survey found that 12.5 percent of the pass purchasers in July of that 

year had not been regular transit riders before the implementation of the 

rronthly pass. This was interpreted to indicate that the pass in itself had 

proved attractive to certain previous non-users of transit. 

As cou Id be expected, pass users rode more frequent I y than the average 

passenger who paid cash fare. The average pass user rode more than 50 times 

per month, and several made over 100 trips per month. Ninety-five percent 

of pass holders used the system predominantly for home-to-work trips, but 

many of these persons reported use of the passes for other types of trips too. 

A substantial market was untapped, however, since 44 percent of non-pass users 

rode ten or rrore times per week. Many of these persons could have enjoyed 

a cost savings by buying the monthly pass but for various reasons did not. 

The reasons given for not using a pass.included (I) not being a regular 

rider (45.8 percent); (2) price ( 10.0 percent); (3) working only five days per 

week (5. 8 percent); (4) using the bus only one way (6.0 percent); (5) too much 

money to pay at one time (5.4 percent); and more than eleven other minor reasons. 
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Although passes were distributed only through certain banks and department 

stores, a mere 1.7 percent of non-pass users stated that inconvenience of purchase 

was their main reason for not using a pass. Another 1.5 percent said they did 

not know where to buy a pass. It appears that not having passes available 

on the buses was only a slight deterent to their use. Six percent of 

non-pass users indicated "no particular reason" for not using a pass. The 

indifference implied in this response indicates that these persons might have 

been rrotivated to purchase a pass, if the program had been marketed more 

v i go ro us I y . 

5. 1.3 Houston, Texas 

In October 1975, 201 employees of the United Gas Pipe Line Company (UGPL) 

responded to a questionnaire relating to their use of the Houston Transit 

System (HouTran). They were participants in a program that is designed to 

discourage automobile use. UGPL buys for each participant a permit, cal led a 

"Rider's License," that can be displayed instead of paying the base HouTran 

fare. The permit-holder pays al I additional zone charges. 

This program was initiated in conjunction with the transfer of many UGPL 

employees to Houston from Shreveport LA. Only 32 percent of the participants 

had used transit before the new program was offered. Furthermore, only 18 of 

the employees who had moved from Shreveport had used transit there. Now 43 

percent of UGPL's 685 employees are using transit, thanks largely to the 

incentive program. The researchers believe that the shock of learning about 

automobile commuting costs in Houston helped significantly in attracting the 

former Shreveport r-es i dents to the new pass program. It shou Id be noted that 

UGPL also offers carpooling incentives and subsidies. Twenty-five percent of 

the employees take advantage of this program in 46 carpools. 

5. 1.4 Seattle, Washington 

The Metro Transit staff has researched user motivation, both in the use of 

prepayment and in general riding habits [23, 33. 34]. Metro offers seven 

prepayment plans, including an annual Metro Pass, non-discounted ticket books, 

a rronthly permit, and several specialized passes. 

In June 1975, 600 transit users and 600 non-users were interviewed by 

telephone [33]. Respondents are classified according to bus riding frequency. 

Categories have been defined as follows: (I) nonriders ride less than twice a 

month, (2) I ight riders average between two and six trips a month, (3) occasional 

riders travel seven to twelve times a month, (4) frequent riders ride 13 to 

29 times a month, and (5) regular riders average thirty or more trips a 
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month. By design non-riders comprise half the sample. The riders consist of 

50 percent I i ght, I 5 percent occas i ona I, 14 percent frequent, and 2 I percent 

regular riders. 

Respondents were asked to indicate whether each of nine service attributes 

was important or not important in encouraging ridership. The attributes are 

ranked in Table 5-1 according to the percentages of respondents who thought them 

to be "important". In the overal I rankings the two suggested prepayment methods 

(discounted tickets and a monthly pass) scored third and fourth among the nine 

choices. 

TABLE 5-1. ITEMS RATED FOR ENCOURAGING RIDERSHIP 
PERCENTAGE INDICATING "IMPORTANT" IN SEATTLE TELEPHONE SURVEY 

Respondent Ridership Class 

Nonrider Light Occasional Frequent Regular 
Items By (0-1 (2-6 (7-12 ( I 3-29 
Res onse Rank tri s/mo) tri s/mo) tri s/mo) tri s/mo) 

Percent 

I . Driver 
Courtesy 85. I 91. 4 91. 3 94.0 

2. Bus Shelters 84.8 82. I 77.2 82.4 

5. More Frequent 
Service 70.4 64.6 65.2 65.8 

6. More Bus 
Routes 72. 6 66.7 58.7 63.5 

7. More Modern 
Equipment 57.5 58.4 59.8 64.7 

8. More Weekend 
Service 46.7 53.9 48.9 45.9 

9. No Zones 43.8 35.0 30.8 31. 7 

Source: Reference [33] 

Close examination of the response percentages for the two prepayment 

methods leads to some intriguing observations. As a group the regular riders 

rated discounted tickets more important than monthly passes in encouraging 

ridership (88. 1% for tickets vs. 78.5% for passes). Among nonriders and 
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I ight riders, however, passes were thought to be more important by a slight 

margin. Thus we see that regular riders, who are the only persons in a 

position to use monthly passes economically, are less optimistic about the 

attractiveness of the passes (compared with discounted tickets) than those 

who ride very seldom or not at al I. 

A separate survey was aimed solely at purchasers of Metro's $150 annual 

"Metro Pass" [23]. Questionnaires were mailed in March 1975 to all Metro Pass 

holders, and 196 (69 percent) were returned. Nearly al I pass holders ride daily, 

but patterns of use and demographics both vary according to the amount of cash 

fare the pass user would pay without the pass. Twenty-one percent of pass· 

owners would otherwise pay 30 cents or less (normally riding through I or 2 

zones), 50 percent would pay 40 cents (3 zones), and 29 percent would pay 50 

cents or more (4 or more zones). Only one type of Metro Pass is issued, and 

it is val id tor up to three zones without extra payments. Riders who travel 

four or more zones must pay additional zone charges and are less satisfied 

with the pass than are other riders because of the necessity to carry change. 

Metro Pass holders who travel three zones clearly have the most economical 

and convenient arrangement. Inequities experienced by the one- and two-

zone riders are the consequence of simplifying the pricing and boarding 

procedures for the pass. 

Table 5-2 shows that one- and two-zone Metro Pass holders use transit more 

frequently and more tor nonwork trips than other pass holders. They also own 

distinctly fewer cars. The researchers note that many of the one-and two-zone 

riders can be characterized as inner-city transit dependents, while riders who 

travel through three or more zones tend to be auto-owning commuters who prefer 

the bus over driving. 

In July, 1975 a nine person "focus group" in Seattle debated the merits of a 

hypothet i ca I month I y pass [34]. The discussion generated the fo I I owing Ii st 

of features that were considered to be desirable: 

Low cost - a better deal than cash 

Transferable among different users 

Va I id a I I day, every day 

No zone restrictions 

Cost proration for mid-month purchase 

Non-replaceable. 

The prime markets for the proposed monthly pass were considered to be commuters 

and students; the discussion participants guessed that purchasers would mostly be 

persons who already used transit. 
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TABLE 5-2. 
SELECTED SEATTLE METRO PASS SURVEY TABULATIONS 

1-2 Zone 3 Zone 
Item Riders (N=40l Riders (N=98 l 

I 4+ Zone 
Riders (N=56l 

Percent 

Frequency of use 
More than 10 per week 87 36 48 
8 to IO per week 13 62 50 
Less than 8 per week 0 2 2 

Total 100 100 100 
' 

Use the bus most of the ! 

time for:* 
Commuting to work 98 99 94 
Shopping trips 55 11 20 
Visiting friends 48 5 II 
Personal business 45 10 20 
Recreation 33 7 12 

Number of Autos in 
Household 

None 71 14 24 
One 16 } 40 

} 
30 

1 Two I I 29 39 86 30 
Three or more 2 7 16 

Tota I 100 100 100 

*Survey respondents could check multiple responses to this question. 

Source: Reference [23] 

5. I .5 Westport, Connecticut 

76 

Tota I 
(N=196l 

50 
48 
2 

100 

97 
23 
16 
21 
14 

28 
33 

1 30 
9 

100 

The Westport Transit District operates nine "minnybuses" on a regular route 

system through the affluent city of Westport. Service began in August 1974 [37]. 

Daytime routes converge on a central transfer point and account tor approximately 

80 percent of the passengers. The remaining 20 percent are commuters, who use 

a special system of routes in the early morning and evening to travel to and from 

a train station. The system is vigorously marketed, and inexpensive annual passes 

are offered to ercourage frequent use of the buses. In October 1975 passes were 

being used by 88 percent of the daytime riders and by 96 percent of the commuters. 

The fare structure is shown below. 

Annual Passes 

Adult 
Single Chi Id 
Husband & Wife 

additional chi Id 
Senior Citizen 

husband & wife 

$25.00 
20.00 
35.00 
12.00 
15.00 
25.00 
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Widowed, divorced 
additional chi Id 

10-Ride Punch Card 

Cash Fare 

25.00 
12.00 

3.00 

0.50. 

An on-board survey of 717 (40 percent of daily total) daytime riders in 

October 1975 found that 84 percent of the riders are under 20 years old [64]. 

Major trip purposes are shopping, recreation, and school trips. Approximately 81 

percent of the riders do not have driver I icenses, but only 4 percent of the 

riders have no car in their household. Fifty-four percent of the respondents 

could not have made the trip in the absence of Minnybus. The daytime system 

is seen by some observers largely as a replacement for the automobile trips 

that were formerly made by parents in chauffeuring their children. 

A separate on-board survey on the commuter routes in October, 1975 found 

that nearly al I 164 respondents owned automobiles [64]. Approximately 20 

percent of the commuters, however, have eliminated an additional family car as a 

result of the service. When commuters were asked if they felt the cost of an 

ann ua I pass is II just right," "too I i tt I e," or "too much," 67 percent said 

"just right," 26 percent said "too little," and 2 percent said "too much." 

Eighty-three percent of the commuters said they would be wi I I ing to pay ten 

dollars more for the annual pass, while ten percent said they would not be wi I I ing 

to pay an additional ten dollars. 

A telephone survey of the general public in October 1975 found that 40 

percent of the 131 respondents had ridden the buses at some time during the 

system's 14-month history [64]. Another telephone survey asked 39 former pass 

ho I ders why they had chosen not to renew the'i r annua I passes. (Approximately I ,000 

persons did not renew their annual passes after the first year.) Fifty percent 

of the respondents said II not enough use;" the remaining responses fa I I into 

eight different categories. Most persons who did not renew were women who had 

purchased the pass on the family plan and found that they did not use it. There 

was also a large number of people who had bought the pass initially to support 

the system but who had never expected to use it. 

The philosophy behind Westport's annual pass is to help people forget the 

cost of public transportation, much as the fixed costs of owning an automobile are 

forgotten. In addition, the passes are priced low enough to encourage nearly a 11 

types of potential riders to buy them. With cash fare at 50 cents, a chi id 

with a $12 pass only has to ride twice a month to make the pass worthwhile. Adults 
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must ride once a week or more. If an adult makes one round trip per day, the 

cost works out to approximately five cents per ride. 

Despite the attractiveness of the annual pass, some infrequent riders sought 

a new form of payment that would cost less than 50 cents per ride, yet not require 

them to purchase a year's worth of rides in advance. In September 1975 the 

District began offering a 10-trip punch card for $3.00, with a val id period of 

60 days. Sales of the new punch card have averaged 10 to 12 per week, not enough 

to make any measurable impact on the sales of annual passes. 

5. 1.6 Chapel Hi 11, North Carolina 

A municipally owned bus system began operating in the university community 

of Chapel Hi I I in August 1974 [26]. At the same time, the price of annual 

campus parking permits was raised from $10 to $72. Several prepayment 

schemes were offered to users of the new bus service, including an ann~al pass. 

(The pass can be purchased from the town for $30, but the University of North 

Carolina sel Is it for $24 to faculty, staff and students. The University 

entered into a two-year contract with the town to purchase bus passes instead 

of bui I ding more parking spaces.) The bus pass is also included free with 

every campus parking permit sold. Although the system is available to anyone, 

most of its patrons are associated with the University. The Chapel Hi I I 

approach would not necessarily work in any city, but it is a wel I-documented 

test case of a unique combination of inexpensive transit prepayment and 

parking disincentives. The prepayment features are of special interest here, 

since only 14 percent of the rides are paid for by cash. 

Questionnaires were mailed to I 700 households before the service started 

and to the same households eight months later. Response rates were 40 percent 

and 34 percent respectively. These surveys, in addition to asking demographic, 

economic, and travel information from the head of the household, listed twenty 

attributes of transit service. Respondents indicated each attribute's importance 

(on a 5-point scale) in their decision to use the bus for work trips. Safety 

and reliability were felt to be the most important attributes, except among 

senior citizens, who generally prefer clean vehicles and weather protection at 

bus stops. Minimal cost does not take precedence, although its importance 

increased among transit users who responded to the second survey. Preferences 

seem to differ between socioeconomic groups. and between riders and nonriders. 

One of the findings of the Chapel Hi I I study was that 49 percent of 

passengers who boarded with a bus pass also had a parking permit. The 

researchers concluded from this observation that "the University policy of 
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including a bus pass with each parking permit has been very effective in 

increasing bus usage.'' Two other major conclusions were stated by the 

researchers as fol lows: 

The combination of high University parking rates and the availability 

of an annual pass has induced many non-captive riders to use the 

bus system. 

Using the bus system produces changes in citizens' perceptions of 

the importance of most transit service characteristics. The implication 

of this fact is that persons may not be able to give meaningful 

attitudinal responses regarding a transit service before they have 

experienced the service. 

5. I. 7 Warren, Michigan 

Potential users of a hypothetical demand-responsive jitney system were 

interviewed in Warren Ml, a suburb of Detroit, in 1971 [36]. The purpose of 

the survey was to rank transit system characteristics in the order of their 

importance to the respondents. One exercise consisted of ranking fare collection 

methods. Figure 5-1 shows the relative preferences for these methods. 

paired 
comparison 
preference 
ranking: 
method of 
fare 
collection 

0.7 

0.0 

cash/change 

tokens 
exact fare onl 

20 trip ticket 

monthly pass 

credit card 

Figure 5-1. Preference Scale Values for 
Six Methods of Fare Collection 

(Source: Reference [36].) 

It would be inadvisable to use a survey of this type to determine which 

prepayment forms to include in a fare structure. The respondents in this 

survey were not transit users, but members of the general pub I ic. Furthermore, 
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preferences can vary widely when transferred from a hypothetical to a 

real-life situation, as was concluded in the Chapel Hi I I study summarized above. 

5.1.8 Fl int, Michigan 

As explained in the section recounting the history of prepayment, a 

door-to-door paratransit service cal led Maxi-cab was started in Fi int in 

1968 [58]. A monthly pass was the only form of payment avai !able, and the price 

was based on the length of route and number of persons subscribing. 

A survey in 1971 attempted to determine the attitudes of Maxi-Cab users 

toward the service [58]. Both current users at the time of the survey and 

former users were included. One of the questions asked whether the 

respondent I iked or dis! iked certain features. The responses for two 

features, paying once per month and using a flash pass to board, are shown 

in Tab le 5-3. 

TABLE 5-3. LIKES AND DISLIKES OF MAXI-CAB'S SERVICE 

Who? Feature No Answer Like Dis Ii ke 

Percent 

Pay once/month 6.0 88.4 .9 

Users 

Flash pass to board 30.6 21. 8 9.3 

Pay once/month 7.9 78.3 4.6 

Former 
Users 

Flash pass to board 18.4 40. I 2.6 

(Entries in each row may not sum to exactly 100% due to rounding.) 

(Source: Reference [58]) 

No Opinion 

4.6 

38.4 

9.2 

38.8 

The feature, "Flash pass to board", presumably addresses the issue of 

convenience of boarding, since it is easier to show a pass than to produce the 

exact amount of cash or surrender a ticket. Among both users and former 

users, the relatively low percentage of "I ike" responses and the high 

percentages of "no answer" and "no opinion" responses indicate that most 

Maxi-Cab users did not feel strongly about the flash pass as a boarding device. 

"Paying once per month" was I iked by 88.4 percent of users and 

disliked by almost none. The percentage of former users who I iked this 

feature, however, is lower, and the percentage who disliked paying once per 

month is higher. Although paying once per month was a popular feature among 
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users, the size of the single monthly payments or the inadequacies of the 

system in serving persons with less than a daily need for the service may have 

been deterents to use of Maxi-Cab. This service no longer exists. 

5.1.9 Sacramento, California 

Regional Transit District personnel distributed mai I-back questionnaires 

on board al I buses for a single day in May, 1975 [47]. Twenty-nine percent 

of the riders claim to have paid 25 cents cash, 19 percent paid 15 cents in 

cash or token (seniors or students), 5 percent used a monthly pass and 42 

percent used a day pass. The results are noted here to underscore the 

popularity of the day pass, whose potential is possibly being overlooked 

by many transit operators. We wil I have more to say about the day pass 

in the conclusions of this report. 

5. I. 10 Conclusions from Previously Published Studies 

The studies summarized above are so varied that the set of conclusions 

is quite large. We must also note that only the highlights of each study could 

be presented here and that additional conclusions can be found in the original 

versions of the studies. Some of the main points mentioned above are the 

fo 11 owing: 

Monthly passholders in Portland OR ranked cost and convenience 

about equally as their reason for purchasing a pass. 

In St. Louis it was concluded that the monthly pass in itself 

had proved attractive enough to some previous non users of 

transit that they started riding. 

The United Gas Pipe! ine Co. in Houston stimulated a significant 

level of transit use among its employees by subsidizing transit 

permits. 

Respondents to a telephone survey in Seattle rated discounted 

tickets and monthly passes high among items for encouraging 

ridership. 

A survey of Seattle annual pass users revealed the ridership 

response to an inequitable pricing pol icy that favors passholders 

who normally ride through three zones: Pass holders who ride 

short distances ( I or 2 zones) are less numerous and ride more 

frequently than passholders who normally ride through three zones. 

Despite the popularity of Westport CT's inexpensive annual pass, 

there was felt to be a need for a multiple ride (punch card) pre

payment form that would bridge the gap between the annual pass 

and the cash fare. 
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In Chapel Hi 11 NC the combination of high university parking rates 

and the availabi I ity of an annual pass induced many non-captive riders 

to use the bus system. 

Another conclusion from Chapel Hi I I was that using the bus system 

produces changes in citizens' perceptions of the importance of most 

transit service characteristics. This conclusion led us to discount 

the results of a survey that queried members of the general pub I ic in 

Warren Ml about their preferred method of payment for a hypothetical 

demand-responsive jitney system. 

In Fl int Ml paying once per month was a popular feature among users 

of the Maxi-Cab service, but the size of the single monthly payments 

or the inadequacies of the system in serving persons with less than 

a daily need for the service may have been deterrents to use of the 

system. 

The popularity of a day pass in Sacramento CA (used by 42 percent of 

riders) indicates its potential tor other locations. 

5.2 THE SEMTA DASH SURVEY 

The Southeastern Michigan Transportation Authority (SEMTA) is 

responsible for public transportation in the seven-county area surrounding 

the Detroit metropolitan area. In July 1973 SEMTA initiated the first of 

a group of work-trip subscription services between several suburban locations 

and major work-trip generators. Most of the users are white col Jar workers 

employed by th~ automobile companies headquartered in and around Detroit. 

Direct Access Shuttles (DASH), as the commuter services are cal led, have 

a combined daily (round trip) ridership of approximately 250 persons. 

On October 16 and 17, 1975, HRG conducted on-board surveys on 13 DASH 

runs presently operated by SEMTA. Survey methodology is discussed in 

Appendix D, and the questionnaire, with summary tabulations, is reproduced 

in Appendix E. 

At the present time, DASH patrons have the fol lowing choices of payment 

tor their trips: 

a. A cash tare based on trip length. 

b. A ten-trip punch card priced at 7.5 times cash fare (or 75 

percent of cash fare, per trip); no expiration date. 

c. A 40-trip punch card priced at I 10 percent of the monthly pass (or 

approximately 61 percent of cash tare, per trip); no expiration date. 
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d. A monthly pass priced at 22.5 times cash fare (or approximately 

52 percent of cash fare per trip for a 44-trip month); val id for 

calendar month. 

The wide choice of prepayment forms avai !able and the relatively homogeneous 

group of users were prime considerations in choosing the DASH services for 

a detailed investigation. The main focus of the DASH survey is on the decision 

process by which passengers choose a particular prepayment form over the rest. 

5.2. I Payment Method and Frequency of Use 

To test the hypothesis that the preferred method of fare payment is 

related to expected rides, we asked respondents to estimate how many DASH trips 

they had made in the past 20 work days (question 3); and how many they would 

make in the next 20 work days (question 4). Past as we! I as future expected 

behavior was investigated, because each respondent typically had used some 

portion of his/her prepayment instrument at the time (s)he responded to the survey. 

Each person's choice of prepayment (at some time in the past) was presumably 

affected by expected travel both before and after the event of completing our 

questionnaire. (Ideally, perhaps, each person should have been surveyed at the 

time (s)he was making the decision for the next purchase, but that would not have 

been p ract i ca I . ) 

Tables 5-4 and 5-5 show cross-tabulations of the responses to questions 

3 and 4 respectively with payment method. Persons who had used DASH less 

than one month have been excluded from the tabulations. (The percentages are 

based on row totals). 
Payment method is shown to be highly related to both past and future 

number of trips. While the 40-trip punch card dominates al I other choices, it is 

far less dominant for patrons who have made (or expect to make) more than 

34 trips in the past (or next) 20 work days. For this frequent use the 

monthly pass shares the market almost equally with the 40-trip punch card. 

Persons who are deciding how to pay for a month's worth of work 

trips would be expected to be sensitive to the relative prices of the payment 

methods avai !able. The break-even point between monthly pass and 40-trip 

card turns out to be 36.4 trips. That is, patrons who make 36 DASH trips 

or fewer in one month wi I I spend less by purchasing a 40-trip punch card 

(as long as they know that they wi I I eventually use the remaining trips in 

subsequent months). 

Persons who wi I I make 37 or more DASH trips in a given calendar month, 

(the duration of the pass), wi II pay less per trip by buying the pass. The 
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DASH Trips 

Less than 
20 

20-29 

30-34 

More than 
34 

Tota I 

DASH Trips 

Less than 
20 

20-29 

30-34 

More than 
34 

Total 

TABLE 5-4. PAYMENT METHOD VERSUS ESTIMATED NUMBER OF 
DASH TRIPS IN PAST 20 WORKDAYS 

Row 

Row 

Row 

Row 

Row 

Row 

Row 

Row 

Row 

Row 

Payment Method 

I 0-Tri p 40-Trip 
Cash Card . Card Pass 

N 2 7 21 5 
% 6 20 60 14 

N I 4 21 0 
% 4 15 81 0 

N 0 2 26 4 
% 0 6 81 13 

N 0 3 53 52 
% 0 3 49 48 

N 3 16 121 61 
% 2 8 60 30 

TABLE 5-5. PAYMENT METHOD BY EXPECTED NUMBER of 
DASH TRIPS IN NEXT 20 WORKDAYS 

Payment Method 

I 0-Tri p 40-Trip 
Cash Card Card Pass 

N 2 6 15 0 
% 9 26 65 0 

N I 4 20 3 
% 4 14 71 11 

N 0 I 25 I 
% 0 4 · 92 4 

N 0 3 62 61 
% 0 2 49 48 

N 3 14 122 65 
% I 7 60 32 

(Percentages may not total exactly 100% because of rounding.) 

data presented in Table 5-6 supports the hypothesis that this is the kind 

of analysis individual decision-makers are applying. The mean number of 
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35 
100 

26 
100 

32 
100 

108 
100 

·20 I 
100 

Total 

23 
100 

28 
100 

27 
100 

126 
99 

204 
100 



expected trips among passholders is 38.5, and the standard deviation* is 

re I at i ve I y sma I I . 

Time Period 

Past 20 work 
days 

Estimate for next 
20 work days 

TABLE 5-6. MEAN NUMBER OF TRIPS 
BY PAYMENT METHOD FOR DASH 

Payment Method 

I 0-Tri p 40-Trip 
Card Card Card 

15.5 17.9 28.7 
(13.8) ( 13. I ) ( I I . 6) 

19.0 21 .9 31. 0 
( 15. I ) ( 14. 0) (9. 9) 

The values within parentheses are standard deviations. 

Pass Overa I I 

36. I 29.6 
( 9. 4) ( 12.4) 

38.5 32.3 
(4.4) ( I 0.4) 

The maximum savings between using a monthly pass and using 40-trip punch 

cards is not very great, it should be noted. For a typical DASH run, the cash 

fare might be $1 .25 for a one-way trip; the pass would cost $28 (22.5 x cash 

fare); and a 40-trip punch card would cost $31 (I 10 percent of cost of monthly 

pass, or 62 percent of ca~h fare, per trip). Typically, there are 21 .6 week 

days in a month. By using 40-trip punch cards, (which are valid indefinitely), 

a patron would spend $33.40 for a month's worth of DASH round-trips. The pass, 

costing $28, would save the patron $5.40, or about 16 percent. 

But note that this is true only if the month is a ful I work month 

and the patron has a schedu I e which a I I ows him/her to use the DASH service 

for both work trips every work day. If, through a combination of work 

schedule and personal circumstances, the patron makes only 35 trips in a 

month, then the 40-trip punch card provides those trips at a slightly lower 

cost per trip than the pass. 

5.2.2 A Model for Choice of Payment Method 

Because the 40-trip punch card is priced so closely to the monthly 

pass, there seems to be a substantial degree of competition between the two. 

Persons who expect to make almost al I their work trips on DASH in the coming 

month, (and who have a choice, because they are not already committed to using 

up part of a previously purchased punch card), wi 11 make a choice based on a 

number of factors, not al I of which are expected out-of-pocket costs. 

*The standard deviation is a statistical measure of the "spread" among various 
values of the data. In this case a smal I standard deviation would indicate 
that the expected numbers of trips are fairly close together for most of the 
passengers surveyed. 
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One of these other factors is uncertainty. People are not likely to 

have a single value for the number of trips they expect to make by transit 

over some future time frame; but rather they appear to hold an imp I icit 

probabi I ity distribution* of that value. They~ take some vacation time next 

month. Or they may stay downtown several times, and use another mode for 

their trip home. Or they may expect to have some number of lunch-hour errands 

that would require that they drive to work. CDASH passes and punch cards are 

only val id on DASH services and therefore unusable on other SEMTA buses during 

midday). 
Thus we suggest a model in which ( I) the number of an individual's expected 

trips is described by a probabi iity distribution, and (2) the economic value of 

each of the payment plans is weighted by the individual's assessment of that 

distribution. For example, Figure 5-2 i 11 ustrates a hypothetica I distribution 

for one individual. 

This individual expects to make about 30 to 40 trips in the coming 

month, but almost certainly more than 25 and fewer than 46, the maximum 

possible in riding DASH. Since the economic breakeven point, (between the 

40-trip punch card and the monthly unlimited trip pass), is at 35-36 trips 

(the vertical I ine), a person with this probabi I ity distribution would have 

no strong preference between the two. 

For this individual we would expect other factors to come into play, 

such as convenience, fear of loss, desire to put an absolute ceiling on travel 

costs, etc. 

Figure 5-3 presents a series of hypothetical probabi I ity distributions 

representing major classes of individuals who might have the fare payment 

*A probabi I ity distribution, probability curve, or more formally, probabi I ity 
density function, is a function of some variable quantity, like number of 
trips. For any specified value of the variable quantity, one can use the 
probabi I ity curve to determine the probabi I ity (expressed as a fraction 
between O and I) that the specified value wi I I occur. A probabi I ity dis
tribution can be depicted as a curve on a graph where the horizontal axis 
is the variable quantity and the vertical axis is the range of probabi I ities 
from Oto I. Thus to find the probability that a person will make exactly 
30 trips in the next month, one would find the point on the horizontal axis 
that corresponds to 30 trips, draw a vertical line upward unti I reaching the 
curve, then draw a horizontal I ine from that point on the curve to the 
vertical axis. The number on the vertical scale where this horizontal 
line intersects is the probability P(N) that the individual will make 30 
trips during the next month (N=30.) 
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P(N) 

P(30) 

0 10 20 

N: Number of Trips 

30 

Breakeven 
Point 

40 

Maximum Possible 
No. of Trips 

50 

in Coming Month 

Figure 5-2. Probability Distribution for the Number of 
Trips an Individual Expects to Make 

options offered in the DASH service. Extreme peaking indicates that the 

individual is relatively sure of the number of trips (s)he wi 11 be making, 

whereas a broad, bel I shape suggests uncertainty. 

Figure 5-3a shows a probability distribution for a very infrequent rider. 

This person only rides if his/her car breaks down or the weather is extremely 

bad. ( S) he expects to use DASH one or two ti mes a month, but certain I y no 

more than five. We would expect this person to prefer to pay the cash fare. 

Figure 5-3b presents the typical occasional rider. The most probable 

number of rides is about 10. We hypothesize that most persons with this 

approximate distribution would prefer to buy a JO-trip punch card rather than 

the 40-trip card, which would have to carried for several months before being 

exhausted. 

Figure 5-3c is for a normal distribution peaking at about 30 trips. This 

rider might be expected to prefer to use the 40-trip punch card, but in a 

group of persons who each have this distribution of expected rides per month, 

some might be expected to use the JO-trip card. 

Figure 5-3d displays a much more highly-peaked distribution, centering on 

about 25 trips. In a group displaying this distribution, we would expect 

relatively few persons to choose any option other than the 40-trip punch card. 

Figure 5-3e shows a broad distribution centering on 35 trips, the breakeven 

between the punch card option and the monthly unlimited trip pass. People 
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f. Predictable Frequent Rider 
(Monthly Pass) 

Figure 5-3. Hypothetical Probabi I ity Distributions of Major Classes of Riders 
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who wanted to put a ceiling on their total travel expenses would lean to the 

pass option, while those who wanted to put a cei I ing on their cost-per-ride 

would lean to the punch card. 

Finally, Figure 5-3f is the distribution tor a person who is quite sure 

(s)he wi I I be making a number of trips greater than the breakeven number. 

There is little reason for such a person to choose other than the uni imited-ride 

monthly pass, and we would thus expect a large proportion of persons holding 

this distribution to choose passes. 

5.2.3 What Happens When a New Punch Card is Introduced 

Several other questions from the DASH survey may help to i I luminate the 

relative attractiveness of the various payment methods. One question (number 

16) asked respondents how they paid tor their trips before the introduction of 

the 40-trip punch card, in December 1974. Another question (number 2) asked 

the respondents how they paid for their trips on the day of the survey. The 

cross tabulation of the responses to these two questions in Table 5-7 

is a rough indication of the shifts people made when the 40-trip punch 

card was introduced. 

The table shows that prior to introduction of the 40-trip punch card, 

the monthly pass was the dominant payment method. (Total column in 

Table 5-7 shows 105 passholders out of 173 people riding prior to December 1974.) 

There was a radical shift in the distribution when the 40-trip punch card (priced 

at I 10 percent of the monthly pass) was introduced. 

Seventy-three percent of those patrons who formerly used the 10-trip 

punch card had shifted to the 40-trip card by October 1975. The same fraction 

of those who said they formerly used both the monthly pass and the 10-trip 

card also shifted to the 40-trip card. 

There was considerably more loyalty to. their previous choice on the part of 

those who had used the monthly pass prior to introduction of the 40-trip punch 

card. But even here, almost half switched to the new prepayment form, despite 

the fact that, for a ful I month's trips, the cost is higher than that of the pass. 

Forty-five of the surveyed patrons started using DASH after December 1974, 

when the 40-trip card was introduced. As with the earlier starters, they 

prefer the monthly pass and 40-trip punch card. However, they tend to favor 

the 40-trip punch card over the monthly pass to a greater extent than those 

who started using DASH before the 40-trip punch card was made available. 

Thus there appears to be a rather stable distribution of payment 

preferences among DASH patrons, with a slightly sharper preference for the 
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TABLE 5-7. CHANGES IN PAYMENT METHOD AFTER INTRODUCTION 
OF THE 40-TRIP PUNCH CARD 

Payment Method in Oct. 1975 

Payment Method 10-Trip 40-Trip Monthly 
Prior to Dec. 1974 Cash Card Card Pass 

Cash N 2 0 0 0 
Row % 100 0 0 0 

10-Trip Card N I 10 32 I 
Row % 2 23 73 2 

Pass N 0 2 51 52 
Row % 0 2 49 49 

Pass and 10- N 0 I 16 5 
Trip Card Row % 0 4 73 23 

Didn't Ride N I 3 34 7 
Prior to 12/74 Row % 2 7 76 15 

[rota[ N 4 16 133 65 
Row % 2 7 61 30 

Percentages based on row totals. 

Total 

2 
100 

44 
100 

105 
100 

22 
100 

45 
100 

218 
100 

40-trip card among those who have entered the DASH market since it became 

available, (or, alternatively, a slightly greater preference for the monthly 

pass among patrons who began using DASH before the 40-trip punch card became 

available). This may be evidence that the additional option has somewhat 

expanded the market for DASH; but hard evidence on this question is lacking, 

since there has been no control led experiment designed to test it.* 

5.2.4 Knowledge of Prices Among DASH Users 

We turn now to three other groups of questions designed to throw light on 

the issue of payment preferences. The first set (questions I la through I Id) 

asked the respondent whether (s)he was familiar with the prices of the four 

payment options presently avai I able. Table 5-8 presents the data. 

Not surprisingly, the percentage of al I respondents who know the price 

of a given option is related to the number of persons who use that option, 

since the knowledge of the price of a given option was highest, in every case, 

among those who used that option (circled entries). When we asked respondents 

*One design for such an experiment would be to vary the order of introduction 
of prepayment methods in a set of newly-started commuter I ines, tracking the 
distribution of payment choices over time, unti I al I I ines had reached an 
identical fare structure. 
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How Respondent Paic 
for Today's Trip 

Cash 

JO-Trip Card 

40-Trip Card 

Monthly Pass 

Al I Respondents* 

TABLE 5-8. KNOWLEDGE OF ALTERNATIVE FARES 
BY PAYMENT METHOD 

Percentage of Respondents Who Say They Know 

Cash JO-Trip 40-Tri p 
N Fare Card Card 

7 8 86 83 

0 18 72 78 

0 135 87 93 

65 67 82 94 

225 81 90 96 

*Missing answer excluded from percentages. 

the Price of 

Monthly 
Pass 

67 

78 

93 

~ 
'-..__./ 

93 

whether they know the prices of the three payment options other than the one 

they themselves used, the percentage who said they knew the prices was 90 

percent for al I payment methods except cash fare. Only 80 percent of 

respondents who used one of the other three payment methods knew the cash fares. 

5.2.5 Reasons for Choice of Payment Method 

Each resp on dent answered a set of questions pertaining to the dee is ion 

(s)he made when (s)he chose one method of payment over the other three. Among 

the pass users, lowest cost per trip was the overriding concern. Low cost 

per trip was also important to 40-trip punch card users, but uncertainties 

about future travel needs strongly influenced the decision to buy this form 

of prepayment. One question (question Fl) asked 40-trip punch card users, 

"Why did you buy a 40-trip tick~t rather than a monthly pass?" Responses are 

shown in Table 5-9. 

Note that half of the 40-trip cardholders say they ride almost every day 

but are too uncertain about their projected use of DASH to be w i I Ii ng to pay 

the higher price of the 40-trip punch card. It would appear that many DASH 

users are risk-averse; specifically, they are unwi I I ing to take the risk of 

under-using the monthly pass. They even seem wi I I ing to pay a little extra 

per trip to avoid taking that risk. In the model developed earlier these 

people would be the ones with the broad probability distribution of expected 

trips, as shown in Figure 5-3e. Their uncertainty is the factor that makes the 

distribution so broad. Since these people are risk-averse, they desire to 

put a ceiling on their cost per ride and therefore choose the punch card. 

The punch card serves a significant market by providing this sizable group of 

riders with a viable prepayment option. 
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TABLE 5-9. REASONS FOR BUYING 40-TRIP PUNCH CARD OVER MONTHLY PASS 

Response Percentaqe 

Do not ride often enough to justify 
havinq a monthly pass. 28 

Afraid that unexpected circumstances 
1W i I I keep me from making ful I use of the 
tmonth ly pass, even though I ride almost 
every day. 50 

Combination of I and 2 above. 5 

On vacation this month. 8 

Other reasons (most related to expected 
numbe'r of trips). 9 

TOTAL (N=l31) 100 

There is further evidence, though sti I I not conclusive, that the 

implementation of the 40-trip punch card may have had a positive impact on 

DASH ridership. We asked in question 14, ''How frequently do you ride the 

bus now, compared with your riding before the 40-trip ticket was available? 

(December 1974). 11 Nineteen percent did not ride before the 40-trip punch card 

was available, but 62 percent are riding about the same amount now, 5 percent are 

riding less, and 13 percent are riding more than they were before the 

40-trip punch card was introduced. A related question (F5) asked, "If there 

has been a change in the amount you ride the bus, compared with your riding 

before the 40-trip ticket was available, please indicate the reason for 

the change." Responses appear in Table 5-10. 

The third and fifth answer categories were provided for the purpose of 

assessing possible differing effects of introducing the new punch card. We 

hypothesized that on one hand the card might encourage more riding among 

former 10-trip cardholders because of the lower cost per ride. On the other 

hand was the possibi I ity that former passholders would ride less with the new 

card because of its lack of an expiration date, and its low price compared 

with the 10-trip card. 

While both effects are minor, the former effect appears to be stronger 

than the latter. Sixteen respondents chose answer number 3, but only 2 

respondents chose answer number 5. In addition, 3 respondents indicated 

that the avai !ability of the new 40-trip card convinced them to start riding. 
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TABLE 5-10. REASONS FOR CHANGES IN RIDING FREQUENCIES 
AMONG DASH 40-TRIP CARDHOLDERS 

Reason 

Did nqt ride before December 1974. 

Did not ride before December 1974, and 
the avai labi I ity of the 40-trip ticket 
convinced me to start riding. 

Ride more because the cost per trip is 
less than the cost per trip with a 
JO-trip pass. 

Ride more because . ----------
Ride less because I now pay for only the 
rides-I-use, whereas I felt obliged to 
use the monthly pass as much as possible. 

Ride less because . ----------

Total 40-trip cardholders whose riding 
frequencies changed. 

Number of Respondents 

22 

3 

16 

4 

2 

5 

52 

One conception-that some transit managers seem to have about passes 

is that they have the capacity to "hook" passengers for the period of the 

pass's validity, causing these passengers to ride more often than they would 

if they had paid on a purely fixed cost per ride basis. If there is a capacity 

of prepayment for hooking passengers, this capacity, at least in the DASH 

service, seems to be at least as strong with punch cards as it is with 

passes. It is important to stress that use of the DASH pass is I imited to 

two trips a day by the physical constraints of the service. A pass that is 

used in a more conventional application may very wel I have the capacity to 

increase the amount of riding of individuals. 

The reasons for which DASH users chose 10-trip punch cards were 

anticipated to be interesting, because these people have made a clear 

choice for a payment form that is more expensive than the 40-trip card on 

a cost-per-trip basis. We wanted to determine whether the 40-trip card was 

felt to require too much money at one time, or whether infrequent users might 

be apprehensive about holding onto the 40-trip card for a relatively long 

period of time in order to exhaust it, or for what other reasons people 

make the seemingly uneconomic choice of the 10-trip over the 40-trip card. 
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To test the ID-trip cardholders' completeness of information about the 

comparative prices of the two punch cards, we asked the question (TZ), 

"Both the ID-trip ticket and the 4D-trip ticket can be used for an uni imited 

length of time, but the 4D-trip ticket offers a lower cost per trip than the 

ID-trip ticket. Did you know this when you bought the ID-trip ticket?" 

Fourteen of the 17 ID-trip cardholders said they did know the prices. 

We then asked in question T3, "Why did you buy a ID-trip ticket rather 

than a 4D-trip ticket?" Table 5-11 shows the responses. (Only the first two 

response categories were provided; the rest were write-ins.) 

TABLE 5-1 I. REASONS FOR BUYING A ID-TRIP 
PUNCH CARD RATHER THAN A 4D-TRIP CARD 

Response Number of Respondents 

The 4D-tri p ticket requires too much 
money at one time. 6 

I ride very infrequently. Wou Id take too 
long to use 4D-tr i p ticket. 2 

Going to get a monthly next month. Too 
I ate in month to buy a 4D-trip ticket 
and use it up. 3 

Didn't know about the 4D-trip ticket. 3 

Couldn't get the 4D-trip ticket. I 

Wanted to test the system before 
committing myself to more rides I 

Going to move. Couldn't use up a 
4D-trip ticket. I 

Total ID-trip punch ca rdho I ders 17 

The number of respondents to this question is too smal I to produce any 

conclusions other than the observation that the ID-trip punch card seems to 

serve a purpose. The results also point out the need to supply customers 

with complete information about fare options. 

We made the observation that regular monthly passholders sometimes use 

4O-trip or ID-trip cards during months when they are on vacation for a week or 

more. This was the apparent reason that three of the respondents to this last 

question bought 1O-trip cards. One man wrote in his comments that he bought a 
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40-trip card for this purpose, and then kept buying 40-trip cards unti I he 

came back in phase with the start of a calendar month or unti I he took 

another vacation. 

5.2.6 Distribution and Sales 

Aside from the minimal problem o.f supplying price information to al I 

new customers, distribution and sales procedures on DASH services appear to be 

quite satisfactory. Almost all DASH runs have "bus captains", regular passengers 

who receive free rides in return for selling passes and punch cards and 

monitoring the service. Sixty-five percent of DASH passengers buy their 

passes and punch cards from the bus captains, and most respondents I ike this 

arrangement because of the convenience and because they have the option to pay 

by check if they wish. (In fact most bus captains prefer to handle checks 

rather than cash.) Twenty percent of respondents said they order tickets by 

mai I from SEMTA, and on the one run where distribution is done solely by mai I, 

there seems to be general satisfaction with this method. 

5.2.7 Hypothetical Situations: Reducing the Number of Prepayment Options to One 

Finally, we look at how respondents react to questions asking whether 

they would continue to ride DASH if payment option were reduced to one of 

the present four. (Questions 12a to l2d.) Table 5-12 assembles the answers 

to each of the four questions, with each row corresponding to the payment 

method the respondent used on the day of the survey. 

Wi I lingness to continue riding DASH if a given payment option became the 

exclusive method available is highly related to the respondent's present preference 

among the four options. Table 5-12 shows th~s relationship. From it we can 

estimate the potential viability of each payment method in the absence of al I 

the others. The cash option could be dropped at I ittle loss in ridership. 

However, this option returns the greatest fare per trip, and for this reason alone, 

may be cost-effective. Moreover, if the cash option is the entry method by 

which potential long-term patrons are first introduced to the service, as appears 

I ikely to be the case, then it should be retained for its contribution to 

recruitment of new riders, most of whom wi I I switch to other payment plans if 

they become regular patrons. 

Few of the patrons who used the IQ-trip punch card on the survey day 

said they would refuse to ride if that option were dropped. Most would continue 

to ride if the 40-trip punch card were retained. This is in marked contrast 

to the case of respondents who use the monthly pass and the 40-trip punch 
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TABLE 5-12. DASH RIDER PROJECTIONS OF THEIR USE 
OF DASH IF PAYMENT WERE RESTRICTED TO ONE OPTION 

Would You Continue to Ride If the Only 
Payment Method Available Were 

/0-,-Trip 40-Trip Monthly 
How Respondent Cash? Punch Card? Punch Card? Pass? 
Paid for Trip Yes No NA* Yes No NA* Yes No NA* Yes 

Cash 5 I I 5 0 2 2 3 2 3 
N=7 

I 0-Trip Card 5 12 I I 17 0 12 4 2 5 
N=l8 

40-Trip Card 12 118 5 60 67 8 130 4 I 69 
N=l35 

Monthly Pass 4 56 5 19 42 4 53 9 3 59 
N=65 

Total 26 187 12 85 126 14 197 20 8 136 
N=225 

*Question not answered. 

card. There would apparently be a serious loss of ridership if either of 

these options were terminated. 

It must be pointed out that what respondents say they would do in a 

hypothetical contingency is not necessarily a good prediction of behavior. 

However, if these responses are credible, and in fact the DASH patrons would 

respond to a I imitation of fare options as they have indicated, then the 

present fare structure appears sound. 

5.2.8 Conclusions from the DASH Survey 

The fol lowing conclusions can be made about fare prepayment in the SEMTA 

DASH services: 

DASH users who are relatively certain that they wi I I make more than 

enough trips to break even on the cost of the pass (versus the 

40-trip punch card) wi 11 buy the pass. 

DASH users who are uncertain about the number of trips they 

wi I I make in the future, even though they may usually ride 

quite often, prefer a non-expiring multiple ride prepayment 

form like a punch card to a mcnthly pass. 

The introduction of the 40-trip punch card has expanded 

the market for DASH slightly. 
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The 40-trip punch card would be the most attractive of the 

tour payment methods, if for some reason the options were 

reduced to one. Al I four options, however, serve useful 

purposes. 

DASH users tend to behave in an economic manner with regard 

to prepayment, generally ignoring the relatively minor convenience 

differences among the prepayment options. 

A note of caution must be made about conclusions emanating from the 

DASH survey. The sample size is smal I (225 cases) and the patrons are not 

typical Detroit transit users but, in general, relatively affluent office 

workers, engineers, and managers who are riding the bus by choice. (As a 

group they exhibit demographic similarities to transit commuters in some other 

cities and especially to users of such other commuter express services as, tor 

instance, the Reston Express Buses in Washington, D.C.). Furthermore, surveys 

that ask a respondent's estimates about variables such as riding frequency, 

past behavior, and future behavior under hypothetical circumstances, are subject 

to inaccuracies and misinterpretations. Because a truly experimental situation 

did not exist and could not be created within the scope of the study, we felt 

justified in taking a nonrigorous approach to the DASH survey in order to 

explore the patterns of DASH use for interesting insights and testable hypotheses. 

5.3 THE TULSA ON-BOARD SURVEY 

The Metropolitan Tulsa Transit Authority (MTTA) has been providing 

public transportation in Tulsa OK since 1968. At the present time MTTA's service 

area approximately covers the city of Tulsa, which had a population of 360,000 

in 1970. A total of 83 buses are operated six days a week with an average 

weekday ridership of 17,000. The system has a flat fare of 25 cents for al I 

trips and requires exact fare from riders paying cash. 

Tulsa was selected as a site tor an on-board survey tor three 

reasons. First, a 6,500 respondent, system-wide survey was conducted in 

Apri I 1975. While this survey did not deal with rider motivations in 

choosing the means of fare payment, it has provided useful background data 

tor a more specific survey. Second, MTTA offers several varieties of fare 

prepayment which have been well received by the public. In the April 

survey, approximately half of al I riders said they used a punch card to 

pay their tare. An additional 15 percent reported using a one-day pass. 

A third reason for selecting Tulsa is the sale of punch cards to 

employees by numerous firms, often at a substantial discount. In several 
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cases mentioned in Section 3, prepayment as an employee benefit has 

shown a propensity to bring about increased use of transit. To gauge the 

importance of the convenience afforded by purchasing fare prepayment 

at the place of work as well as the role of the discount provided by the 

employer, a supplementary survey of employees of participating firms was 

conducted. That survey is discussed in Section 5.4, ''The Tulsa Employee 

Survey." The methodologies for both the on-board and employee surveys 

are discussed in Appendix D. Questionnaire forms and tabulations appear in 

Appendix E. 

5.3. I General Use of Prepayment in Tulsa 

Table 5-13 shows the distribution of payment methods (question I) 

among survey respondents on the day of the HRG survey. The punch card was 

the most popular means of paying for transit among those surveyed. MTTA's punch 

card costs $5 and is good for 25 rides, representing a 20 percent discount from 

cash fare. Punch cards may be purchased at MTTA offices and at over 50 retai I 

TABLE 5-13. PAYMENT METHODS 
OF TULSA ON-BOARD SURVEY RESPONDENTS 

Payment Percentage of 
Method Used Number A I I Respondents 

Punch Card 558 37.6 

Ci!ish 505 34.0 

Day Pass 258 17.4 

Student Punch Card 51 3.4 

Senior Permit 36 2.4 

Transfer (5rt) 27 I. 8 

Monthly Pass 20 I. 3 

Token 8 0.5 

Unknown 24 I. 6 

Total Respondents 1487 100.0 

stores and banks. As wi 11 be discussed in more detai I later, many firms in the 

downtown area sel I punch cards to employees, often at half price. 

Day passes were used by 17.4 percent of respondents. MTTA sel Is these 

passes on-board and charges 50 cents, twice regular cash fare. The passes are 
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thus particularly economical for those who are able to adjust their schedules 

so that they can consolidate their trips into a single day. For commuters the 

punch card is more economical unless extra rides are taken during the day, in 

which case a day pass may cost less per ride. 

The very limited usage of MTTA's monthly unlimited trip pass is noteworthy. 

This pass is aimed at riders of express buses from outlying areas to the central 

business district. Priced at $22, the pass is very rarely economical for 

non-express riders, who would have to make 88 trips to break even. Since the 

one-way cost of the express service is 50 cents, even a commuter riding an 

express bus twice daily would have to do so more than 22 days a month for the 

pass to be economical. It should be noted that at the time of the survey, it 

was possible to pay for an express trip with two punches of a punch card plus 

payment of a dime. This, of course, involves no discount, and exact change is 

required. (A specia I punch card for express users was imp I emented in January 

1976, after the survey being reported here was complete). 

In the analysis to fol low, attention wi I I be focused on users paying 

with punch cards, cash, and day passes. These three methods together account 

for 89 percent of the respondents. A series of questions on rider attitudes 

toward various aspects of prepayment was used to explore the motivations behind 

the type of payment used. 

5.3.2 Choice of Payment Method 

The analysis of the DASH service in the preceding subsection demonstrates 

that the preferred method of fare payment on that service is related to the 

number of expected transit rides and what appears to be a careful cost calculation 

on the part of each DASH user. When the same type analysis is applied to the 

diverse group of riders on Tulsa's conventional fixed-route bus system, the 

results are different for a number of reasons. 

Consider a Tulsa transit user who has planned a day's activities wel I 

enough to know how many bus trips (s)he wi I I make on that day. Three basic 

forms of payment are avai I able to the general rider: punch card, day pass, 

and cash. Table 5-14 shows the costs of making various numbers of trips 

by each of these three payment methods. The circled entries in the table 

indicate the minimum possible cost for each number of rides. For one or two 

trips a day, the Economic Rider would pay by punch card, thereby earning a 

20 percent discount below cash fare. For three or more trips a day, the 

Economic Rider would buy a day pass. In no case would such a rider pay cash 

(although for one trip a day, cash is a better choice than the day pass). 
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TABLE 5-14. COSTS OF DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF TRIPS PER DAY IN TULSA 

Number of Trips During One Day 

Payment Method I 2 3 4 5 6 

Dollars 

Punch Ca rd* 0 G .60 .80 I. 00 I. 20 

Day Pass .50 .50 @ 0 0 G 
Cash .25 .50 .75 I. 00 I. 25 I .50 

*If the punch card is purchased from an employer offering a sub-s idy, the cost 
to the user would be a fraction (usually half) of that shown in the table. 

Table 5-15 shows the distribution of respondents in the Tulsa on-board 

survey, broken down by payment method used and expected number of trips on the 

day of the survey. As in the previous table, the circled entries represent the 

payment methods that would be chosen if al I respondents were Economic Riders, 

concerned only with minimizing their cost per ride. It is evident from Table 5-15 

that MTTA riders are for the most part not motivated purely by cost considerations. 

Of the 249 respondents who estimated that they would make only one trip on the 

day of the survey (and who use one of the three payment methods in Table 5-15), 

only 75 (30 percent) paid by the most economical method, the punch card. 

Payment Method 

Punch Card 

Day Pass 

Cash 

Total 

TABLE 5-15. ACTUAL USAGE OF PAYMENT METHODS 
FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF TRIPS 

Number of Trips Expected on Day of Survey 

I I 2 3 4 5 6+ 

Passengers 

@ § 7 11 I 2 

25 106 @ @ 0 0 
149 256 20 15 8 I 

249 750 54 70 12 10 

Total 

484 

212 

449 

1145 

Similarly only 52 percent of the respondents planning to make exactly two trips 

that day chose the punch card. 

Among those making three trips, the greatest number (27) used the most 

economical payment method, the day pass, but this was only 50 percent of al I 
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respondents making three trips. Day pass use was relatively high (44 

respondents, or 63 percent) among those expecting to make four trips on the 

survey day. However, 15 of these 4-tri p riders were prep a red to pay $ I in 

cash rather than purchase a day pass from the driver on the first trip for 

50 cents. 

Earlier we saw that DASH users did not always purchase the payment method 

that minimized their cost per ride, and we investigated some of their reasons 

for choosing uneconomical payment methods. But for the most part, DASH riders 

chose the payment form that offered the lowest cost per ride. Just under half 

(48 percent) of those surveyed in Tulsa chose the cheapest method of payment. 

Are MTTA riders less economically minded? 

The answer is probably that the users'diverse groups which constitute MTTA's 

ridership have a considerably wider range of trip purposes and constraints 

(e.g., income level) than is the case with DASH patrons. Those who use transit 

infrequently and for purposes other than commutation or those with very 

limited resources may wel I be concerned with features other than the absolute 

cost per ride. The primary purpose of this survey was to ascertain whether 

riders having different trip purposes and different age and income levels 

are motivated differently in their choice of payment method for transit 

rides. The remainder of this section on the Tulsa survey addresses these 

issues. 

5.3.3 Method of Payment and Trip Purpose 

Table 5-16 is a cross tabulation of fare payment options (question I) 

with trip purpose (question 5). The shaded row of the table represents the 

overal I distribution of trip purposes. Comparing each row with the shaded row 

shows which payment methods were used most frequently for the respective 

trip purposes. Table 5-17 transposes the rows and columns of Table 5-16 to 

display the relationship between payment method and trip purpose in 

another way, showing the trip purpose percentages of riders who use each 

method of fare payment. 

5.3.3. I Work Trips 

The journey to work was the purpose for two-thirds of the trips in 

the sample (Table 5-17). Just under half of al I work trips, 47.6 percent, 

were paid for by punch card (Table 5-16). Table 5-17 shows that 82.6 
percent of the rides paid for by punch cards were work trips. The mean 

number of trips expected to be taken on the day of the survey by commuters 

paying for their rides with punch cards (question 3) was 1.9 (80 percent 
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TABLE 5-16. PAYMENT METHODS USED 
FOR EACH TRIP PURPOSE IN TULSA 

Payment Method 

Trip Punch Day 
Pur ose Card Cash Pass 

Percent 

Work 47.6 32. 4 15.6 

School & Col I ege 26.5 37. 2 11. 4 

Shopping 14.8 37. 7 36. I 

Social & Recreati ona I 7.5 52.5 22.5 

*Primarily student punch cards (for students up to 18 years old). 
**Ten percent were senior citizen permits. 

Payment 
Method \fork 

Punch Card 82. 6 

Cash 62.6 

Day Pass 60.5 

TABLE 5-17. TRIP PURPOSES FOR WHICH 
EACH PAYMENT METHOD WAS USED IN TULSA 

Trip Purpose 

School & Social & 
College Sho ing Recreationa I 

Percent 

I 2. I 1.6 0.5 

18.9 4. 7 4.2 

11 .6 8.9 3.6 

Other 

4.4 

24.9* 

I I. 4 

17.5** 

Other & 
Unknown 

3.2 

9.6 

15.4 

Total 

100 

100 

100 

100 

Total 

100 

100 

100 

said 2 tripsl. They anticipated making an average of 9.1 trips per week (60 

percent estimated 10 trips in question 4). Thus commuters who use punch cards 

tend to be very regular riders of transit. 

The reason given most frequently (42. I percent of the time) by commuters for 

using punch cards was convenience (question 19). The abi I ity to board without 

having to be concerned with exact change was shown to be a major factor. Two-thirds 

of this group of riders expressed considerabl~ dis I ike for carrying the proper 

coins to pay the exact fare (question 7). The abi I ity to prepay for transit rides 

in and of itself was liked by two-thirds of this rider group (question 10). The 

front-end cost of punch card purchase, therefore, did not appear to be particularly 
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unattractive to many commuters. The inconvenience of waiting while the 

card is punched was considered unimportant by nearly al I users of punch 

cards (question 11 ). 

Cost saving was the reason given by 31~5 percent of those commuters 

choosing to pay transit fares with punch cards. An additional 23.8 

percent gave both cost savings and convenience. Fully 92.4 percent of 

this group liked the idea of a discount for multiple rides "very much". 

The fact that punch cards do not expire (as passes do) was also important 

(question 12). Over 90 percent expressed positive feelings toward the 

absence of a time expiration. 

The second most common means of paying tor work trips was the regular 

cash ta re. Tab I e 5- 16 shows that one-third of a I I work trips were paid 

for by cash. These riders tended to use transit less frequently than 

those paying by punch card. On average they expected to make I .7 trips on 

the survey day and 7.3 trips that week. The great majority of this group 

felt positively towards the fare discounts avai I able through prepayment 

(question 6) and the abi I ity to ride al I day on a single pass (question 8). 

Sixty percent, however, gave the reason for choosing to pay cash as 

"convenience". But the inconvenience of waiting while a punch card is 

punched was considered unimportant, and few had strong negative feelings 

about going to an outlet to buy a punch card (question 9). 

About one-third of the cash-paying commuters expressed a dis I ike for 

the need to carry the proper coins to pay exact fare. Presumably, while 

many commuters who choose to pay cash do not dislike the other options 

avai I able, they feel that the inconvenience of coin handling is not 

sufficient to induce them to purchase a punch card. The rejection of the 

day pass could be in part a result of an alternate mode of travel being 

used on the trip home. 

Unlimited-trip day passes were the means of payment used by 16 

percent of the respondents who were on work trips. Consistent with the 

foregoing analysis of the DASH system, these riders appear to have chosen 

the day pass because they make sufficient trips to render it economical. 

Compared with the 1.9 average trips per day by punch card users, day pass 

users estimated that they would make an nverage of 2.5 trips.* 

*But in the case of employees purchasing punch cards for half price from their 
employers, more than five rides would have to be taken per day for the day 
pass to be more economical. 
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It is interesting that the reason given by two-thirds of the 

corrmuters using day passes tor choosing that means of payment was not 

cost, but convenience. It would thus seem that the convenience of using 

the day pass, even thoug_h exact change must be used to purchase the pass 

each day, is deemed to exceed that of punch cards by this group of riders. 

Less than half expressed positive feelings toward going to an outlet for 

the purpose of purchasing a punch card, and only 28 percent disliked the 

need for exact change. 

To summarize, commuters who are frequent users of MTTA service tend 

to prefer punch cards because they consider them convenient and economical. 

Such commuters do not appear to take many rides other than work trips, but 

it is suggested that they ride nearly every workday. Less frequent riders 

often prefer to pay cash because they perceive it to be easier to have 

exact change when necessary than to buy a punch card; the discount 

available through punch card use does not appear to be a great incentive 

to this group. Day passes are largely used on work trips by those who 

intend to make more than two trips on that particular day. In general, 

such riders do not ride transit every day. (However, a commuter could 

maximize economy by using a punch card on days when (s)he expected to 

make only one or two trips, and purchasing a daily pass on those days 

when (s)he expected to make three or more trips.) 

5.3.3.2 Trips to School and College 

Outside of the journey to work, the most frequent trip purpose cited 

in the Tulsa on-board survey was traveling to school. Table 5-16 shows 

that the method most often used to pay for the ride to school was cash. 

The reason for their choice of payment method given by two-thirds of those 

paying cash on school trips was convenience. Almost half of these riders 

expressed indifference toward the ability to prepay for transit; approximately 

the same fraction also felt indifferent about the nonexpiring feature of punch 

cards. 

Three-quarters of those paying cash on school trips said they I iked 

day passes "very much." Since 90 percent of the cash-paying students 

expected to ride once or twice on the day of the survey, there was I ittle 

incentive for them to buy day passes. 

Over 80 percent of the cash-paying students either did not I ike 

having to pay with exact change or were indifferent. Citing convenience 

as the most important reason for choosing to pay cash therefore probably 

imp I ies that the alternative, punch cards, were not thought to be 
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particularly convenient. The prospect of going ·to an outlet to purchase a 

punch card brought mixed reactions. The largest share of this group was 

indifferent towards doing so, and an equal share felt negatively as felt 

positively. 

Punch cards were, however, used by a quarter of al I those surveyed 

who were journeying to school (Table 5-16).* This group contains more 

frequent users of transit, with over two-thirds planning to ride twice on 

the survey day and half expecting to ride 10 or more times during the week 

of the survey. The reason given most frequently by this group for their 

choice was cost savings. The Qonexpiring feature of punch cards was viewed 

favorably by three-quarters of this group, and only one-fifth dis I iked 

going to an outlet to purchase a punch card. 

Day passes were used by I 1.4 percent of those surveyed who were on 

school trips (Table 5-16). Three-quarters of the students using day 

passes gave convenience as their reason for choosing this method. One

third reported dis I iking prepayment of transit fares, and only one-fifth 

dis I iked having to provide exact change. This group expected to take an 

average of 2.3 trips on the day of the survey. The expected number of 

trips for the week varied greatly, averaging just under eight. 

In conclusion, users of MTTA service for trips to school or college 

appear to vary considerably in their preference of how to pay for bus 

rides. As was the case with commuters, the choice was highly related to 

the number of expected trips: Punch card users were the most frequent 

weekly patrons of transit, but those boarding with day passes tended to 

make the rrost trips in a single day. Cash payers used the system least. 

Only punch card users cited cost as the greatest motivating factor in 

their choice of payment method. Aside from the need to go to an outlet to 

purchase the card (there are over 50 such outlets), it is not likely this 
' 

payment method is any less convenient to use than the two alternatives. 

It may wel I be that the front-end cost of punch cards was an important 

factor in the choice of day passes or cash over punch cards. To a person 

with limited resources, al locating up to five dol Jars to transit at one 

time may be perceived to be quite inconvenient. 

*it is suspected that a number of students indicated using punch cards when they 
meant student punch cards~ Student punch cards cost 15 cents per ride (three 
dollars for 20 rides). Combining the two forms of punch cards, 48 percent of 
the trips made by students are represented. 
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5.3.3.3 Shopping Trips 

Only 4.2 percent of the respondents were making shopping trips 

(Table 5-17). Table 5-16 shows that on shopping trips cash and day passes 

were used in approximately equal percentages, and that punch cards were used 

with relative infrequency. Those paying by cash expected to take an average 

of 2.3 trips on the survey day but only 3.7 during the entire week. Since 

95 percent of these riders expressed favorable attitudes toward day passes, 

it is not entirely clear why more did not choose tD purchase them. Quite 

likely, many of these shoppers use the free tokens distributed by many 

merchants for the trip home (the survey was conducted during the morning). 

Three-quarters of those on shopping trips I iked the avai labi I ity of tokens 

(question 13). 

Shoppers using day passes anticipated making an average of 3.5 rides 

on the day of the survey, and 6.2 during the week. For these riders the 

day pass is undoubtedly the least expensive means of paying for transit. 

For their reasons in choosing this method of payment, equal numbers of 

shoppers using day passes cited cost and convenience. Half felt that 

going to an outlet to purchase a punch card was undesirable, and few 

expressed strong positive feelings toward the discount avai I able through 

punch cards. 

The limited number of shoppers using punch cards turned out to be 

relatively infrequent users of bus service. On the average they expected to 

take only two trips on the survey day and four al I week. Two-thirds gave 

convenience as their reason for using this means of payment. It is 

possible that many of this group were using punch cards purchased by a 

more frequent user of transit within the same household. 

The response of shoppers riding transit in Tulsa under! ines the value 

of a day pass to such users. Most appear to use transit service two days 

a week and to take multiple rides on those days. None of the alternatives 

available could offer a cost per ride close to the 14 cents (50 ~ 3.5) the 

average day pass user incurred. Cash fare is perhaps the logical choice 

for someone expecting to make only two trips on a given day if they intend 

to patronize a store distributing tokens. 

5.3.4 Method of Payment and Rider Characteristics 

Having examined the motivations of users of the alternative methods 

of payment for various trip purposes, we now turn to characteristics of 

the users themselves. The purpose here is to explore the extent to which 
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there is a generalized response to payment alternatives across age groups 

and income levels. 

5.3.4. I Age of the Rider 

Table 5-18 depicts the fare payment options used by riders belonging 

to various age brackets. Comparing each row with the shaded row (the 

overal I distribution of payment methods used) reveals which age groups 

were overrepresented among the users of each payment method. In Table 5-19 

the shaded row is the age distribution of al I riders surveyed. Comparison 

of each row with this row indicates whi.ch of the three payment methods was 

used most by each age group. 

TABLE 5-18. PAYMENT METHODS 
USED BY AGE GROUP IN TULSA 

Trips Paid for by Each Payment Method 

Rider Punch Day 
Age ( rs. ) Card Cash Pass Other Total 

Percent 

0-16 35.0 32.0 7.0 26.0* 100 

17-25 3 I. 5 41. 6 18. 7 8.2 100 

26-42 50.6 34.5 11.8 3. I 100 

43-61 49.2 28.3 19.0 3.5 100 

62+ 2 I . I 23.2 25.3 30.4** 100 

*Primarily student punch cards 
**Senior citizen permits account for 26.3 percent 

Members of the different age groups vary in their motivations for 

selecting payment methods. There was an overrepresentation of the under 16 

and 17-25 year age brackets among those indicating indifference toward the 

discounts avai !able through the purchase of punch cards. These age groups 

were also less positive toward prepayment in general than were the other 

age groups. The younger age brackets consistently gave convenience as a 

reason for their choice of payment method. It appeared that the younger 

passengers were not particularly interested in (or able to derive) the 

economic benefits of fare prepayment. 
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Payment 
Method 

Punch Card 

Cash 

Daily Pass 

0-16 

6.8 

7.5 

3.4 

TABLE 5-19. AGE GROUPS USING 
EACH PAYMENT METHOD IN TULSA 

Trips Taken by Each Age Group (Yrs.) 

17-25 

25.0 

39.2 

36.7 

26-42 I 
Percent 

34.4 

27.8 

19.8 

43-61 

29.9 

20.4 

28.5 

62+ 

3.9 

5. I 

I I . 6 

Total 

100 

100 

100 

The responses of the 26-to-42 and 43-to-61 year old age groups were 

for the most part very similar to each other. The former group used cash 

more and the latter used day passes with greater frequency. For both 

groups the punch card was the payment method used most often. This, of 

course, is to be expected since punch cards were shown to be used most 

heavily by commuters, and these groups include a large share of work-aged 

respondents. 

The oldest group of riders, those 62 years of age or more, were the 

most frequent users of day passes. Approximately equal numbers of senior 

citizens boarded with day passes as with senior permits.* For this age group 

and the one including those 26-61 years of age, motivations for choosing a 

particular method varied more with the method chosen than was the case with the 

younger groups.** 

5.3.4.2 Income of the Rider 

Continuing the convention used in previous sections, Tables 5-20 and 

5-21 present the relation between user income level (question 18) and 

payment method used. It is immediately evide.nt that the higher the income 

level, the greater the proportion of respondents using punch cards to pay transit 

fares. The reverse is essentially true with day passes. Furthermore, there 

is a clear trend for cash fare riders to belong to the lower income levels. 

*Senior permits in Tulsa are certified identification cards. Display of 
the card and payment of a dime are required for boarding. The permit may 
be used between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. 

**The motivations associated with each payment method were summarized in the 
previous section entitled "Method of Payment and Trip Purpose." 
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TABLE 5-20. PAYMENT METHODS USED 
BY INCOME LEVEL IN TULSA 

Trips Paid for By Each Payment Method 

Rider Punch Day 
Income ($) Card Cash Pass Other* Total 

Percent 

Below 4,000 17.9 37.9 35.7 8.5 100 

4,000 to 6,999 29.7 32.9 22.0 9. I 100 

7,000 to 9,999 34. 7 40.8 12.2 12.3 100 

10,000 to 14,999 55.5 28.6 8.2 7.7 100 

15,000 to 24,999 60.2 30.7 4.8 4.3 100 

25,000+ 62.2 23.2 9.8 4.8 100 

*The higher values for "other" in this table are primarily due to missing data. 

TABLE 5-21 . INCOME LEVELS US I NG 
EACH PAYMENT METHOD IN TULSA 

Trips Taken By Each Income Group ($) 
1-------~----------~---------~~~-~-~-·-

7 ooo- I 25,000 Payrrent 
Method 

Below 
4,000 

4,000-
6,999 ' I 9,999 I 

10,000-
14,999 

15,000-
24,000 + Total 

Punch Card 

Cash 

Day Pass 

9. I 

23. 9 

46.2 

14. I 

23. I 

26.6 

7.7 

II . 3 

7.0 

Percent 

23. I 

14.6 

8.7 

34.4 

21. 7 

6.9 

II . 6 

5.4 

4.6 

On the basis of income there appear to be two general groups of 

riders. Notice that the shaded row in Table 5-21 suggests a bimodal, or 

double-peaked, distribution of income levels among users of MTTA service 

within the survey sample. The two lowest income brackets contain 21.4 and 

20.0 percent of the survey respondents, and the $15,000 to $24,999 per year 

groups accounts for 24.0 percent. Table 5-20 shows that over 60 percent of 

the riders in the latter group used punch cards. The former two brackets 
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were strongly overrepresented among daily pass users and less so among 

payers of cash fare. 

With such clear differences in choice of payment method, it is not 

surprising that the motivations for using that method varied considerably 

as wel I. The idea of prepaying transit fares was I iked least often by 

those with lower incomes (0-$9,999 per year). This group expressed less 

interest in the discounts avai I able through punch card purchase than did 

the sample as a whole. Lower income riders also disliked going to an 

outlet to purchase a punch card. Riders in the low income group did 

express strong positive feelings toward the abi I ity to ride al I day on a 

single pass. The reason given by over two-thirds of these riders for using 

a day pass was not cost, but convenience. Since lower income riders using 

day passes expected to ride an average of 2.7 rides on the day of the 

survey, however, their cost per ride on average was slightly less than it 

would have been with a punch card discounted at 20 percent. The initial 

outlay is far less, and that possibly contributed to the perception of the 

day pass as being more convenient. 

Riders belonging to the second general class of frequent riders, those 

with incomes of $15,000-24,999 per year, expressed a dis I ike for the 

concept of prepayment only about six percent of the time. To them, the 

ability to ride al I day on a single pass was not nearly as attractive as to 

the lower income riders. Two features of punch cards, the discount and the 

lack of expiration, were especially wel I I iked. 

Since 86 percent of the riders of the high income group were on work 

trips (making an average of I .9 trips on the survey day), punch cards al low 

a cost per ride that is the lowest possible for much of the group. 

Nonetheless, convenience was the reason most often given for using punch 

cards. 

5.3.5 Conclusions from the Tulsa On-Board Survey 

The responses obtained in this survey of Tulsa's MTTA service are 

consistent with those of the DASH survey discussed earlier. Specifically, 

the choice of payment method is often closely related to the number of 

trips the user expects to take. It is c I ear, however, that the reasons 

the survey respondents gave for using one method of payment or another went 

beyond the expected cost per ride. Just under half of those surveyed in Tulsa 

chose the most economical payment method. There were distinct preference patterns 

which served to distinguish punch card users, those preferring day passes, 
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and cash fare riders. Punch cards are used more than the other prepayment 

forms for work trips, by persons in the 26-61 age group, and by those in 

higher income brackets. Day passes are used more than other prepayment 

methods for shopping, by persons in the 62 and older age group, and by those 

in low income brackets. The use of cash is more evenly distributed among 

trip purposes and user characteristics, but cash payment is preferred over 

prepayment for social and recreational trips and by younger passengers. 

Indeed, the response toward an alternative means of paying for a 

transit ride has been shown td be Intimately tied to trip purpose and 

characteristics of the user. The survey showed that convenience in fare 

payment Is at least as Important to the majority of riders as are minor 

differences In cost per ride. The problem, of course, Is defining 

convenience. Judging by the responses obtained, its meaning is quite 

variable among different groups of riders. Reducing the scale al I the way 

to the Individual, it may be that convenience is a set of psychological 

variables, the importance of each varying with the particular person. 

Because different riders seem to have different perceptions of what 

constitutes convenience, It appears advisable for transit operators to 

offer a simple, carefully balanced set of prepayment plans. This approach 

offers promise as a means of attracting new riders while making the service 

appea I i ng to estab I i shed patrons. In this context MTTA appears to be a good 

example of a transit system with a wel I-balanced prepayment program. The set 

of plans offered does not favor any one group of riders, but contains options 

attractive to a wide range of riders. The fact that two thirds of Tulsa 

transit riders pay their fares by means other than cash Is an Indication 

that fare prepayment has been an effective feature of MTTA's marketing 

strategy. 

5.4 THE TULSA EMPLOYEE SURVEY 

The MTTA cooperates with Tulsa employers in an Innovative program that 

centers around the authority's punch card. Approximately 15 participating 

firms purchase punch cards from MTTA at the regular price of $5.00 each for 

resale to their employees. About half of these firms provide their employees 

with an additional Incentive to use transit by subsidizing as much as half 

the cost of each punch card. Some firms I imit the number of cards that can 

be purchased by any one employee to two per month; others have no limitations. 
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Most of the companies have elected to participate in the program primarily 

because they hope to reduce company expenditures on parking faci I ities as 

employees switch from their cars to buses. 

The MTTA program offered an excel lent opportunity to explore ·the 

effects of sel I ing fare prepayment at the rider's place of work. The 

employer subsidies of the program deserve particularly close examination. 

Specifically, our objectives in this survey were (I) to determine whether 

employer subsidies and sale of prepayment at the place of work can increase use 

of· prepayment; and (2) to determine whether these actions can increase 

transit use. 

Five firms were selected for their variety in terms of size, nature of 

business, and practices in the sale of punch cards to employees. Both 

users and non use.rs of transit were surveyed in the five firms. A discussion 

of the sample appears in Appendix D, and a copy of the questionnaire with 

tabulated results is presented in Appendix E. 

5.4. I Employee Fami I iarity with the Program 

Four of the companies involved in the survey subsidize 50 percent of 

the cost of each punch card. The fifth company offers no subsidy. To 

assess the respondents' familiarity with the extent of their employers' 

participation in the program, we asked the question (question Pl, "Does 

your employer sel I passes at a lower price than would exist elsewhere?" 

Among the four companies subsidizing the cards, approximately 92 percent of 

the respondents knew that their employers sold the cards at a discount. 

Less than one percent erroneous I y be Ii eved that no discount was offered, 

and seven percent said they did not know. On the other hand, 44 percent of 

the employees of the fifth firm incorrectly thought that their employer sold 

punch cards at a discount. Only 26 percent correctly stated that the firm 

offers no discount, while the remainder indicated they did not know. (This 

firm is a large aircraft maintenance faci I ity). 

Transit users made up 42. 7 percent of the total respondents in this 

survey, and not surprisingly, their answers o~ the discount question were 

generally more accurate than those of the other respondents. An exception 

was noted, however, among the employees in the firm that offers no punch 

card subsidy. In this case most of the erroneous responses came from the 

transit commuters rather than the non-transit commuters. Some of these 

respondents may have interpreted the question incorrectly and compared 

their card's cost with the cash fare rather than with the cost of the 
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equally-priced punch cards avai I able for general distribution in stores_ and 

banks. The MTTA punch card offers a 20 percent discount below cash fare on 

a cost-per-trip basis. 

Because so many of the employees in the firm that offers no punch card 

subsidy thought the card was being offered at a discount, we were not able to 

separate the effects of selling the card at places of work from the effects 

of the subsidies. Our control group therefore did not function as a 

control because of false perceptions of the nature of their employer's 

participation in the punch card program. 

5.4.2 Impact of the Program 

Respondents who presently ride MTTA buses on the journey to work were 

asked whether they used transit before their employers began sel I ing punch 

cards (question DJ. The response was significant. Just under two-thirds 

indicated that they had not ridden transit prior to the initiation of the 

employer punch card distribution program. Of the remaining third that had 

ridden previously, 30 percent said they now ride more frequently than they 

did before the program began (question El. 

Of the respondents who began riding after the initiation of the 

employer distribution program, 98 percent said they use punch cards 

purchased at work to pay for their transit rides (question Cl. This level 

of positive response indicates that the program may have been instrumental 

in attracting these commuters to transit. Comments in response to the 

open-ended question O, "What is the main reason that you make the journey 

to and from work in your present manner?," tend to support this conclusion. 

Low cost was cited as the reason for using punch cards by 45 percent of the 

people who started riding after their employers began sel I ing the cards 

(question Fl. Recal I that among al I corrmuters using punch cards on the day 

of the on-board survey, only 31.5 percent gave cost as a reason for 

selecting this method of payment. Evidently, lowering the cost through 

subsidies made cost relatively more important than other factors (such as 

convenience) in influencing these respondents' choice of payment method. 

Very few of the employees who purchase punch cards at work are 

absolutely dependent on transit for their rides to work. Automobiles are 

available to 83 percent of them (question I). The cost differential, 

however, between driving their automobiles and the lowered cost of a 

partially subsidized punch card, appears to be significant in influencing 

people to switch from automobiles to transit. 
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We have further evidence that the distribution and subsidy of punch 

cards by employers has increased the market penetration of transit in 

Tulsa. Table 5-22 shows the walking times to bus stops for employees who 

buy punch cards at work (question M). Almost three quarters of those who 

rode transit prior to the employer distribution programs I ive within 

five minutes of a bus stop. The new riders, however, tend to I ive significantly 

farther from bus stops than the already-established riders. 

Used Transit Before 
Program Began? 

No 

Yes 

TABLE 5-22. TRANSIT USE AND 
WALKING TIME TO A BUS STOP IN TULSA 

Walking Time to A Bus Stop in Tu Isa 

Less Than I More Than 
5 5-10 10 

Percent 

59. I 24.7 12.6 

73.2 16.7 8.0 

Do Not 
Know Total 

3.6 100 

2. I 100 

Consistent with the responses just reported, the importance of cost as 

a factor influencing people to use transit seems to increase as the walking 

time to bus stops increases. Table 5-23 shows this relationship for employees 

using transit at the time of the survey. The employer subsidies appear to be 

an effective means of increasing the market penetration of MTTA service. 

Walking Time to a 
BusSto (Min.) 

Less than 5 

5-10 

More than I 0 

TABLE 5-23. WALKING TIME TO A BUS 
STOP AND REASON FOR USING TRANSIT IN TULSA 

Cost 

32.7 

45.0 

72. 5 

Reason tor Using Pub I ic Transit 

Convenience Other 

Percent 

19.0 

15.0 

22.5 
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3.7 

2.5 

Cost and 
Convenience 

43.3 

36.3 

2.5 

Total 

100 

100 

100 



5.4.3 Conclusions from the Tulsa Employee Survey 

The Tulsa on-board survey results presented in the previous section 

suggested that punch cards are the means of fare payment most used by 

commuters who ride transit. While their reasons for doing so were mixed, 

the greatest share indicated that the convenience of using punch cards was 

the chief motivating factor. The Tulsa employee survey discussed in this 

section focuses on a subgroup of Tulsa commuters. The vast majority of 

these corrmuters can buy punch cards from their employers at half price. 

In contrast with the larger group of commuters, the participants in company 

distribution programs cited cost savings as more important than convenience 

in their decision to use punch cards. 

Most people who purchase punch cards from their employers in Tulsa did 

not use transit before their employers began selling cards. The vast 

majority of these people have automobiles available, and many I ive farther 

from bus stops than those who had been riding transit prior to the start of 

the sales programs. The low cost per ride resulting from employer subsidization 

of prepayment was given to be the major reason for participation in the program. 

The ultimate effect of the employer sales and subsidy program has been an 

increase in transit ridership. 

5.5 THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH EMPLOYEE SURVEY 

The Tulsa employee survey showed that a company-subsidized discount in 

the sale of punch cards is the major inducement for employees at those 

companies to ride transit. To provide a comparative analysis of a system 

in which employers offer convenient distribution of prepayment with 

JJ!::?Visional discounts, we turned to Pittsburgh. 

The Port Authority of Allegheny County (PAT), which serves the City of 

Pittsburgh, sells weekly permits ($2.60), monthly permits ($10.00), and 

annual permits ($100) to the general pub I ic through a wide distribution 

network. Al I permits are good for uni imited use during the designated time 

period and al low the passenger to subtract 30 cents from the cash fare. 

Base fare is 40 cents, meaning that the minimum cash drop for each trip is 

10 cents with a permit. The system has five zones, with 10 cent zone fares 

between most zones. In 1975 PAT sold over 1600 annual permits and nearly 

216,000 monthly permits. 

In addition to counter sales of permits, PAT has a program whereby 

participating employers distribute monthly permits to employees and deduct 

the cost from employees' paychecks. PAT provides an additional incentive 
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for employees to participate in this program by offering a free permit in 

the twelth month if a person buys permits through the payrol I deduction 

plan for eleven months. In effect this is a provisional discount of 

8.3 percent, contingent on a fairly high level of continuing participation. 

The University of Pittsburgh was the first and is currently the 

largest employer participating in PAT's payrol I deduction program. 

Approximately 500 of the 6000 University employees are in the program. A 

survey directed at al I employees was conducted during the first two weeks 

of January 1976, A discussion of the survey methodology appears in 

Appendix D, and the questionnaire and tabulated results are in Appendix E. 

5.5. I Employee Reception of the Program 

Of the 2,017 University of Pittsburgh employees returning completed 

questionnaires, 29.3 percent said they use public transit for their journey 

to work (question Al. Among the employees riding transit to work, 48.7 

percent reported using monthly permits to pay their fares (question Bl. 

Another 2.2 percent said they use annual permits. 

Permit users were asked whether they obtained their permits through 

payrol I deduction (question C). Just over 61 percent rep I ied that they 

did. The other third presumably purchase their permits at one of PAT's 

sales outlets, of which there are approximately 100 throughout Pittsburgh. 

Between these two groups the reasons given for paying transit fares with 

permits were quite different. In their replies to question F, "Why do you 

pay for pub I ic transit the way you do" those participating on the payrol I 

deduction program cited convenience as the primary reason 58 percent of the 

time. Another 34 percent cited convenience along with cost, so that a 

total of 92 percent of payrol I deduction participants considered 

convenience to be an important motivating factor in permit use. 

Among those employees of the University of Pittsburgh who indicated 

that they purchase permits through payrol I deduction (9. I percent of the 

sample, or 184 employees), 22 percent did not use transit before the 

program was offered (question DJ. Of those who did ride previously, 22 

percent reported using transit more since joining the payrol I deduction 

program (question El. These figures indicate that payrol I deduction has 

probably made a contribution, albeit fairly minor, toward increased use of 

transit by participating employees. 

Of those purchasing permits elsewhere, only 34 percent said 

convenience was the reason they use this method of payment. Twelve percent 

more cited convenience and cost for a total of 46 percent mentioning 
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convenience as a reason for using permits. Since this group of riGers had 

different reasons for purchasing permits than did those who take advantage 

of the payrol I deduction offering, we looked for differences between the 

groups with respect to their use of transit. Both groups made an average 

of 7.2 non-work trips a month on PAT buses (question Ll. It seems 

reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the two groups use transit with 

similar regularity. The distance from home to the nearest bus stop 

(question Ml, a proxy for convenience of using transit, was also similar 

for the two groups. From the data avai I able, therefore, we were not able 

to detect any significant differences between the group of permit users who 

are in the payrol I deduction program and the users who buy their permits at 

sales outlets. 

5.5.2 Conclusions from the University of Pittsburgh Employee Survey 

The payrol I deduction program is used by about two-thirds of the 

transit riders in the sample who use permits, the only form of prepayment 

available through payrol I deduction. The other one-third that uses permits 

has chosen not to participate in the program. There are several factors 

that may have affected these employees' decisions. First, the permits have 

a time expiration. Those not using payrol I deduction may have variable 

enough schedules to cause uncertainty about the economy of using a permit 

in some months. (Recall discussion of the DASH survey.) This is 

particularly I ikely to be the case at a university, where there are a 

number of semester breaks and vacations, as wel I as a higher proportion of 

part-time jobs, including ones requiring fewer than 5 days attendance each 

week. 

A second possible reason for some riders' rejection of payrol I 

deduction in this particular application is that price reductions are 

realized only after eleven consecutive months of participation. Recal I 

that the participants in Tulsa's employer sales program cited cost saving 

as their primary motivation for purchasing punch cards at work. While that 

program is less convenient (employees must go to a counter to purchase 

the punch cards) than payrol I deduction, its economic incentives are 

substantially greater. 

We have observed thoughout our discussions of the user surveys that 

different riders within a group, however their differences are defined 

(trip purpose, income, etc.), frequently appear to have different reasons 
. . 

for their choice of prepayment method. Some riders appear to be more 

cost-conscious than others; some are more concerned with convenience. A 
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prepayment plan that offers one and not the other will logically appeal to 

a smaller subgroup of al I riders. 

5.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: USER SURVEYS 

Four surveys were conducted to investigate transit user attitudes toward 

fare prepayment in different applications. An on-board survey of commuters 

on SEMTA's specialized DASH express services in the metropolitan Detroit 

region found that the choice among alternate prepayment options is largely 

an economic one. Most DASH passengers seem to estimate carefully the number 

of trips they wi I I be making in the coming month before choosing either the 

duration-limited pass or a slightly more expensive, trip-limited punch card. 

When their future trip-making is uncertain, these passengers tend to be 

risk-averse, and hence choose the punch card in order to put a ceiling on 

their cost per trip. The responses obtained in a survey of riders in 

Tulsa's bus system (MTTA) indicated that the more affluent commuters, I ike 

most SEMTA DASH express bus users, tend to make their choices among 

available payment methods on the basis of expected cost per trip. A 25-

trip punch card, the most economical payment method for transit usage of 

fewer than 3 trips per day, was the predominant choice among Tulsa commuters. 

Economic considerations do not hold, however, among al I transit 

users, as other findings from the Tulsa on-board survey show. Low income 

riders in Tulsa tend to prefer the 25-cent cash fare or the 50-cent day 

pass over the discounted punch cards for the "convenience," they say. 

The $5.00 front~end cost of MTTA's punch card, though seemingly not very 

great, may be a deterrent to its use by people with limited resources, 

even though the cards would save them money in the long run. The payment 

preferences of the young and the old tend to be aligned with those of the low 

income groups, primarily because a large share of these age groups have 

I imited incomes. 

Employee-sponsored programs to distribute (and sometimes subsidize) 

transit prepayment were studied by conducting surveys in Tulsa and Pittsburgh. 

Non-participants as wel I as participants in the programs were questioned in 

an attempt to explain why some people are more attracted to the plan than 

others. 

The Tulsa and Pittsburgh (PAT) transit systems differ in many ways, 

including their basic fare structures. MTTA's flat fare system is more 

conducive to simple, convenient prepayment plans than is PAT's zone system. 
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Approximately 40 percent of MTTA's passengers use a punch card to board. 

PAT's permit, which is one of the few mechanism for offering equitable 

prepayment for uni imited trips in a zoned fare structure, is dis I iked 

by some passengers because of the need to drop coins in the farebox as wel I 

as display the permit. Nevertheless, the permits offer a cost savings if 

used frequently enough, which helps to explain the sale of 216,000 monthly 

permits and 1,600 annual permits during 1975 in Pittsburgh. 

PAT offers an incentive for people to participate in employer-administered 

payrol I deduction program by providing a permit tree in the twelfth month 

after the person stays in the program for eleven consecutive months. This 

feature plus the convenience of purchase by payrol I deduction have helped 

to attract on the order of a hundred new transit users from among the 6,000 

University of Pittsburgh employees and have probably caused an equal number 

of University transit users to ride more than they did previously. 

In Tulsa the results are, as expected, more dramatic, since many of the 

firms in the punch card distribution program pay half the cost of the punch 

cards. Judging from survey results from five companies in Tulsa, we estimate 

that one-fourth of a company's employees might switch to transit when the 

employer offers a 50 percent subsidy of a transit prepayment plan. 

The message to transit operators is clear. By involving employers in the 

transit marketing process, at least in distributing prepayment instruments, 

and especially in subsidizing them, a transit operator may realize significant 

ridership increases. The employers may realize reduced expenditures on parking 

provisions, a less congested, more attractive city in which to base their 

facilities, and a favorable public image. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Prepayment of transit fares in the United States dates back more 

than a hundred years, and most forms of prepayment currently in widespread 

use are identical to, or minor variations of, forms with long histories. 

Prepayment in the form of the weekly pass was much more prevalent in the 

1930's, in an era of mostly private entrepreneurs in transit, than it is 

today. 

With the long decline in transit ridership which became most dramatic 

after World War I I, transit operators were forced to reduce services, raise 

fares, and trim programs which discounted or seemed to discount fares to riders. 

Studies of weekly passes had shown that their average usage was wel I above 

the assumed number of trips used to determine their price. Riders were 

taking advantage of their weekly passes to obtain substantial discounts 

on their transit fares. Milwaukee retains its weekly pass sti 11, and finds 

the basic characteristics of its usage identical to those described in 

the 1930's. Unlike Milwaukee, most operators discontinued their weekly passes, 

feeling that they could not tolerate giving effective discounts in the 

generally declining state of the industry. 

The 1960's and 1970's have seen a number of developments which have 

rekindled interest in transit fare prepayment. As moribund private transit 

operations were transformed into pub I ic systems and as major new subsidy funds 

became available from Federal, state, and local sources, interest in marketing 

transit services was renewed. Introduction of exact-fare policies for reasons 

of security and operating speed sparked usage of prepayment as an option for 

riders who may find it difficult always to have exact change in coins. 

Most recently, requirements for reduced or free fares for elderly, handicapped, 

and some other users have added to the I ist of prepayment mechanisms in use, 

with special tickets, identification cards or permits, and the I ike provided 

for these classes of riders. A variety of special prepayment mechanisms 

for schoo I-age chi Id ren, often deve I oped by agreement with schoo Is, have 

remained in use. Some operators have used special incentive prepayment devices 

to encourage off-peak ridership, especially on weekends. 

Many operations have introduced new commuter or express services, some 

priced at levels above $1.00, and have provided prepayment plans for these 

services as a convenience to the regular rider and probably also in some cases 

because paper currency is difficult to use in transit fareboxes. Finally, 
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recent years have seen spectacular growth in general prepayment options, 

notably varieties of the monthly pass, as marketing tools. The intent is to 

increase transit ridership and to induce non-regular users to commit to using 

transit because they have made a relatively major investment in a pass, with 

which marginal rides are tree and highly convenient. Sales of these passes 

via payrol I deduction and use of various prepayment forms as employee benefits 

are recent developments with interesting results. 

In para I lei with the revitalization of prepayment as a part of the 

general increase in emphasis on pub I ic transit, new construction of urban 

rai I transit worldwide over the last ten years has generally been accompanied 

by implementation of automatic tare collection (AFC) technology. Zone-fare bus 

operations in Europe have also broadly adopted AFC and extensive prepayment. 

In both cases, significant cost savings in collection of complex distance

dependent fares has been the major goal of such implementation. Much 

interest in the United States currently centers on possibi I ities for credit 

payment of transit fares, adapting and extending AFC technology. 

Currently, over 90 percent of U.S. transit systems have prepayment in 

some form, most offering two or more forms, and sometimes several different 

plans within a given form (e.g., several pass plans). Slightly over half 

of al I plans are avai I able only to special rider groups, put in place for 

exp I icit or imp I icit reasons of social policy. About one third of plans 

are distributed by third-party organizations as wel I as or instead of the 

transit operator. 

Most current plans are discounted either exp I icitly or, in the case of 

uni imited-ride instruments I ike passes, potentially. The highest discounts 

are available only to special groups, but a majority of general public plans 

show some level of discount. 

Most optional plans in use today are used by only smal I percentages of 

boarding passengers, but for each type of plan there are a few examples of 

systems where prepaid riders constitute 20 percent or more of daily ridership. 

The highest usage is found for heavily discounted long-term passes, mostly found 

in college towns. 

Transit operators estimated that prepayment contributed to increased 

ridership in 43 percent of al I cases and contributed to decreases in none. 

In the remaining cases they estimated no change (30 percent) or said they could 

not judge the effect (27 percent). The operators also reported that prepayment 

usually has had no observable effect on revenues, but that revenue increases, 
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where they occur, outnumber decreases by three to one. Passes are thought to 

have the rmst significant positive effect on ridership and revenue, fol lowed 

by punch cards, and then tickets and tokens. Since the primary use of permits 

is to al low special groups of riders to pay reduced fares, the operators said 

that permits generally increased r-idership but had mixed effects on revenue. 

Most operators reported I ittle significant impact on their operating 

costs from prepayment plans, noting relatively smal I printing, distribution, and 

record-keeping costs. A number of systems with long-term plans and/or high 

usage rates reported decreased costs in administration or coin handling. 

Distribution of prepayment instruments by commission counter sales at banks 

and stores is widespread among larger systems, including a few cases 

where passes may be purchased with major credit cards. 

Efforts to correlate measures of prepayment effectiveness with urbanized 

area characteristics were generally fruitless, except to reinforce operators' 

judgment that commuter, subscription, and similar special services are the 

most I ikely markets tor prepayment, along with the special case of college towns. 

Two general reasons have been cited by passengers to account tor their 

methods of paying tor transit: I) cost and 2) convenience. The meaning of 

"cost" is relatively straightforward; the transii- user who is concerned about 

cost usually computes the cost per trip tor each of several payment alternatives. 

Convenience is a more elusive attribute. Individual user perceptions of 

convenience vary so much that every payment form, including cash, is considered 

convenient by some. 

Corrmuters in two different surveys (one in Detroit Ml, the other in 

Tulsa OK) made their choice of payment method on cost considerations most of 

the time. Commuters are I ikely to have the most routinized travel patterns of 

any transit passengers; their abi I ity to predict the number of rides they wi I I 

make enables them to select the payment method that is most economical. They 

are also usually able to handle the lump sum payment more easily. Many of the 

Detroit commuters, however, exhibited risk-averse behavior it they were at al I 

uncertain about the number of trips they would make in the coming month. These 

people would minimize their maximum possible cost per trip by buying a 40-trip 

punch card rather than the slightly less expensive but duration-I imited monthly 

pass. For many of them the monthly pass probably would have been more economical, 

but avoiding the risk of under-utilizing the monthly pass was apparently more 

important. 

A pass is clearly uneconomical for a person who takes fewer than a 

certain (breakeven) number of trips during the period of the pass 1 s validity. 
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Few people in this category buy passes. Furthermore, people who use transit 

for less routine purposes than going to work are generally less wi 11 ing than 

commuters to buy multiple-trip prepayment instruments (such as punch cards), 

even when these are offered at a discount. Tulsa passengers making non-work 

oriented trips tended to prefer cash or a day pass because of the 

"convenience". Low income riders, the aged, and the young also generally 

preferred cash or the day pass over the punch card. 

The difficulty of defining convenience is evident from the responses of 

Tulsa passengers in the survey. While many of the infrequent riders 

mentioned above I iked the convenience of paying with cash or buying a day 

pass from the driver, the punch card users said they liked the convenience·of 

not having to carry exact change. Permits embody al I types of inconvenience 

mentioned here; the purchaser must go to_ an outlet to buy them and usually must 

pay the cash drop in exact change. Like passes, they involve the risk that they 

wi 11 be under-uti I ized and thus cost the purchaser more per trip than (slhe 

would have paid in cash fares. Nevertheless permits are economical, and thus 

popular, tor people who can expect a certain minimum use of transit during 

the period of validity. They are also one of the most equitable forms of 

prepayment in zoned-fare systems. 

Day passes are found in only a few applications. A major conclusion of 

this research is that the potential of day passes has largely been untapped. In 

Sacramento CA, 42 percent of the passengers board with day passes; and in 

Tulsa OK, 17 percent use them. The advantages of day passes I isted below are 

based on results of the on-board survey effort in Tulsa. 
Day passes, priced at twice the regular fare: 

can be sold by the driver, even in exact fare systems, and 

therefore do not require the passenger to make a special trip 

to a prepayment outlet; 

encourage trip-making during off-peak periods; when transit 

capacity is unconstrained; 

enable people to consolidate many trips into a single day 

at a low price. For this reason they offer a solution to the 

front-end cost problem inherent in most prepayment plans. 

(Low-income people sometimes have difficulty taking advantage 

of bulk discounts avai I able with tickets or punch cards, because 

of the prohibitively high purchase cost of some of these devices. 

Day passes, however, have shown to be popular among low-income 

transit users). 
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offer a convenient means tor commuters to pay for round trips. 

Response to employer-sponsored programs for distributing prepayment has 

been quite good and marks these programs as another area with much potential. 

Payrol I deduction plans are an excel lent way of attracting people to transit 

and keeping them in the habit of using it. Moreover, merely the sale of transit 

passes and other prepayment instruments at a place of work can increase transit's 

visibi I ity and encourage more people to ride. Probably the biggest pub I ic 

response is induced by employer subsidies of prepayment plans. 

Since prepayment's purpose in the minds of many transit operators is to 

attract new riders and encourage old ones to ride more often, this final set 

of conclusions relates to the fruitful application of prepayment principles 

in a marketing context. 

More attention needs to be given by transit operators to balancing their 

prepayment offerings. Sometimes prepayment plans duplicate each other, confuse 

the passengers, and lead to more administrative costs and troubles than 

they are worth. Some plans were started years ago, have ceased to serve 

the purposes for which they were designed, but are retained without any 

sol id justifications. 

Operators do not usually go through the formal process of setting up 

objectives for prepayment plans, carefully considering the optimum strategy 

for meeting those objectives, and then measuring the results. The common 

approach rather, is to "try it and see what happens". Since prepayment plans 

are relatively easy and inexpensive to put in place (but perhaps more difficult 

to remove), thi.s approach has been satisfactory, but it has usually led to a 

lack of quantitative information about prepayment that might be used to 

direct future implementation of such plans. 

In most transit systems two or three basic prepayment options wi I I cover 

the spectrum of needs if the plans are properly priced relative to one 

another. The number of possible combinations is endless, and no one 

combination can be recommended for general applicability. We can only offer 

the fol lowing general guide! ines for establishing a balanced set of prepayment 

plans: 

A relatively low-priced, short duration option should be made 

available particularly to meet the needs of low-income riders, 

for whom a large purchase price would be a deterrent. (A 

day pass or a 10-ride punch card would be good choices). 

Use of weekly and monthly passes is I imited to a select group 

of frequent transit riders, typically commuters. If it is 
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desired to include passes in a set of prepayment plans that 

everyone can use practically, passes should be complemented by 

a multiple-trip format I ike a punch card. A non-expiring punch 

card by itself, however, can serve both frequent and infrequent 

riders. 

Discounts of no more than 20 percent on punch cards or other 

multiple-trip formats are sufficient to attract a significant 

percentage of passengers to these forms, given an adequate 

distribution system. 

Permits are an equitable form of prepayment in zoned systems. 

A permit is likely to attract more users if it is designed to 

function as a pass for the base fare, with cash drops required 

only for additional zones. A permit that functions as a pass in 

off-peak hours can be used to encourage shifts from peak to off

peak traveling. 

The task of considering alternate prepayment forms does not end when an 

appropriate combination has been selected. A continuing review process is 

needed to assure that the transit system's prepayment programs meet the needs 

of its passengers. Fare prepayment is a flexible part of transit operation 

and one that is conducive to marketing innovations. 
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APPENDIX A 

SAMPLING PROCEDURES FOR SURVEYS OF TRANSIT OPERATORS 
AND TABULATION OF POSTCARD SURVEY RESULTS 

The telephone survey was the basis for estimates of usage of the 

various types of plans as wel I as the summary of transit operators' experiences 

with fare prepayment. It is, therefore, worthwhile to elaborate on the 

method used to obtain the sample of operators cal led. 

Postcards were initially sent to al I U.S. pub! ic and private operators 

I isted in the APTA and Bus Ride directories [I, 9]. The objectives of the 

postcard survey were I) to determine the number of agencies using each type 

of plan and 2) to form the basis for selection of a smaller sample to be 

used in more in-depth telephone interview. A total of 555 postcards were 

mailed, representing an estimated 75 to 80 percent of the nation's operators 

in cities of over 10,000 population. The 319 responding operators account 

for 59.3 percent of those receiving postcards. 

Postcard recipients were asked to do three things: indicate "yes" or 

"no" to a series of ten questions on prepayment, c ire I e a I I modes of 

transit they operate, and check a special box if they were aware of prepayment 

plans in their system's history. The postcard questionnaire is reproduced 

in Figure A-1, and totals from the respondents are tabulated in Table A-I. 

The "transit modes operated" sum to mere than the tota I number of respondents, 

since a given transit system may operate more than one mode. 

Fol lowing the postcard survey, a telephone survey was conducted to 

obtain a more detailed picture of prepayment use among transit operators. A 

total of 146 operators were contacted. In determining which systems should 

be included in the sample to be telephoned, several decision rules were applied: 

il No more than one third of the operators indicating use of only 

tickets or only tokens were included, 

2) Al I responding operators serving cities of 250,000 population 

or greater were included, 

3) One half of the responding operators serving cities between 

100,000 and 250,000 population were included, 

4) One fourth of the responding operators serving cities of less 

than 100,000 population were included, 

5) One fourth of the responding operators having no form of 

prepayment were included, and 
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6) One tenth of a I I operators not responding to the postcard 

survey were included. 

Please check "yes" or "no" box for each statement, 

IN OUR TRANSIT SYSTEM, PATRONS MAY PURCHASE: yes no 
D D I. Tickets 
D □ 2. Tokens 
D □ 3. Punch cards (multiple rides) 
D □ 4. Passes (no further fare with use) 
D □ 5. Permits (discounted fare with use) 
D □ 6. Stored-fare cards (magnetic encoding) 

D □ 7. PATRONS PAY FOR SERVICE VIA A CREDIT CARD 

Check here l f you know of prepayment □ 
plans In your system's history ..•.. 

CCM-1ENTS: 

D □ 8. OTHER PREPAYMENT PLANS ARE AVAILABLE (describe _____________ _ 

D □ 9. Prepayment is aval !able to al I patrons (I imitations 
D □ 10. Prepayment is possible for all services (I Imitations------------

PLEASE CIRCLE ALL TYPES OF TRANSIT THAT YOU OPERATE: 
Commuter Rat I, Rall Rapid, Line Bus, Trolley, Demand Responsive, Taxi, Jitney, Vanpool, 
Subscription/Express Bus 

Figure A-1. Postcard Questionnaire Sent to U.S. Transit Operators 

Within each size group the members were not determined randomly. Rather, 

the returned postcards were analyzed and systems were selected on the basis 

of plan combinations present. Systems known to have interesting approaches 

to prepayment were included, and pub I ic operators were included ,more 

frequently than private. The resulting 146-system sample includes 112 

operators who indicated on the postcard survey use of some form of fare 

prepayment, 8 operators who indicated that they did not have prepayment, 

and 26 operators who failed to respond to the postcard survey. 

The I 12 operators who reported use of prepayment on the postcard 

survey and who were later telephoned occasionally interpreted some of the 

prepayment classes differently than we have defined them. For example, 

some operators refer to their punch cards as "punch tickets" and therefore 

indicated use of tickets rather than punch cards. Such differences in 

interpretation were clarified when we talked with the operators on the 

telephone. The data recorded during the telephone interviews consistently 

conforms to our definitions of the various prepayment types. 

The postcard sample is more representative of al I transit operators in 

the country than the telephone survey sample, since we intentionally chose 

to cal I large operators and operators who have the most interesting plans. 

The group of operators who did not respond to the postcard survey were 
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Total Respondents 

TABLE A-1. POSTCARD SURVEY RESULTS 
U.S. TRANSIT OPERATORS 

319 

Types of Fare Prepayment Offered Yes No % Yes 

Tickets 179 137 

Tokens 87 229 

Punch Cards 87 229 

Passes 104 212 

Permits 69 247 

Magnetic Stored Fare 3 313 

Credit Card 3 313 

Other 22 294 

Is Prepayment Ava i I ab I e to a 11 Patrons? 158 82 

Is Prepayment Possible for a 11 Services? 210 9 
Number of 

Transit Modes Operated Operators % of 

Commuter Rai I 8 

Ra i I Rapid 11 

Line Bus 279 

Trolley 9 
I 

Demand Responsive 27 

Taxi 5 

Jitney I 

Vanpool 2 

Subscription Express Bus 68 

Knowledqe of Prepayment Plans in System's Hi story 58 

hypothesized to have less use of prepayment than the ones who did respond. 

Some of these were cal led to determine whether this hypothesis could be 

accepted. 

By examining the differences that exist between the various samples, 

we developed estimates of the percentage of U.S. transit operators that use 
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28 

28 

33 

22 

I 

I 

7 

66 

96 

Total 

3 

3 

88 

3 

9 

2 

I 

22 



each prepayment type. The calculation of this estimate wi I I be more easily 

understood from Table A-2. The entries in column A of Table A-2 are the 

percentages of operators who reported having each of the prepayment plans. 

The percentages do not sum to 100 percent in this and other columns, 

because operators often have more than one prepayment plan. Column B shows 

the postcard responses among those responding operators who were also 

TABLE A-2. ADJUSTMENTS APPLIED TO OBTAIN AN 
OVERALL ESTIMATE OF PREPAYMENT PLAN USE 

Correction Adjustment Adjustment 
Postcard Factor For For For Non-

Postcard Non- Postcard Telephone Responses 
Respondents Postcard Telephone Respondents Misinterp. Samp I e Bi ac 0.6(F) 

N=3l 9 N= 112 N= 112 N=26 c.;.B= AxE= +0.4CDl= 
Plan Type A B C D E F G 

Percent Percent 

Tickets 56. I 47.8 43.5 42.9 0.91 5 I . I 48 

Tokens 27. 3 33.0 33.0 25.0 I .00 27. 3 26 

Passes 32.6 43.5 53.9 42.9 I .24 40.4 41 

Permits 21. 6 30.4 37.4 39.3 I. 23 26.6 32 

Punch Cards 27.3 26. I 40.0 25.0 I. 53 41. 8 35 

No Prepay-
ment 13.6 8.7 4.3 7. I 0.49 6.7 

telephoned. The differences between columns A and B reflect the decision to 

choose operators for telephone interviews on the basis of interesting 

prepayment plans. Column C shows the corrected percentages of responding 

operators with each prepayment type, according to our definitions of the 

various types. Column D shows the percentages of non-responding operators 

7 

who have various prepayment p I ans, according to the te I ephone i nter~v i ews with 

26 non-respondents. Column E shows correction factors, computed by dividing 

the entries in column C by those in column B. The correction factors are 

multiplied by the corresponding entries in column A to produce estimates of the 

true percentages of responding operators having each plan (column F). Column G 

is a weighted average of the corrected percentages among responding operators 

(column Fl and the percentages determined from the sample of non-responding 

operators who were telephoned (column D). The .6/.4 weighting scheme is based 

on the 60 percent response rate to the postcard survey. The final estimates 
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in column Gare thought to be a slightly better indication of the incidence of 

transit prepayment plans in the U.S. than the raw percentages resulting from 

the postcard survey alone. 
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APPEND IX B 
TRANSIT OPERATORS SURVEYED 

8. I CITIES IN THE TELEPHONE SAMPLE OF U.S. TRANSIT OPERATORS 

Table B-1 I ists the 146 operators who were interviewed by telephone in 

September and October of 1975. Operators are listed in rank order according 

to the population of their service areas. Each system is identified by the 

major city in which it operates, although some multi-jurisdiction systems 

are identified by the cities in which their transit offices are located. 

Systems serving the New York City and Chicago metropolitan areas are grouped 

respectively under those titles rather than under the cities in which their 

operators are based. 

How To Read The Columns 

"SVC. AREA POP." is the service area population as reported by the 

respondent. The figures were recorded during the telephone interviews and 

verified later by a mai I ing to al I respondents. In some cases the population 

reflects a single city, while in others the service area Is a complete SMSA or 

larger. 

"NO. VEH." is the reported number of vehicles owned or leased by the 

transit operator, as of July 1975. Figures for multi-modal systems generally 

include al I vehicles, rather than buses alone. The same verification procedure 

was fo 11 owed as above. 

"AVG. DAI LY RIDERS" is the average daily ridership reported by the 

operator. It is an estimate reflecting average weekday (not including weekends) 

ridership in the month prior to July 1975. 

"RECENT GROWTH" refers to a one-year period prior to the telephone 

interview. Respondents were asked whether vehicles, route-miles, and ridership 

had changed over the past twelve months. The answers, "increased", "stayed 

the same", and "decreased" in each instance are non-numeri ca I; changes are 

substantial in some cases and very slight in others. The fol lowing symbols 

are used for these changes in Table 8-1: "+" for increased, "s" for stayed 

the same, and 11
-

11 for decreased. "SYS" represents a combination of vehicle and 

route-mi le changes, while "RIDER" indicates a change in system ridership. 

"PREPAYMENT" indicates the actual formats avai I able in each system. Numbers 

reflect how many plans are available within each format, corresponding to the 

column label. (For Los Angeles, the "3" under "passes" means there are three 

different pass plans available to patrons). Parentheses indicate that at least 

one of the enclosed plans is used by 20 percent, or more, of the ridership. 
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The data on prepayment is current as of July 1975 and subject to widespread 

changes, since many transit operators are currently experimenting with different 

prepayment methods. 

Numbers in brackets, [ ], ide,ntify notes at the end of Table B-1. 

It should be emphasized that al I data in the table was supplied to us 

by individual transit operators. Particularly in large metropolitan areas 

it is difficult to judge the extent of coverage of a transit system over 

the population. In our attempts to cross-check the population figures with 

published data on urban area sizes, we found significant differences in some 

cases but have generally left the numbers as quoted to us by the survey 

respondents. 
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TABLE B-1. SELECTED TRANSIT SYSTEMS 
Rank Order by Population Served 

CITY (OPERATOR) 

New York Metropolitan Area 
Metro Transp Auth, bus [I] 
Metro Transp Auth, subway* 
Long Island Rai I road NY* 
Staten Is. Rapid Transit NY 1 

Brooklyn NY (Pioneer Bus) 
Port Authority NY* [2] 
Atlantic City NJ (Lincoln) 
Bergenfield NJ (Rockland) 
CI i fton NJ 
Garf i e Id NJ 

Los Angeles CA (SCRTD) 
Detroit Ml (SEMTA) [4] 
Chicago Metropolitan Area 

Chicago IL (CTA) 
I I linois Central Gulf RR* 
Hammond IN 

Washington DC (WMATA) 
Boston MA (MBTA) 
San Francisco CA (BART)* [7] 
Baltimore MD 
Philadelphia PA (SEPTA) [8] 
St. Paul MN (MTC) 

Cleveland OH (RTA) 
Santa Ana CA (OCTD) 
Pittsburgh PA (PAT) 
Oakland CA (ACT) 
Denver CO (RTD) 

St. Louis MO (Bi-State) 
Miami FL (Dade County) 
Seattle WA 
Kansas City MO 
Houston TX 
Buffalo NY 
San Jose CA 
Columbus OH 
Milwaukee WI (MTS) 

San Diego CA 
Portland OR 
Dallas TX 
Camden NJ (PATCO)* 

SVC. 
AREA 
POP. 

12,076,000 
12,076,000 
7,030,000 

350,000 
800,000 

I, 000, 000 
[3] 
[3] 
[3] 
[3] 

10,000,000 
4,736,000 

4,000,000 
[5] 
[6] 

3,000,000 
2,760,000 
2,348,000 
2,300,000 
2,000,000 
2,000,000 

1,750,000 
1,670,000 
I ,600,000 
I , 600,000 
I , 500,000 
I , 500,000 
1,450,000 
I, 400,000 
I, 300,000 
I, 232,000 
1,148,000 
I, I 00, 000 
I , 051, 000 
I , 000, 000 

900,000 
900,000 
888,000 
850,000 

NO. 
VEH. 

4500 
6700 
1105 

52 
65 

299 
86 

160 
7 

15 
2212 

225 

3500 
161 

14 
2030 
1838 
274 

1021 
2400 
1000 

1154 
244 

1073 
807 
485 
858 
516 
625 
304 
375 
523 
236 
275 
523 

349 
422 
449· 

75 

AVG. 
DAILY 
RIDERS 

2,463,000 s -
3,600,000 s -

250,000 s s 
18,000 s + 
8,000 s + 

145,000 s + 
5,500 s -

28,500 s s 
3,600 s s 
3,000 - -

650,000 + + 
24,000 s + 

I , 900, 000 + -
30,000 + -

420 s s 
400,000 + + 
475,000 s -
124,000 + + 
390,000 - s 
800,000 s + 
210,000 + + 

356,000 + -
30,000 + + 

385,000 + + 
205,000 - -
I 00, 000 + + 
200,000 + + 
195,204 - + 
140,000 + + 
74,000 + + 
90,000 + + 
65,000 + + 
40,000 + + 
35,000 + s 

150,000 + -

125,000 + + 
104,000 + + 
100,000 + + 
40,000 s + 

*Commuter rai I or rai I rapid service only, no buses. 

I 2 
( I l 

I ( 2 l ( I l 
( I ( I ) 

I I 
no prepayment 
(3 
4 I 
2 
2 
I 3 2 

( I 2 2 I 

2 

(2 
I I 

I 3 I I 

I 2 I I 
I I I 

I 3 

I I 2 
I (4) 

2 I 3 
( I I 
(3 3 

I I I 
2 

2 4 I 
I I 
3 

I (1)(2) I 
2 I ( 2) 

( I I 
2 (2) 

3 I 
( 2) 

I I I 

LEGEND: "+" indicates an increase from 1974 to 1975, "-" means a decrease, "s" 
means it stayed the same, and "( )" indicates use by 20 percent or mere of the 
riders for at least one of the enclosed plans. 
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CITY (OPERATOR) 

TABLE B-1. (Continued) 

SVC. 
AREA 
POP. 

NO. 
VEH. 

AVG. 
DAI LY 
RIDERS 

I I I I 
Memphis TN 
Phoenix AZ 

850,000 
784,000 
770,000 
750,000 
750,000 
750,000 
725,000 
720,000 
716,000 
690,000 
634,000 
600,000 
560,000 
550,000 
545,000 
513,000 
500,000 
500,000 

300 
125 
235 
421 
180 
263 
185 
205 

55,000 s - no prepayment 
23,000 + + 2 I 

Lou i sv i I I e KY 
Cincinnati OH 
Salt Lake City UT 
San Antonio TX 
Birmingham AL 
Albany NY 
San Francisco CA (Muni) 
Rochester NY 
Sacramento CA 
New Orleans LA 
Jacksonvi I le FL 
Wilmington DE (DAST) [9] 
Omaha NB 
Providence RI 
Fort Worth TX 
Nashvi I le TN 

1084 
246 
201 
510 
220 

40 
165 
186 
121 
135 

40,000 + + 
105,000 + + 
31,000 + + 
65,000 + + 
34,500 + + 
42,000 s s 

553,QQO + I+ 
50,000 s i -
50,000 + + 

300,000 + -
45,000 + -

650 + + 
34,000 + + 
58,000 S I+ 
18,000 + s 
25,000 + + 

Tucson AZ 450,000 96 21,600 + + 
Holyoke MA 450,000 103 [10] + -
Oklahoma City OK 400,000 60 4,500 s s 
Grand Rapids Ml 400,000 63 8,000 + + 
Albuquerque NM 399,000 67 11,684 + + 
Harrisburg PA 372,000 57 16,000 + + 
Wilmington DE (DART) [I I] 371,000 94 25,000 + + 
Fresno CA 363,000 60 16,000 + + 
Akron OH 363,000 72 12,000 + + 
Tulsa OK 360,000 I 15 17,000 + + 
El Paso TX 360,000 41 20,000 - s 
Fl int Ml 330,000 47 10,000 + + 
Charlotte NC 305,000 120 21,000 + -
Baton Rouge LA 300,000 60 I I , 400 + + 
Austin TX 300,000 55 20,200 s + 
North Andover MA 300,000 62 6,400 + + 
Chattanooga TN 280,000 95 I I, 500 + + 
Wichita KS 280,000 46 8,000 + + 
Hampton VA 277,000 99 23,000 + s 
St. Petersburg FL 260,000 78 26,000. s + 
San Bernardino CA 250,000 42 10,500: + + 
Richmond VA 250,000 219 68,000 + + 

I Fort Wayne IN 1 240,000 80 11,000: s s 
j Scranton PA I 225,000 4° 10,500 ! + + 

I 

I 
4 

I 2 
I 2 
I I 
2 c2: 
I 

2 
I 

(3) 

2 I 
2 I 

( 2) 

I 2 
I 

C 3) ( I 
I (2) 

I 
2 

I C I ) 

3 
I 

I 
I I 

C I l 

I 
2 I ( 2) 

no prepayment 

( 2 i\ 1 I 
( 2) 

2 
( I l 
2 

( I ) 

I (2) 

( I ) 
I ( I ) 

I ( 2) ( I ) 
I I 2 

2 I I 

C I 

!Kingston PA ' 225,000 52. 17,500i s '. s I I 
--·--------------'-----'-------'---------'-_J___ -------~-~-

LEGEND: "+" indicates an increase from 1974 to 1975, "-" means a 
means it stayed the same, and"()" indicates use by 20 percent or 
riders for at least one of the enclosed plans. 
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TABLEB-1. (Continued) 

RECENT /PREPAYMENT I 
7 
' 'I> I 

" 0 / 
GROWTII ~, 

SVC. AVG. '<- I ei"- ,? ei" ,"- :<:- ,j 
AREA NO. DAI LY ~ ;. cJ ~ 0" l" 0° ~

01 

CITY (OPERATOR) POP. VEH. RIDERS c:;: "?:- Ix.' ><-0 c:i,1:, c:i,
0 c:i," o i 

I ' 

Ventura CA 223,000 32 6,000 + + 2 I 2 
Spokane WA 215,000 90 18,000 s + I ( I l 
Montebe I lo CA 200,000 26 8,000 s s I 
Lancaster PA 200,000 36 4,800 - 5 I I 
Tacoma WA 200,000 116 21,000 s - I I ( 2) 
Charleston WV 200,000 70 16,000 + + I I 

Mobile AL 190,000 40 8,000 s - I 
Portsmouth VA 170,000 47 5,600 s s 2 
Ann Arbor MI 169,000 78 8,300 + + I I 2) 
Savannah GA 163,000 60 18,000 s + I I 
Maple Heights OH 162,000 48 3,700 - + I I 
Ka I amazoo MI 152,000 49 5,071 + + I (2) 
Winston-Salem NC 150,000 64 12,000 s + I I I I 
Portland ME 150,000 71 12,000 + + I I 2 
Rockford IL 147,000 42 9,800 + + I ( 2) 
New Haven CT 137,000 9 I, I 00 1 s - I 
Springfield MO 125,000 63 4,500 - - ( 2) I 
Canton OH I 15,000 67 7,000 + + no prepayment 
Elmira NY I I 5,000 14 850 s 5 ( I ) ( I ) 
Springfield IL I I 3,000 45 10,500 + + I ( I l 
Santa Cruz CA I IO, 000 30 6,000 + + 3 I I 
Monterey CA 105,000 14 2,300 + + I ( I ) 
Huntsvi I le AL 100,000 6 500 s - ( 3) 
Mi nneapo I is MN 100,000 13 I ,430 ( I ) I 

+ + 
Sioux City IA 100,000 30 4,995 + + I 3 
Champaign IL 100,000 15 4,000 s + I I 

Manchester NH 99,000 29 5,000 - + I I 2 
Decatur IL 91,000 23 4,000 + + I 2 
Altoona PA 90,000 34 5,600 s s ( 2) 
Melbourne FL 90,000 6 450 s + 2 I I 
Kenosha WI 88,000 30 3,500 + + ( I ) ( I ) 
Fargo ND LI 2] 85,000 21 760 s s (I) 
Lafayette LA 85,000 20 2,700 + + I 
Johnstown PA 84,000 38 6,500 s - ( I ) 
Bou Ider CO 80,000 22 5,600 s + I I I I 
Derby CT (Va I I ey Transit) 76,000 8 500 + s ( I ) 
Bi I Ii ngs MT 75,000 11 2,200 + + ( I ) 5 I 
Bay City Ml 74,000 8 I, 150 + + I I 2 
Albany GA 72,000 8 750 s + no prepayment 
Galveston TX 65,000 121 18,000 s s ( I ) I I 
Lawrence KS 65,000 12 8,300 s + ( I ) 
La Crosse WI 60,000 I 25 2,900 + s ( I ) I 
Olean NY 60,000 I 7 243 s 5 ( I ) 

LEGEND: "+" indicates an increase from 1974 to 1975, "-" means a decrease, "s" 
means it stayed the same, and " ( )" indicates use by 20 percent or more of the 
riders for at least one of the enclosed plans. 
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TABLE 8- I . (Continued) 

CITY (OPERATOR) 

Whittier CA [13] 
Kent OH 
Alexandria LA 
Rochester MN 
St. Cloud MN 
Wausau WI 
Jackson TN 
Jackson Ml 
Chapel Hi 11 NC 
Bur I i ngton I A 
Lowe I I MA (Marine! Trans.) 
Fond Du Lac WI 
New London CT 
Annapo Ii s MD 
Torrington CT 
W. Memphis AK (Bridge Transit) 
Westport CT 
Staunton VA 
Davis CA 
Middletown NY [15] 
Charlottesvi I le VA 
Baby Ion NY 

SVC. 
AREA 
POP. 

60,000 
58,000 
55,000 
53,000 
52,000 
50,000 
46,000 
45,000 
45,000 
40,000 
40,000 
36,000 
35,000 
33,000 
32,000 
30,000 
28,000 
27,000 
25,000 
23,000 
15,000 
8,000 

NO. 
VEH. 

58 
30 
18 
20 
I I 
22 
12 
10 
35 
12 
9 

11 
2 
4 
3 
6 
9 

16 
17 
15 
17 
12 

AVG. 
DA I LY 
RIDERS 

2,400 s -
22,000 s + 

2,700 s -
3,400 s + 
I, 700 s + 
2,800 s + 
2, I 00 s + 
I , 450 s s 

12,500 + + 
1,400 + + 

291 s s 
I, 000 s + 

141 s + 
2,800 s -
[14] + s 

120 s -
2,000 
2,000 
2,000 

750 
12,000 

I, 200 

s + 
s s 
+ + 
s s 
+ + 
s + 

( I ) 
I 

I ( 2) 
( I l I I 

I ( I l 
I 

I ( 2 l 
I ( 2 l I 

5 I 
no prepayment 

I ( I ) I I I I I 
no prepayment 

2 
I 2 

( I ) 

( I ) 

( 3) 

I 
( I ) 
( I l 

no prepayment <---------------~------'----~-----~-~- -~~~ 

Notes to Table B-1: 

[I] Metropolitan Transportation Authority of New York operates the Metropolitan 
Suburban Bus Authority, New York City Transit Authority, the Long Island 
Rai I road Company, the Staten Island Rapid Transit Orerating Authority, and 
the Erie-Lackawanna and Penn Central commuter trains in addition to the 
subways. The bus operating statistics are I isted separately from the subway 
and rail components. 

[2J PATH figures exclude suburban counties served by commuter rai I roads. 

[3] These operations are based in New Jersey cities with a large component of the 
ridership being commuter traffic into New York City, but also carry local 
traffic in the home city or county. Service area population was not 
calculated. 

[4] SEMTA serves suburban area around Detroit. It does not include Detroit 
DOT service in the city. 

[5] Single commuter rail line into Chicago. Service area population not 
calculated. 

L6] Commuter buses into the Chicago area from neighboring Hammond. Service area 
population not calculated. 

[7] 274 cars in BART revenue service, of a 450-car total fleet. 
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Notes (Concluded): 

[8] Excludes commuter rai I and suburban I ines. Total SEPTA service area is 
4 mi I Ii on. 

[9] Demand Responsive Transportation for seniors and handicapped throughout 
the State of Delaware. 

[JO] Figure unavai labfe. 

[I I] Delaware Authority for Regional Transportation offers conventional transit 
in the Wilmington metropolitan area. 

[12] Figures reflect demand-responsive and non-school bus service only. The 
operator also runs 20 school buses and 50 taxicabs. 

[13] Commuter subscription service in Los Angeles Metropolitan area. 

[14] Figure unavai I able. 

[15] Figures apply to operations within the city limits, only. 

B.2 OPERATORS STRATIFIED BY PREPAYMENT FORMAT 

Table B-2 I ists the responding operators who offer each prepayment format 

(tickets, tokens, etc.), current as of July 1975. Tickets and punch cards are 

subdivided by the number of trips sold in a unit: l-to-9 rides, IO-to-19 rides, 

or 20-plus rides. Passes are categorized as: one-day, 2-to-7 days, monthly 

and bi-monthly, 2-to-11 months, annual, or unlimited duration. P'ermits are 

I isted by avai labi I ity to the general pub I ic, students, or senior citizens and 

handicapped. 

Within each format class the systems are I isted in alphabetical order, 

first by state, then by city within states. Where operators offer multiple 

plans using the same format (i.e. both regular and student 10-ride punch cards), 

the number of such plans is indicated in brackets fol lowing the particular city 

(operator). 
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TABLE B-2. 
OPERATORS STRATIFIED BY PREPAYMENT FORMAT 

City (Operator) [Number of Plans in Class] 

TICKETS, l-to-9 rides** TICKETS 
1----~---------, I 0- I 9 r i des*** cont i n ued 
San Bernardino CA 
San Francisco CA (Muni) 
Ventura CA [2] 
Denver CO (RTD) 
J acksonvi 11 e FL 
Decatur IL 
Portland ME 
Ho I yoke MA 
Bay City Ml 
Detroit Ml CSEMTA) 
Grand Rapids Ml 
Oma ha NB 
Atlantic City NJ [2] (Linc 
CI i fton 1\JJ [2] 
Garfield NJ 
Buffalo NY 
Long Is. Rai I road NY* 
Middletown NY 
Staten Island NY* 
Olean NY 
Char I otte NC [2] 
Winston-Salem NC 
Cleveland OH 
Columbus OH 
Altoona PA 
Lancaster PA 
Philadelphia PA 
Tacoma WA 
Charleston WV 
Kenosha WI 

TICKETS, I 0-19 rides*** 

W. Memphis AR 
Birmingham AL 
Los Angeles CA 
Santa Ana CA 
Denver CO (RTD) 
Washington DC 
Wilmington DE 
Melbourne FL [2] 
Hammond IN 
Louisville KY 
Holyoke MA 
Grand Rapids Ml 

*Systems with ra i I, on I y 

Springfield MO 
Bi I Ii ngs MT 
Atlantic City NJ (Lincoln) 
Bergenf i e Id NJ 
Garf i e Id NJ 
Elmira NY 
Kent OH 
Oklahoma City OK [2] 
Portland OR 
A I toona PA 
Pittsburgh PA 
Scranton PA 
Chattanooga TN 
Jackson TN 
Portsmouth VA [2] 
Richmond VA 
Milwaukee WI [2] 
Wausau WI 

TICKETS, 20-plus rides*** 

Oakland CA (ACT) 
Bou Ider CO 
Denver CO (RTD) 
Wilmington DE [2] 
Hammond IN 
Baltimore MD 
North Andover MA 
Springfield MO 
Bergenfield NJ [3] 
Pittsburgh PA 
Chattanooga TN 
San Antonio TX 
Seattle WA [2] 

TOKENS 

Birmingham AL 
Fresno CA 
Oakland CA (ACT) 
Sacramento CA [2] 
San Francisco CA (Muni) 
Bou Ider CO 
Wilmington DE (DART) 

TOKENS, continued 

Washington DC 
St. Petersburg FL 
Savannah GA 
Champaign IL 
Chicago IL (CTA) 
Springfield IL 
Wichita KS 
Lou i sv i I I e KY 
New" Orleans LA 
Baltimore MD [2] 
Boston MA 
Ho I yoke MA 
Ann Arbor Ml 
FI int Ml 
Kalamazoo Ml 
Minneapolis MN 
St. Paul MN (MTC) 
St. Cloud MN 
Springfield MO 
Chapel Hi 11 NC 
Albuquerque NM 
Albany NY 
Buffalo NY 
Long Is. Railroad NY [2]'t 
New York NY (MTA)**** 
Rochester NY 
Philadelphia PA 
Kingston PA 
Providence RI [2] 
Chattanooga TN 
Ft. Worth TX 
Galveston TX 
Salt Lake City UT 
Spokane WA 
Fond Du Lac WI 
LaCrosse WI 
Wausau WI 

ONE-DAY PASS 

Sacramento CA 
Santa Cruz CA 
Ventura CA 
Boulder CO 
Melbourne FL 

**Sold singly, bulk less than 10, or bulk to customer-specified numbers 
***Sold in books or strips 
****Applies to MTA buses and subways. 
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r----
DAY PASS, continued 

Champaign IL 
Baltimore MD 
Bay City Ml 
New York NY (MTA) [2]**** 
Tu Isa OK 
Portland OR 
Charlottesvi I le VA 
Seattle WA 
Tacoma WA 
Fond Du Lac WI 

2-6 DAY PASS f--------------1 
Huntsvi I le AL 
Fort Wayne IN 
Maple Heights OH 
Pittsburgh PA 

WEEKLY/Bl-WEEK PASS 

Jacksonvi I le FL 
St. Petersburg FL 
Fort Wayne IN 
Burlington IA [2] 
Jackson MI 
St. Louis MO 
Charlotte NC 
Cleveland OH 
Richmond VA 
Milwaukee WI [2] 

TABLE B-2. (Continued) 

MONTHLY PASS, continued 

Bi 11 i ngs MT 
Albuquerque NM 
Albany NY 
Brooklyn NY 
Buffalo NY 
Rochester NY 
Staten Island NY* 
Winston-Salem NC 
Cincinnati OH 
Oklahoma City OK 
Tu Isa OK 
Portland OR 
Ki ngstown PA 
Da I las TX 
Ft. Worth TX 
Salt Lake City UT [4] 
Seattle WA 

2- I I MONTH PASS 

Huntsvi I le AL [2] 
Davis CA 
Lawrence KS 
Baton Rough LA 
Detroit Ml (SEMTAJ* 
Rochester MN 
Bi 11 ings MT [2] 
Chapel Hi 11 NC 
A I buq uerq ue NM 
Albany NY 
Buffalo NY 

1-'-M"'-O_NT--H_L __ Y_P_A--SS'----------i Kent OH 
Charlottesvi I le VA 

Phoenix AZ Seattle WA 
Tucson AZ [2] Lacrosse WI 
Fresno CA [2] 
Los Angeles CA CSCRTDJ [3] ANNUAL PASS 1-'--C."-'-''-'-='---'-;__;_:_"----------t 
Sacramento CA 
San Bernardino CA 
San Diego CA [3] 
San Francisco CA (Muni) 
San Jose CA [2] 
Santa Ana CA [4] 
Santa Cruz CA [2] 
St. Petersburg FL 
Burlington IA [2] 
Portland ME 
Boston MA [3] 
Ann Arbor MI [2] 
Detroit Ml CSEMTAl 

*Systems with rai I, only 

Westport CT 
Burlington IA 
Sioux City IA 
North Andover MA 
Bi 11 i ngs MT 
Chapel Hi 11 NC 
Charlottesvi I le VA 
Seatt I e WA 

UNLIMITED PASS 

Phoenix AZ 

**Permit plan I imited to employees of one firm 
****Applies to MTD buses and subways. 
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UNLIMITED PASS, continued 

Tucson AZ 
Monterrey CA 
San Bernardino CA 
Torrington CT 
Rockford IL 
Baton Rouge LA 
St. Cloud MN 
Billings MT 
Harrisburg PA 
Johnstown PA 
Lancaster PA 
Philadelphia PA 
Na sh vi I I e TN 

PERMIT, aeneral oubl ic 

Denver CO (RTD) 
Pittsburgh PA [3] 
Houston TX** 
Seattle WA 

STUDENT PERMIT (K-12) 

Los Angeles CA (SCRTD) 
San Berna rd i no CA 
Denver CO (RTD) 
New Haven CT 
Melbourne FL 
Miami FL (Dade County) 
Chicago IL CCTA) 
Decatur IL 
Baltimore MD 
Jackson Ml 
Winston-Salem NC 
Cleveland OH 
Houston TX 
Richmond VA 
Spokane WA 
Tacoma WA 

SENIOR AND/OR HANDICAPPED 
PERMIT 

Los Angeles CA (SCRTD) 
San Diego CA 
San Jose CA 
Santa Cruz CA 
Boulder CO 
Denver CO (RTD) 
Jacksonvi I le FL 



TABLE B-2. (Concluded) 

,-::Sc=E:-:-N -:--:I OR="""""AN-:--:D,.-,/"'"o=-R -,-H77A:--cN D"""l:-::C'"'"A-:::-P--,---:P:c,U:-:-NC::::H-,-:,C-,-,AR::-.D::---------r.:P:-:-'.U:-:-NC~H-,----:::C-:-cAR::-::D:---------- ' 
t PERMIT, continued 10-19 rides, continued 20 plus rides, continued 

Miami FL (Dade County) 
Chicago IL (CTA) 
Ft. Wayne IN 
Alexandria LA 
Lafayette LA 
New Or I eans LA 
Detroit Ml (SEMTA) [2] 
Jackson Ml 
St. Cloud MN 
Kansas City MO 
St. Louis MO 
Bi 11 i ngs MT 
Omaha NB 
Manchester NH 
Bergen fie I d NJ 
Albuquerque NM 
Albany NY 
Brooklyn NY (Pioneer Busl 
Buffa Io NY 
Rochester NY 
Cincinnati OH 
Cleveland OH 
Columbus OH 
Maple Heights OH 
Oklahoma City OK 
Tu Isa OK 
Chattanooga TN 
Nash vi I I e TN 
Dallas TX 
Ft. Worth TX 
Galveston TX 
i'louston TX 
San Antonio TX 
Hampton VA 
Richmond VA 
Tacoma WA 
Kenosha WI 

PUNCH CARD, l-to-9 rides 

Burlington IA 
Bay City Ml 

PUNCH CARD, I 0- 19 rides 

Birmingham AL 
Davis CA 

Montebe I I o CA 
San Francisco CA (Muni) 
Santa Cruz CA 
Ventura CA [2] 
Torrington CT [2] 
Westport CT 
Rockford IL [2] 
Ft. Wayne IN 
Sioux City IA [3] 
Portland ME [2] 
Anna po Ii s MD [2] 
North Andover MA 
Detroit Ml (SEMTA) 
Grand Rapids MI 
St. Paul MN (MTC) [2] 
Rochester MN [2] 
Kansas City MO 
St. Louis MO 
Omaha NB 
Manchester NH [2] 
Elmira NY 
Rochester NY 
Winston-Salem NC 
Akron OH 
Da I las TX* 
Ft. Worth TX 
Staunton VA 
Fond Du Lac WI 

PUNCH CARD, 20 p I us rides 

Birmingham AL 
Mobile AL 
Phoenix AZ 
Monterrey CA 
San Jose CA [2] · 
Savannah GA 
Springfield IL 
Wichita KS 
Boston MA (MBTA) 
Bay City Ml 
Kalamazoo Ml [2] 
St. Paul MN (MTC) 
Albuquerque NM 
Long Island RR NY 
Chapel Hi 11 NC 
Fargo ND 

Tulsa OK [2] 
Harrisburg PA 
Nashvi I le TN 
Austin TX 
Fort Worth TX [2] 
Galveston TX 
San Antonio TX 
Charleston WV 

MAGNETIC STORED FARE 

San Francisco CA (BART)** 
Chicago IL ( I I I i no is Centra I 

Gulf RR)** 
Camden NJ (PATCO)** 

CREDIT CARD 

Derby CT (VAi ley Transit) 

OTHER 

Whittier CA (roster on sub
scription buses) 

Wilmington DE (DAST) 
(monthly billing to par
ticipating agencies) 

San Antonio TX (roster on 
club car) 

*Punch card for 10 base tares@ 35~ and 30 zone charges @5~ 
**Systems with rail, only. 
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APPENDIX C 

TABULATION OF RESPONSES IN TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS 
WITH TRANSIT OPERATORS 

Operators were first queried about transit system characteristics and 

then were asked a series of questions about each prepayment plan avai 1-

able. For each transit system, one system data form was completed by the 

interviewer plus a~ data form for each available (or discontinued) 

plan. The questions are reprinted below, with the response categories, 

number of responses in each category (No.), and percent of the total 

responses (%). Non-categorical variables are described in brackets, as in 

question SI. Additional areas for comments were available with each 

question. Missing data on specific question causes the totals to vary and 

percentages to tota I I ess than I 00. 

System Data (For Each Transit System; Total=l46) 

SI. What is the geographical description of the area your system serves? 
[un-coded; interviewer records description] 

S2. What is its area? [actua I square mi le figure] 

S3. What was the 1970 Census population? [actual figure, in thousands] 

S4. What type of vehicle is used? 

No. % No. 
Bus 128 87.7 Bus & Trolley 3 
Rai I 6 4. I Bus & Rai I & Trolley 3 
Bus & Ra i I 3 2. I Other [describe] 3 

S5. Is there a Dia 1-A-Ri de component? 

No. % 
Fixed-route only 120 82.2 
Di a 1-A-Ri de 2 I. 4 
Combined 19 13.0 

S6. Is there subscription service for work or school trips? 

No. % No. 

% 
2. I 
2. I 
2. I 

% 
No 93 63. 7 Yes, work 16 II. 0 

S7. 

S8. 

What 

Yes, school 24 16.4 

days does the system operate? 

No. 
Every day 83 
No Sundays 51 
No Saturdays & Sundays I I 

% 
56.8 
34.9 
7.5 

Yes, school & work 13 

How many hours does the service 
through Fri day? 

operate on a normal workday: Monday 

Less than 12 
12-to-16 
Greater than 16 

No. % 
10 6.8 
60 41. i 
74 50.7 
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S9. Saturday hours ( if applicable). 

No. % 
Less than 12 17 I I • 6 
12-to- I 6 53 36.3 
Greater than 16 63 43.2 

SIO. Sunday hours ( i f a pp I i cab I e ) . 

No. % 
Less than 12 19 13.0 
I 2-to-16 9 6.2 
Greater than 16 51 34. 9 

SI I. What was the average weekday passenger count in the most recent year 
for which you have data? [actual number of average daily riders] 

Sl2. How many vehicles does the system currently own? [actual number] 

Sl3. Is this more or fewer than at this time last year? 

Sl4. Have 
past 

Greater than 10% 
increase 

Up to 10% increase 
Same as last year 
Up to 10% decrease 
Greater than 10% 

decrease 

total route mi I es 
year? 

Increased 
Stayed the same 
Decreased 

of 

No. % 

the 

40 27.4 
24 16.4 
70 47. 9 

8 5.5 

o. 7 

system 

No. % 
69 47.3 
71 48.6 

3 2. I 

increased or decreased over the 

S15. Has tota I system ridership increased, decreased or stayed the same over 
the past year? 

Greater than 10% 
increase 

Up to 10% increase 
Same as last year 
Up to 10% decrease 
Greater than I 0% 

decrease 

No. % 

43 29.5 
48 32.9 
29 19. 9 
16 11.0 

8 5.5 

Sl6. Do you have exact change fare payment? 

No. % 
No 41 28. I 
Yes 93 63.7 

Sl7. How many different prepayment plans are 

No. % 
0: 8 5.5 
I: 21 14.4 
2: 42 28.8 
3: 36 24.7 
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avai I able in your system? 

No. % 
4: 25 17. I 
5: 10 6.8 
6: 5 3.4 
7: I 0.7 



Plan Data (For Each Prepayment Plan; Tota1=408) 

Pl. What is the physical format of the thing purchased? 

No. 
Ticket 79 
Token 54 
Flash Pass (free 

ride) 114 
Permit (discount fare) 65 

P2. What does the prepayment buy? 

No. 
Free boarding 322 
Discounted Fare 66 
Entry to otherwise 

unavai I able service 5 

% 
19.4 
13.2 

27.9 
15.9 

% 
78.9 
16.2 

1.2 

Punch Card 
Magnetically Stored 

Fare 
Credit Card 
Other [describe] 

P3. ls cost per trip less than comparable cash fare? 

P4. 

PS. 

No 
Yes, less than 15% 

discount 
Yes, 16-30% discount 
Yes, 31-50% discount 

No. % 
66 16. 2 

39 9.6 
41 10.0 
67 16.4 

Does purchaser buy a fixed number of 

1-4 
5-9 
I 0-19 

No. % 
33 8. I 
10 2.5 
87 21.3 

Yes, greater than 50% 
discount 

Yes, free to customer 
Depends on use 
Required for service, 

t . 7 no comparable fare rips. 

Greater than 19 
No fixed number 

ls the privilege time-limited? (i.e. does it expire)? 

Less than 24 
l-to-6 days 
7-to-13 days 
14 days to I 

hours 

month 

No. % 
16 3.9 
6 I. 5 

17 4.2 
63 15. 4 

2 or 3 months 
4 months to I year 
unlimited 

No. 
73 

3 
I 
5 

No. 

39 
39 
86 

15 

% 
17.9 

0.7 
0.2 
I. 2 

% 

9.6 
9.6 

21. I 

3.7 

No. % 
47 I I .5 

220 53.9 

No. 
10 
37 

247 

% 
2.5 
9. I 

60.5 

P6. Does the plan encourage transfers between different modes or I ines? 

No. % 
No 194 47.5 
Yes 88 2 I • 6 
Not applicable [why?] 110 27.0 

P7. Is privilege I imited to certain times of the day? 

PB. 

Not I imited 
Off-peak on I y 

No. % 
319 57.1 

38 9.3 

ls plan eligibility age- I imited? 

Elem & Sec School 
No 

No. 
78 

233 

% 
19. I 
57. I 
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Evening 
Peak only 

Senior Citizens 
Senior & Handicapped 

No. 
I 

35 

No. 
51 
34 

% 
0.2 
8.6 

12.5 
8.3 



P9. Is plan I imited to certain classes (other than by age)? 

No. 
No class I imits 297 
Handicapped I I 
Handicap & Senior 

Citizens 34 
College or university 

students/staff 13 
Employees of partici-

pating employers 9 
Clients of partici-

pating agencies 14 
Other [describe] 12 

% 
72. 8 
2.7 

8.3 

3.2 

2.2 

3.4 
2.9 

PIO. Is plan I imited to certain area(s) of system's service area? 

No. % 
No 353 86. 5 
Yes 41 10.0 

PII. Is privilege limited to certain day(s) of week? 

None 
Weekends 

No. % 
330 80.9 

4 I. 0 
Weekdays only 
Sunday on I y 

P12. Is privilege I imited to certain services or uni imited? 

Un I imited 
School trips 

Pl3. Is plan transferable or 

Transferable 
Limited to person 
Limited to family 

No. % 
335 82. I 

40 9.8 
Work trips 
Other [describe] 

personally I imited? 

No. % 
196 48.0 
191 46. 8 

6 I .5 

Pl4. Is (pass, token, ticket ... ) purchased on vehicle? 

No 
Yes 

No. % 
314 77.0 

78 19. I 

PIS. Is (pass, token, ticket ... ) purchased at a booth or counter? 

I counter More than 5 

No. % 
59 14. 5 
2 0.5 

No. % 
10 2.5 
8 2.0 

No. % 

2-to-5 locations 

No. % 
116 28.4 
55 13. 5 locations 157 38.5 

P I 6. I s ( p I an ) so I d by ma i I ? 

No 
Yes 

No. % 
280 68.6 
112 27. 5 

No booth or counters 62 15.2 

Pl7. Is (pass, tokens ... ) sold in vending machines? 

No 
Yes 

No. % 
392 96. I 

3 0.7 
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PIS. Is (plan) avai I able through payrol I deduction? 

No 
Yes 

No. % 
379 92.9 

12 2.9 

Pl9. Can plan be paid for by a third 

No. 

party 

% 
No 
Yes, employer 
Yes, social welfare 

agency 

249 
29 

42 

61 .0 
7. I 

10. 3 

P20. Was this plan in effect July I, 1975? 

No 
Yes 

No. % 
35 8.6 

360 88.2 

directly to transit authority? 

No. 
Yes, stores 14 
Yes, school district 32 
Other [describe] 27 

P2I. In what month and year did this plan start? [_19_] 

% 
3.4 
7.8 
6.6 

P22. (For now-defunct plans). What month and year was this plan terminated? 

[_ 19 J 
P23. Do you feel that tota I system ridership was affected by the implementation 

of this plan? 

No. % No. % 
Don't know 98 24. 0 No change 129 31. 6 
Decreased 0 o.o Increased 177 43.4 

P24. Is there data avai !able that would support question 23? 

No. % 
No 266 65.2 
Yes 50 12.3 

P25. Do you feel that there was a change in system operating revenue as a 
result of this plan? 

Don't know 
Decreased 

No. % 
98 24. 0 
36 8.8 

No change 
Increased 

P26. Is there data available that would support question 25? 

No. % 
No 256 62.7 
Yes 40 9.8 

No. % 
154 37.7 
104 25.5 

P27. How did this plan affect management's total administrative costs of fare 
collection? 

No. % No. % 
No i nfo rmat ion 61 15.0 Increased 92 22.5 
Decreased I I 2.7 Initial increase 
No change 227 55.6 fol lowed by a 

decrease 2 0.5 

P28. Was staff added to administer the program? 

No. % No. % 
No 366 89.7 Three to five I 0.2 
One or two 21 5. I More than five 6 1.5 
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P29. Has the plan generated noticeable savings in the cost of coin hand Ii ng 
and counting? 

No. % 
No 358 87.7 
Yes 34 8.3 

P30. (Pass or permit plans only:) Do you have an estimate of how many persons 
are (pass/permit) holders at any given time? [actual number] 

P31. What percentage o1 boarding passengers use a (pass, permit, ticket ... I 
to board? 

Under 10% 
I l-to-20% 
2 l-to-40% 

No. % 
171 41. 9 
48 I 1.8 
38 9.3 

More than 40% 
Don't know 

P32. Why was this plan established? [interviewer records reasons] 

No. % 
Improve service 
Convenience 
Increase ridership 
Reduce costs 
Convenience and increase 

64 40.3 
25 15. 7 
17 10. 7 
2 I. 3 

ridership 8 5.0 
Get riders to commit to 

transit 3 1.9 
Legislative requirement 7 4.4 
Introduce service 5 3.1 
Miscellaneous reasons 28 17.6 
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APPENDIX D 
METHODOLOGIES FOR SURVEYS OF TRANSIT USERS 

D. I SEMTA DASH ON-BOARD SURVEY 

The SEMTA DASH survey was designed to ask some very specific 

questions related to the decisions made in choosing one form of prepayment 

over another. The respondents to this survey first answered a general set 

of questions about their trips on DASH and then branched to one of tour 

differently colored pages to answer questions specific to the payment 

method they used (see questionnaire in Appendix E). 

SEMTA has DASH express routes from 10 different suburbs and outlying 

cities to work locations in and around Detroit. On one of these, between 

Dearborn and downtown Detroit, only punch cards or cash can be used to pay 

for rides. On the other routes passengers have a choice among a monthly 

pass, a 40-trip punch card, a 10-trip punch card, or cash. We surveyed 

only passengers on these latter nine routes, which are covered by 13 

different buses (two of the routes have two buses, and another route has 

three buses). 

We were very fortunate to have the assistance of the DASH "bus 

captains", regular passengers who sel I passes and punch cards and 

generally monitor service. The bus captains know most of the passengers 

talrly wel I and were a tremendous help in distributing and collecting the 

questionnaires on the buses. <one of the 13 buses does not have a bus 

captain, so passengers must purchase their punch cards and tickets by 

mai I. A special surveyor covered this bus). Most of the questionnaires 

were completed on the afternoon of October 16, 1975, and the bus captains 

made an effort to cover al I remaining regular riders on subsequent days it 

they did not ride on that afternoon. Out of the daily estimated 

round-trip ridership of 250 passengers for the nine routes surveyed, 225 

questionnaires were completed and returned, tor a response rate of 

approximately 90 percent. 

D.2 TULSA ON-BOARD SURVEY 

In designing this survey we sought to relate means of tare payment to 

trip purpose, importance of discounts, importance of convenience, and 

characteristics of the transit user. Motivations tor the choice of 

prepayment have been exp I ored th rough a series of questions that use a 
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five-point scale to ascertain the I ikes and dislikes of respondents with 

respect to various features related to prepayment. The questionnaire is 

reproduced in Appendix E. 

The survey was conducted on a single day (December 17, 1975) from 6 

a.m. to I p.m. The advantage of the half-day survey is that the same 

commuter is not surveyed twice. To further avoid multiple responses by 

the same individual, passengers who indicated that they had previously 

completed a survey form were not given another. (A trained surveyor on 

each bus distributed and collected questionnaires and assisted passengers 

who had difficulty with the forms). 

In an effort to draw a sample which is representative of the population 

served by MTTA, 25 routes (of the 38 total) were surveyed. The routes were 

selected by applying two criteria. First, express routes primarily serving 

downtown-bound white collar workers were to be sampled in approximately equal 

numbers with non-express routes. (During peak hours a large portion of the 

passengers on the non-express routes are commuters, but a considerable number 

of students and persons with other trip purposes ride as wel I). 

A second criterion in selecting routes to be surveyed was to obtain a 

sample containing riders from neighborhoods which are maximally different. The 

underlying objective in this sampling procedure was to determine whether there 

is a generalized user response to fare prepayment among riders representing 

different age groups and income levels as wel I as having different trip purposes. 

The total number of respondents in the Tulsa on-board survey was I ,487. 

This represents an estimated 17 percent of al I users of the MTTA system during 

the hours of the survey. The response rate was very good. According to 

surveyor's records of the number of persons refusing the forms, over 90 percent 

of al I riders on the selected buses fi I led out forms. 

D.3 TULSA EMPLOYEE SURVEY 

The principal purpose of surveying employees in the Tulsa area was to 

determine whether sel I ing transit prepayment instruments at the place of work 

and subsidizing them by the employer stimulates transit usage. 

Approximately fifteen firms purchase punch cards for resale to their 

employees. Most of these firms subsidize the cards and sel I them at a discount, 

typically half price. Some of the firms discounting the punch cards I imit 

the number which can be purchased by an employee to two per month, but most 

have no such I imitations. 
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Five firms were selected for the employee survey. The firms were 

selected so as to include one which offers no discount, which it was hoped 

would serve as a control, al lowing us to compare the effects of 

convenience and cost saving. The firms selected include a major air I ine 

company (maintenance facility), a smal I engineering firm, a large bank, an 

electric utility company, and a construction company home office. 

Even in firms subsidizing the purchase of punch cards, not every 

employee chooses to ride transit. To gain insight into the motivations of 

those who have decided not to take advantage of discounted transit 

service, we asked employers to distribute the forms in equal shares to 

users and nonusers of transit. Such distribution was relatively simple, 

because most of the firms maintain records of punch card purchasers. One 

firm requested that al I employees be surveyed to ease distribution, so this 

was done. 

In al I, 2,200 survey forms were distributed to the five firms. Of 

these 999 were returned for a response rate of 45.4 percent. We were 

quite successful in obtaining equal samples of users and nonusers of 

transit, with 42.7 reporting that they are regular bus riders. Since the 

survey had to apply to transit users as we! I as nonusers, some of the 

questions on the questionnaire were to be directed at certain respondents 

only. Directions after each question tel I the respondent which question 

is to be answered next. (See questionnaire in Appendix E.) 

D.4 UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH EMPLOYEE SURVEY 

This survey investigates user response to an employer-sponsored 

program that offers great convenience in ,the purchase of prepayment but no 

discount. Our purpose was to compare the responses in this survey with 

those in the Tulsa employee survey, where the convenience of purchasing 

prepayment was slightly less and a sizable discount was present. In many 

respects such a comparison involves contrasting unlike systems. Port 

Authority of Allegheny County (PAT) serves five and one-half times as many 

people as MTTA. Because of the need for multiple zones in a system the 

size of PAT, there is a greater degree of complexity in the fare structure 

than is the case in smal !er systems. To reduce interpretive biases as 

much as possible, the survey forms used in Tulsa and Pittsburgh were 

designed with identical formats. 
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In Pittsburgh nine employers offer PAT permits through payrol I 

deduction. The University of Pittsburgh is the largest participating 

employer, having 6,000 employees. Of these, 500 (8.3 percent) purchase 

PAT permits through payrol I deduction. In selecting the University as the 

preferred survey site, we were confident about obtaining a meaningfully 

sized sample of payrol I deduction participants. For expedience, University 

staff recommended a campus-wide mai I ing to al I 6,000 employees, rather than 

a selective mai I ing to al I payrol I deduction program participants and a 

representative sample of other employees. 

Of the 6,000 survey forms distributed through the University's mai I 

system, 2,017 were returned for a 33 percent response rate. Withir our 

sample 29.3 percent, or 588, use public transit, and 9. I percent (184 

employees) of the sample participate in the payrol I deduction program. 
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APPENDIX E 

QUESTIONNAIRE FORMS AND TABULATIONS OF RESPONSES 
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The Huron River Group, Inc. 209 E. Washington Ann Arbor, Ml 48108 

STUDY OF PREPAID TRANSIT FARES 

Please check the boxes beside the appropriate answers and return completed form to your 
bus captain before getting off the bus. 

I. About how long have you been using the DASH commuter bus? 

0Never rode before today 
~ C]Less than I month 

CJI To six months 

How did you pay for this trip? 

I C]One-way cash fare 
2 CJ 10-trip ticket 

6 to 12 months 
More than a year 
Ever sfnce it began 
(approximately 2 years) 

30 40-tr i p ticket 
40 Month I y pass 

3. 11 the past 20 work1ng days, how many one-way trips would you estimate yo~ 
have made on the DASH service? (Both ways every day would be 

40 one-way trios.)□ 

7 

3. 

How ri2nv J.'\SH -rips do you expect to make in the next 20 working 
days'l7 

If vo~DASH less than every day that you go to work, how do you 
go to or from work on trips when you don't use UASH? 

Q ~rive my car 
2 c:J' 0 assenger in someone 

else's car 
3 D ~3r e,ool 

4 D Ride DASH every day 
:, CJ Other pub I ic transportation 
6 D Other: 

----------
~hie~ =ateo0ry below best 1e~cribes your household's annual 
befor9 taxes? (Your answer wi I I be strictly confidential. 
are rot Jjent1fied on this f~r~.) 

f ncome 
You 

D _ess than $5,000 
2 □ $c,Jo1-t10,ooo 
3 0 51),JCl-$15,000 

40 $15,001-$20,000 
s □ $20,001-P5,ooo 
6 □ $2s,ooo-$3o,ooo 
7 D More than $30,000 

,...~w "'::J.1·•/ -:':lrs 

D ·Jo1e 

~re registere,j to members of your household? 

30 Two 
.: D Jne 

:-;'.J y'OU have a val id driver's I icense? 

ID Yes 

<'l D Three or more 

20 No 

:J. If you use alter13te transportation for some of your trips to work, 
w1at is the ~eason? 

11'/ork I ate 
Travel out of town 
E1joy driving to work occasionally 
Need car during the day for work 
~eed car during the day or after 
·ir1ork for personal errands, lunch 

Car pool avai I able 
Social/recreational 
Other: 

Figure E-1. SEMTA DASH Survey 
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Ans. N % 

: I 3 I. 3 
2 10 4.5 
3 32 14.3 
4 19 8.5 
5 48 21 .4 
6 I 12 so 

:?:I 7 3 
2 18 8 
3 I 35 60 
4 65 29 

3 :Mean= 29.6 
Std dev=12.4 

4 :Mean= 32. 3 
Std dev= I 0.4 

5 : I I 14 54 
2 21 I 0 
3 2 I 
4 48 23 
5 2 2.4 
6 20 10 

6 :I 2 I 
2 11 5 
3 33 16 
4 53 26 
5 57 28 
6 27 13 
7 20 I 0 

7 :I 5 2 
2 53 24 
3 l27 56 
4 39 17 

8 :I 221 97 
2 5 3 

9 :I 45 23 
2 I . 5 
3 5 3 
4 6 3 
5 49 25 
6 9 5 
7 25 13 
8 56 29 



10. How do you usually spend your time on the bus? 

ID Read tor personal pleasure or enrichment 
2c:J Sleep 38 Do office-related work 
4 Look at the scenery 
50 Talk with other passengers 
6CJ Play chess 
7t::l Other: Combinations of I through 5 ---------=c:.;..;_c:...c..:_=:.::....;:;.;_-'-'""'--;;.;..a"-'-'-

I I. Are you faml I lar with the prices of the fol lowing fare payment 
mechan 1 sms? 

I la Monthly pass tor uni imited use within the 
designated calender month? 

I lb 40-Trip Ticket for 40 one-way trips and no 
expiration date? 

I le 10-Trlp Ticket for 10 one-way trips and no 
expiration date? 

I Id One-Way Cash Fare good for one trip at a 
time? 

10 Yes 
20 No 

10 Yes 
20 No 

10 Yes 
20 No 

10 Yes 
20 No 

12a. Would you continue to ride the 
monthly pass to pay your fare? 

bus If you could only buy the 
(at Its present price.) iO 

12b. Would you continue to ride the bus If you 
40-trlp ticket to pay your fare? (at Its 

20 
could only buy the 
present prlcejb 

20 
12c. Would you continue to ride the bus It you could only buy 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

I Yes 
the 10-trip ticket to pay your fare? Cat its present pr·s1ce) 

2 No 

12d. Would you continue to ride the bus if you could only pay the 
one-way fare? (at Its present price. J 

13. How do you buy your pass/ticket? 

I d From the bus capta In 
2 □ Mai I order from SEMTA 
3 c:::::J From the driver 
4 D From another passenger 

Yes 
No 

Answers I & 3 above 
Other 

Figure E-1 (Continued/ 
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Ans. N % 
12:1 37 

2 42 
3 3 
4 I 3 
5 12 
6 0 
7 128 

I I a: I 
2 

I lb: I 
2 

I le: I 
2 

I Id: I 
2 

12a: I 
2 

I Zb: I 
2 

12c: I 
2 

12d: I 
2 

13: I 146 
2 44 
3 3 
4 3 
5 22 
6 6 

16 
19 

I 
6 
5 
0 

52 

93 
7 

95 
5 

90 
10 

80 
20 

64 
36 

90.5 
9.5 

48 
52 

13 
87 

65 
20 

I 
I 

10 
3 



14. _Why do you prefer to buy passes/tickets this way? 

15. Can you suggest any improvements In the way passes/tickets 
are sold: 

16. Prior to December, 1974 40-trip tickets were not sold for 
DASH service. How did you pay for the service before that 
date? 

I B Monthly pass 
2 10-trip ticket 

Answers I & 2 above 

3 D One-way fare 
4 D Did not ride prior to December, 1974 

If you boarded the bus today by: 

Monthly pass - Please turn to the Pink page for more questions. 
40-tr i p tkket - PI ease turn to theBlue page for more questions. 
10-trip ticket - Please turn to the Green page for more questions. 
One-way fare - Please turn to the Yellow page for more questions, 

,',ns, N % 
14' 

15: 

16: I 106 
2 44 
3 4 
4 45 
5 22 

48 
20 

2 
20 

5 

Use this spacP for any comments you did not have enough space to write above: !7: 

Figure E-1 (Continued) 
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Please answer the questions on this page if you use a 

MONTHLY PASS 

Ans. N % 
Ml. 

M2. 

M3. 

Why did you buy a monthly pass rather than a 40-trip ticket? 

D Lower cost per trip with the monthly pass, for the 
number of times I ride 

2 0 Can board the bus faster, since the monthly pass does 
not have to be punched 

3 0 To force myself to use the bus as much as possible 
4 D Other: 

4 Answers I & 2 above 

5 Answers I & 3 above 
6 Answers I, 2 & 3 above 

Why did you buy a monthly pass rather than a ID-trip ticket? 

D Lower cost per trip with the monthly pass, for the 
number of times 1 ride 

2 J=1 Can board the bus faster, since the monthly oass does 
not have to be punched 

3 D To force myself to use the bus as nuch as possible 
4 D Other: 

4 Answers I & 2 above 

Why did you buy a monthly pass rather than pay the one-way fare? 

D Lower cost per trip with the monthly pass, for the 
number of times I ride 

2 D Do not have to pay each time I board with the monthly pass 
3 D Other: 

Ml: I 54 
2 0 
3 0 
4 9 
5 I 
6 I 

M2: I 59 
2 0 
3 0 
4 5 

M3: I 60 
2 0 
3 4 

STOP - You need answer no more questions. Please return this questionnaire to 
the bus captain. Thank you for your cooperation and time. 

FigureE-1 (Continued) 
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83 
0 
0 

14 

92 
0 
0 
8 

94 
0 
6 



Please answer the questions on this page, if you use a 

40-TRIP TICKET 

Fl. 

F2. 

F3. 

F4. 

F5. 

Why did you buy a 40-trlp ticket rather than a monthly pass? 

I O Do not ride often enough to justify having a monthly pass 
2 0 A fra Id that u nexoected c I rcu stances w I I I keep me from 

making 
almost 

3 D Other: 

ful I use of the monthly pass, even though I ride 
every day. 

3 Answers I & 2 above 

4 Other Reasons 

Why did you by a 40-trlp ticket rather than a 10-trip ticket? 

1 □ 
20 

3 D 

Lower cost per ride with the 40-trip ticket 
Do not have to buy the 40-trip ticket as frequently as 

the ID-trip ticket 
Other: 

3 Answers I & 2 above 

Other Rea sons 

Why did you buy a 40-trip ticket rather than pay the one-way fare? 

I j_J Lower cost per ride with the 40-trlo ticket 
2 l_j Do not have to pay each time I board with the 40-tr i p ticket 
3 i=:J Other: 

3 Answers I & 2 above 

4 Other Reasons 

How frequently do you ride the bus now, compared with your riding 
before the 40-trip ticket was avai I able? (December 1974) 

I j_J Did not ride before the 40-trip ticket was available 
2 0 Ride more than I did before the 40-trip ticket was avai I able 
3 D RI de about the same 
4 0 Ride less 

If there has been a change in the amount you ride the bus, compared 
with your riding before the 40-trip ticket was available, please 
indicate the reason for the chanqe. 

10 
2 1:=J 

317 

40 

Did not ride before December 1974 
Did not ride before December 1974, and the avai lab ii ity of the 

40-trip ticket convinced me to start riding 
Ride more because the cost per trip is less than the cost per 

trfp"with a 10-trip pass 
Ride more because 

5 D Ride less because I now pay for only the rides I use, whereas 
lfelt obi iged to use the monthly pass as much as possible 

6 [] Ride less because 
--------------

7 D Ride about the same 

Ans. N 

FI: I 
2 
3 
4 

F2: I 
2 
3 
4 

F3: I 
2 
3 
4 

F4: I 
2 
3 
4 

FS: I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

37 
66 

6 
22 

89 
9 

30 
5 

IOI 
6 

23 
4 

26 
18 
83 

7 

22 
3 

16 
4 
2 
5 

47 

STOP - You need answer no more questions. Thank you for your cooperation 

Figure E-1 (Continued) 
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28 
50 

5 
17 

67 
7 

23 
4 

76 
5 

17 
3 

19 
13 
62 

5 

22 
3 

16 
4 
2 
5 

47 

____ j 



Please answer the questions on this page, if you use a 

10-TRIP TICKET 

Tl. Why did you buy a 10-trip ticket rather than a monthly pass? 

0 Do not ride often enough to Justify having a monthly pass 
2 D Too I ate to buy a monthly pass this month. Wi 11 buy one 

next month 
3 1__J The monthly pass requires tao much money at one time 
4 1-.J Other: 

T2. Both the ID-trip ticket and the 40-trip ticket can be used for 
an uni imited length of time, but the 40-trip ticket offers 
a lower cost per trip than the ID-trip ticket. Did you know 
this when you bought the ID-trip ticket? 

IO Yes 2 0 No 

T3. Why did you buy a 10-trlp ticket rather than a 40-trip ticket? 

ID The 40-trip ticket requires too much money at one time 
2 LI I ride very infrequently. Would take too long to use 40-trip 

ticket 
3 1::=l Other: 

T4. Why did you buy a 10-trip ticket rather than pay the one-way fare? 

ID Lower cost per ride with the 10-trip ticket 
2 D Do not have to pay each time I board with the 10--trip ticket 
3 D Other: 

STOP - You need answer no more questions. Please return this questionnaire 
to your bus captain. Thank you for your cooperation and time. 

Figure E-1 (Continued) 
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Ans. 

Tl: I 

T2: I 
2 

T3: I 
2 
3 

T4: I 
2 
3 

2 
3 
4 

N % 
6 35 
2 12 
2 12 
7 41 

14 
3 

78 
3 

6 .35 
2 12 
9 53 

12 71 
2 12 
3 17 



Please a1swer the questions on this page, if you pay the 

ONE-WAY FARE 

Cl. Why did you pay the one-way fare rather than buy a monthly pass? 

C2. 

C.5. 

C4. 

D Wanted to try the service before committing myse If 
2 I ~l Do not ride often enough to justify having a monthly pass 
3 ,-=:] This is my first ride 
4 i-=:J Too late to buy a monthly pass for this month 
5 D The monthly pass requires too much month at one time 
6 0 Other: 

Why ~Id you pay the one-way fare rather -than buy a 40-trio ticket? 

I [=I 
2 I J 
3 
4 I 

s I] 

11/arted to try the service before committing myself 
Do not ride often enough to justify hcving a 40-trip ticket 
This is my first ride 
T~e 40-trip ticket requires too much money at one time 
Other: 

Why did you pay the one-way fare rat~er +han buy a 10-trlp ticket? 

I i----, 'Ma nted to try the service before comri i tt i ng myse If 
2 l,__J Do not rice often enough to justify having a 10-trip ticket 
3 I_____J This is my first ride 
l 7 The ID-trip ticket requires too much money at one time 
5 '----- Othe': 

If you decided to buy one of the otrer types of ticke·ts, which would 
yoJ choose? 

I Wou Id always pay the one-way fare 
-

2 __J 10-trip ticket 
3 CJ 40-trip ticket 
4 _J Month I y oass 

ST0° - You need answer no ~ore questions. 0 lease return this auestlonnaire 
to vou r bus ca Jta in. Thank you for your cooperation and time. 

Figure E-1 (Concluded) 
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Ans. 

Ci: I 
2 , 
4 
5 
6 

C2: I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

C3: I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

C4: I 
2 
3 
4 

N 

3 
I 
I 
0 

2 
2 
I 
0 
2 

2 
I 
0 
2 
I 

0 
3 
3 
0 



Dear MTTA Passenger, 

The U.S. Department of Transportation is sponsoring a study having 1·0 do with 
alternative methods of paying transit fares. Please check the boxes beside the 
appropriate answers and return the completed form to the person who gave it to 
you before you leave the bus. All answers will be kept entirely confidertial 
and used for statistical analysis only. Your name is not requested. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

I. How did you pay your fare for this trip? 

0 Punch Pass 

0 Transfer 

[TI Month I y Pass 

0 Cash [}J Student Fare G Tokon 

@enior Citizen Fare [2J Daily Rider Fare 

0 Other
0
, _________ _ 

2. Do you sometimes use a different method of payment than you used today? 

Yes --------- If so, what a I ternate method cf payment 
do you sometimes use? 

0 Punch Pass (2]cash Q Student Fare 

G Token 0 Transfer 0 Senior Citizen 

0 Daily Rider Fare 0 Month I y Pass 

Fare 

0 Other~'-----------

3. How many one-way trips do you plan to take today? (Please write 
the number of 
rides ir1 -,-he 

PLEASE 
DO NOT 
WRITE IN 
TH IS SPACF 

, , 

2, 

3, 

□ box) 4-5: 

4. How many one-way trips do you plan to take this week? (Monday through Saturday) 

□ 
(Please write the 

number of rides in 
the box) 

5. What is the~ purpose for this trip on MTTA? (Please creek only 
one box). 

0 Work 0 School 

0 Socia I, Recreationa I 

[2J College G Shop 

0 Other_, ________ _ 

Below are several features that have to do with the way you pay your tare. 
Please check the appropriate box to indicate the degr-ee of importance of each 
feature to you. 

How much do you Ii ke: Like Don't Dis Ii ke 

6-7: 

8, 

Very Much Like Care Dis Ii ke Very Much 

6. Receiving a 20 percent 
dlscount on bus rides with 

~ 0 Q] G 0 a punch pass? 9, 

7. Carrying the proper coins to 
pay the exact tare? ~ 0 Q] G 0 

8. Being able to ride~ 
on a single daily pass, regard-
less of how many trips are 
taken? 0 0 Q] QJ 0 11, 

9. Going to one ot the outlets 
that sel Is passes for the 
purpose ot buying a pass? 8 0 0 0 0 12: 

OYER PLEASE 

Ans. N % 

I, I 559 38.0 
2 506 34 .4 
3 51 ·1. 5 
4 7 0.5 
5 26 I .8 
6 35 2.4 
7 258 17.6 
8 21 I .4 
9 7 0.5 

2 ,2 747 52. I 
3 686 47.9 

2, I 146 I 0.3 

I 2 262 I 8.4 
I 3 13 0.9 

4 43 3.0 
5 51 3.6 
6 14 I .0 
7 130 9.2 
8 5 0.4 
9 758 53.3 

3 Mean= 2, 02 
Std dev= 0.92 

4:Mean= 8.14 
Ste dev'"' 4. 14 

5: I 968 66,8 
2 204 14. I 
3 48 3.3 
4 62 4.3 
5 4 I 2.8 
6 5. 7 

6: I 873 70. I 
2 215 17.3 
3 136 IC.9 
4 12 I .0 

9 C.6 
7: I 203 16.6 

2 202 16.5 
301 24. 6 

4 786 73.4 

' 232 I ,"l ,9 
·a, 736 53.5 

2 193 15.3 
3 779 22 .2 
4 22 . 7 

5 29 2.3 r 
1
_799 25:4 255 2: . 7 

397 33.7 
166 14. 1 

61 5. I 

-------'L-<.'-~....-..c=--·-· 

Figure E-2. Tulsa On-Board Survey 
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I 

10. 

: I. 

I 2. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

I 7. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Like Don't Dislike 
Verv Much Li kc Care Dis Ii ke Vert Much 

Paying for your bus rides ic 
• a lump sum before you 

0 0 0 0 [5J dctua I I y take them? 

Waiting for the driver to 

0 0 [TI 0 0 punch the punch pass? 

Having r,o time expira7ion oc 

0 0 0 0 0 the use of a punch pass? 

Being given tokens for free 
transit rides for shopping 

0 0 0 0 QJ downtown? 

It you had the choice between the fol lowing two types of punch passes, 
which would you choose? 

GJ 0 A non-discounted A discounted punch pass 
express pass for for regular or non-express 
express service. service. 

Why did you choose the pJnch pass you did ic the above question? 

What is your sex? 0 Male 0 Female 

What Is your age? ['.] 0-16 years QJ 17-25 years 

0 26-42 years G 43-61 years 0 62 and older 

What is your total tami ly income? 

[iJ Below $4,000 0 $4,000-$6,999 G11.ooo-19.999 

G $10.000-$14,999 0 $15,000-$24,999 Gs2s,ooo or greater 

Why do you use the particular Method of payment for your bus rides that 
you indicated in question I ? 

0 i_east expensive 0 Most convenient 

[D Other: 

If you have any more comments regarding the way you pay for your fare, 
please write them below. 

Thank you. Please return tr-e form to the person who gave it to ymJ. 

Figure E-2 (Concluded) 
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13, 

: 4' 

I 5, 

16, 

17, 

18-19, 

20, 

21, 

22, 

23-24, 

Ans. N l 
IO, I 348 30.2 

2 258 22 .4 
3 370 32.1 
4 145 10.8 
5 33 4.4 -

11, I 132 11. 7 
2 180 I 6.0 
3 714 63.3 -
4 74 6.6 
5 28 2.4 

- 12, I 614 55.2 
2 254 22.8 
3 190 17. I 
4 44 4.0 

- 5 11 0.9 
13, I 440 40.4 

2 274 24.8 
3 347 3 I . 5 
4 22 2.0 
5 14 I .3 

14, I 247 22.6 
- 2 847 77 .3 

-
16, I 58 I 45. 7 

- 2 59n 54 ? 

17, I IO I 8.0 
2 407 32. I 
3 349 27. 5 

- 4 316 24.9 
5 96 7.6 

I 8, I 277 21. 5 
2 211 20.0 

I 3 98 9.3 
4 184 17.5 

- 5 252 23.9 
6 82 7.8 

19, I 306 25.6 
2 634 53.0 
3 257 71 .4 

-



Tu Isa 

THE HURON RIVER GROUP /--208 E. WASHINGTON/ ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48108 f (3131 994-3446 

ihe Huron River Group is conducting a stuay for tie J.S. DepartmenT of Trans
oortation. As part ot this study, we are asking a random sample of employees 
in the Tulsa area some questions about how they travel to and frorn work. Al I 
of the answers wi 11 be kept entirely confldentlal and used for statlstical 
analysis only. Your name is not reouested. 

We would appreciate your taking a few minutes to tl I I out the survey form below 
and on the back of this letter. When ycu have completed the form, please return 
it to t~e person ~rom whom you received it, so that it can be retJrned to the 
Huron River Group as soon as posslble. 

Thank you for your coo~eration. 

Although there are 18 questions, you are r.ot asked to ariswer every one. Just 
answer the next question that the instruction i1dicates. (F'or example, if you 
answer question A, ''passenger in someone else 1 s car", the next question vou are 
asked to answer is question G, skipping letters B thrc.Jgh F). 

Answer by making an "X" through ~he appropriate box. l:xariple: Your city: I )(' Tulsa 

I New 

A. How do y OU nonnally travel between your home and your job? 

Drive my own Drive rny own Take turns Passen9er in Pub I ic Other: 
car with no car; have reg- driving a someone else~s tra,sportatio 

passengers ular passengers car pool car w----
GO TO K GO TO J GO TO K GO TO G GO TO B TO I -
I :1 I, 2 I ,3 I ,4 I: 5 I ,6 

8. (PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION USERS ONLY,J 
How do you normally pay for your pub I ic transportation trips to and from work? 

25-Ride ;iunch $22 Monthly 
Cas h pass commuter pass Other: 

2, I 2,2 2,3 2,4 
GO TO F GO TO C GO TO C GO TO t-

C. Do you buy your pass at work? 

D. Did you 
began se 

E. Do you u 
your emp 

use pub I ic transportation for your work trips before your erriployer 
I I Ing passes? 

4,1□ 
se pub I le transportation more, 
loyer began 

5, I 
More 

GO TO 

se I I i ng passe~ 

4,2 

about 

Yes 

GO TO E 
-

the same or I ess now than before --

F. Why do you pay tor pub I i c transit the way you do? 

I GOTDI I 
(Questions G through R are on reverse side) 

Figure E-3. Tulsa Employee Survey 
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• 
York 

po NOT 
RITE IN 

~HIS 
SDAC[ 

I' -

2, -

3, 

4, -

5' -

Ans. 

A, I 
2 
3 
4 

6 

B, I 
2 
3 
4 

C, I 
2 

o, I 
2 

[' I 

2 
3 

N % 

371 37.2 
6l 6.4 
57 5.7 
52 5.2 

426 42.7 
28 2.8 

9 2. I 
413 97 .2 

2 0.5 
2 0.2 

3 0. 7 
410 99.3 

188 64.0 
106 36.0 

53 35.2 
95 63.5 

2 I .3 



G. (Answer only Jf you are 
trip to a1d from work). 

regularly a passenger in some else's 
Do you pay the driver of the car? 

car on your 

8: I □ I H. How much do you pay the driver every month? 

TO I 
I. Is there a car norma I I y available for your work trip? 

□ 11: I 
L I 

Yes 
I I: 2 

GO TO 

J. (Answer only rt you normally drive to work and bring a regular oassenger 
or passengers with you). Do you recPlve oayrnent fro,n your passenger or 
passengers? 

Fl~ 'How nuch do you receive 

LJ GO TOK 

K. About how much do you pay for parking each month? 

$ ./month ----

GO TO L 

each month 

L. Do you ever use pub I re transporta'tion for trips other than to and from work? 

EJ"__..., I About how many trips a month? 

Please answer questions M through R 
M.How long does it (or would it) take you to walk from your home to the 

nearest public transDortatlon stop? --

I Less than 5 mlnutesf I 5 
to 18 rTJinutes I I More than ID 'Tlinutes I I Do, 't know I 

18: I 18 :2 18: 3 IB:4 

N. How long does (or would) it take you to wa I k to your work el ace from the 
nearest pub! le transportation stop? 

!less than 5 minutes! ! 5 to 10 minutesl I More than 10 mi nu-tes i I Don't know I 
19: I 19:2 19:3 19:4 

Q. What Is the main reason that you make the Journey to and from work in your 
present manner? 

P Does your employer sel I passes at a lower price than would exist else\1/here? 

Q. Your sex: 

R. Your age: 

21: I~ 21 :2 G;J 2l ·31Don 1 t know 

22: I~ 22:2 j Female j 
!Youoger toa, 20\ 120-291 130-391 140-4~ j 5 □ -591 160 or older\ 

23: I 23:2 23:3 23:4 23:5 ._2~3-,6------' 

8: 

9-10: 
[~0=99) 

11: 

12-13: 
[MD=991 

14-15: 
IMD=99) 

16-17' 
IMD=99) 

18: 

19: 

20: 

21: 

22: 

23: 

We would appreciate any further comments yow may care to provide concerning your 
present commuting arrangements, with partlc:..ilar reference to your use, or potential 
use, of pub I le transportation, and partlcularly your thoughts regarding the 
avai labitlty of passes ar yoJr place of wor~. Please write any additional 
comments on a separate sheet and attach to this questionni'l!re. 24: 

Please return this questfonnaire to the person from who you received it as 
soon as possible. Thank you very much for your assistance. 

Figure E-3 (Concluded) 
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Ans. 

G: I 
2 

N 

24 
26 

48.0 
52.0 

H:\iean= 11,04 
Std dev= 5. 95 

I: I 56 16.6 
2 281 83.4 

J:Mean= 12.07 
Std dev= 6.47 

K Mean= 13.62 
Std dev= 8.61 

L:Mean= 3.78 
Std dev= 3.91 

M: I 477 49.1 
2 239 24.6 
3 169 17.4 
4 86 8.9 

N: I 788 81. 5 
2 65 6.7 
3 39 4.1 
4 75 7.7 

P: I 39 4. I 
2 824 85.5 
3 10 I 10.4 

Q: I 515 52.5 
2 467 47.5 

R: I 16 1.6 
2 360 36.4 
3 268 27.1 
4 170 17 .2 
5 153 15.4 
6 21 2.2 
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Ptttsburgh 

THE HURON RIVER GROUP / 209 E. WASHINGTON / ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48108 / (313) 994-3446 

The Huron P.iver Grouµ is conduc.:ting a 'c;tudy tor the _,.S. lJep<Jr 7 ment ot 'rans
portation. As part of this study, we are asking a random sample of U. ot Pittsburgh 
enployees in the Pittsburg") area some CLestions about row they travel to anc from 
work. Al I of the answArs wi I be kept entirely confidential ard used for 
statistical ar1alysis or1ly. Your r1a~e is no1 requested. 

'fie would appreciate your taking a few minutes to fi 11 out the survey form below arid on 
the back ;:if this letter. \'/hen you tiove completed the furm, please return it to 
the person fr·om 'Nham vou :-eceived it, so thiJt i r can be returned to the Huron 
qiver Group as soon as possi:,le. 

Th~nk ycu for your cooperation . 

. A,lthough tr.ere are 17 questir;ns, you are not asked to answer P-very one. J1Jst 
answer the rext question tha"" the ir1s+r·uctior1 indicates. (fo,- example, ifyou 
iJrswer quest:on A, "passenger in someone else 1 s car 1

,' trie rext question yo1i are 
asked to answer is question G, skippirq letters B t'lrough F). 

Ans~cr by making an '1X' 1 through the approprid1e box. Exdrnplc: Your city: I Pitt;(gh I 
I New York I 

A. How co you norma I ly travel 'Je t·weer1 your home o"ld your ob 7 

Prive my owe Drive my owe lake tL rns 0 assenger in Pub' ic Other: 

DO NOT 
'r'IRI TE IN 
THIS 
SPACE car with ro car; have re-:j- driving a so'neone elses'~ transpor;at i or 

passengers ..JI ar passengers Ci'lr ,)oo I ccr ---
GO 

GO TOK GO TO J GO 10 K GO TOG GO TO B TOI 

I ,, I : 2 I : 3 :4 I : 5 I :b I. 

B. (PL.;BL IC lRANSPORTATION USERS ONLY: ) 

How co you normally pay for '/Our pub I ic transporta~ion trirs -o i'lnrl from work? 

I Cash 

Fl 

IMoethly pcrmitl l'r,cual oer,it I Other: 

I 

2: I 2,2 2:3 2,4 
GO TO GO TO C GO TO C G~ TO F 2, --

C. Do you pay f oc your- permit t-tn c,ugh payroll deduction? 

□ c::]. 3: I 3: 2 
3, 
--

D. Did you use pub I i c transportation tor your •,1ork tri OS before Pitt. offered 
payro, I deduction to pay for monthly permits: 

4: I □ 4:2 Gd 4: --

E. Do you use pub Ii c trar1sportcJt ion more, about the same or less cow than b>?.fore 
you sturted PiJY i '19 by pay~c I I deduc:tior.? 

w ~ I Less 

Fl 5: I s,2 5, 3 
GO TO s, --

F. Vihy do yoa pay fer puh I i c tr-arc, it trie ,,icy you r.J.:1? 

S-7: 

UJUESTlmJS G THROUGH O ARF mi RFVEC.:SE s IDt. i 

Figure E-4. University of Pittsburgh Employee Survey 
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Ans. N % 
A: I 734 36.5 

2 209 10.4 
3 64 3.2 
4 131 6.5 
5 589 29.3 
6 283 14. I 

8: I 268 45.7 
2 286 48. 7 
3 13 2.2 
4 20 3.4 

C: I 116 38.7 
2 184 61.3 

D, I 41 21 .8 
2 147 78.2 

E: I 34 22 
2 120 77 
3 I I 
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G. (A11s•;1er on I 
trip -to anO 

if you dre regularly 3 passenger in sorre else's c~r on your 
work:,. Jn voe: pay ti"e driver of the car? 

81 bJ 8: 1::~TO HI 
H. How much do you :::iay the driv,:,r every rior,th'! 

11: I 6-d 112 ~ 
J. :Answer orly it you 1orr,c:i' Iv drive +c work .:J'lC brini::i a regulur passenger 

or passengers ·;1ith you:•. :Jo vou ~e::cc·ve oayrr,ert frc<r, yc:JLr passenger or 
r;assengers? 

F7 
L:;~TQ_~ 

~011,· ·11uch do y•.Ju n;ceive eac:'1 riur1~1l $ 

GO T2 K 

K. About how muc"'i do vou PJY ~or pur-:: 1 ng each rron t-h? 

'E . /rionth 

B, 

9-10, 
(MD=99) 

11, 

12-13, 
I MD• 99: 

:..;J TU L I 4- ,' :J: 
(Y-0=99J 

L. lJo you ever Jse public -:Tdr"o~or·tdtiur· fc,r tri:1s otl,er than to ard from 
work? 

EJ 6---------7 I A. t:, 1. t how rr Ary t '. i rs ?l mo_c_t_h __ ?====::J 
Please answer questions M throug, Q 

M. How lon:,i does 1 - .... ould +) +eke you to wulk from your home to the 
neares- pub I ic trars:o,...t3-i~" s~o:? 

~ ~hrlr S rri7ut'"s] js tr; 10 cr,i1,1t.c:iJ jMore t~,an 10 n1r,~1tesl joon't .-;;11c· ... j 

IR,4 

N. How I ong does (or wou ! rJ) it tcJk.e v'.JJ -:-c ·wu I k to your 11·c:ir·k µ I iJ'.:e f r·orn the 
nearest pub' ic transpcPation stc::D? 

19, I !9:2 

present n-·anr,er? 

P.YcH.r sex: 

Q. Y,.::,ur c1qe: 

IMure H1d'I 10 mir1ute:sl 

19:3 19, 

16-17' 
(M0=99) 

! 9: 

70: 

_,I: 

22: 

'l'l,co wcJlj cc::,r-e:i:,-e 3~,,1 •~,...-~~,- ~~rr,rr,erts you may care to ce concerri'lg yo_w 
:,resent .--::immuti-:::: '",.--J~g.c...,pr+c;,,., _._ :s"!~t·~,;lilr ,...eff,rAnce your use, or poten-icl 
~se, o 1 ~-t,lic :-r-::wscor+3ti~, ,v1J :;:..:1rti~.Jl2r·ly yc._.r thoug,ts reqarji,;i the payroll 
jedw~tic· c!dr1 r0'~,r~•j ta i-: •re questic~r~ire. ~lease wri+c ary Add"tior~I 
::;,r-i-e--:-s ::r ~ 3e~c1r::;+e s"'ee- :,r~ ,,,+ta::-, -c;. this questionncJire. 2 3: 

Figure E-4 (Concluded) 
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A'lS. N % 

G: I 79 59 .3 
2 54 40.7 

H Mean= 16.98 
Std dev= I 0.34 

I' 352 40.8 
510 59.2 

:Mean= 19.55 
Std dcvc- 11.56 

K:Mean= 15.95 
Std dev= 7.79 

L Mean-cc 5.37 
Std dev= 7.17 

M, I 141' 57.8 
2 434 22.0 
3 3/3 18.9 
4 26 I. 3 

N: I 1332 67.5 
2 405 20.5 
3 701 18.2 
4 36 I .6 

P: I 957 48.2 
2 IC28 51. fl 

Q: ! 53 7.7 
797 40. 2 

3 485 24.6 
4 315 I 5. 9 
5 254 12.8 
6 75 3.8 



APP~NDIX F 
REPORT OF INVENTIONS 

After a di I igent review of the work perforrred under this contract, .no 

innovation, discovery, improvement, and/or invention was made; nor were any 

of the above intended to be made. The purpose of the study was the examination 

of the overal I ridership and revenue impacts of ongoing and completed fare 

prepayrrent programs, so that the invention or development of new devices for 

fare collection was not expected. 
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